
GEOLOGY OF EUROPEAS丫N丁日ESIS
by

lean AubOUin

Europe isa”continenta乙crossroads，，rather than a cont艺nent in itsezl：crossroads of orogen艺es，
crossroads of oceanic openings，crossroads o厂cl定mates，it exemPZ定fies in rather之im之tea space，al己the
geo王09〔cQI Prob乙ems that arise on a continenta更sca己e． 爪 this article，the President ol’ the 26th
InternationaZ GeoZogical Congress traces EuroPers comPlex geo乙ogical history and accounts厂or some
of itsambiguit之es·

Two oceans一the Atlantic and the Arctic一bound EuroPe on
the west and north with broad continental shelves． lts
eastern and southern boundaries are somewhat more varied．

Tbe Urals to the east，a HerCynian chain，welded the North
Atlantic continent to Asia in the Perrnian and established

Eurasia，which was to define its identity after the oPening of
the Tethys in the Triassic and Jurassic，and later the Atlantic
in the Cretaceous and Tertiary． The Lesser Caucasus，an
AIPine chain to the south，develoPed on the southern margin
of Eurasia and rePresent the northern branch of the AIPine
orogen．（The Greater Causasus are generally considered as
Part of EuroPe，eVen though they rePresent the true mountain
barrier．）

Intramontane seas formed in the final Phases of the AIPine
orogeny一the CasPian，Black and Aegean Seas，as well as the
Mediterranean．The Straits of Gibraltar were formed in their

Present Position in the Pliocence，as were both the Aegean
Sea and the Sea of Marmara which fix the alignment of the
Dardanelles and the BosPhorus·

The Hercynian orogeny Played a key role in defining EuroPe
as such，5主nce it led to the士ormation of Eurasia．Before that，
the history of EuroPe was that of ”Euramerica，，：the
Caledonian and Hercynian chains of western EuroPe
continued naturally into Greenland and North America．
Later on in the AIPine orogeny，”Eurafrica，，Predominated，
the North African chains having an obvlous kinshiP to the
AIPine chains of Mediterranean EuroPe．

                    Tectonics of EuroPe

Four tectonic ensembles，eacb defined by a corresPonding
orogeny，subdivide EuroPe：Precambrian EuroPe 15 considered
as a whole，for its chronological divisions do not form distinct

natural regions；the others are Caledonian or northwest
EuroPe，Hercynian（Variscan）or southwest EuroPe，and AIPine
or Mediterranean Europe（Fig．1）．Central Europe developed
at the crossroads of these dilferent orogenies·

Precom加ion  Eur0Pe
The Precambrian lorms three comPlexes in EuroPe： the
shie之ds in which the Precambrian croPs out，undeformed
through the whole of Phanerozoic time；the nuc乙ei，caught uP
in later orogenies；and the Russian P乙atform，where a
horizontal Phanerozoic cover rests with little or no deforma－

tion on a Permanently stable Precambrian basement·

The shields include the Baltic Shield（or Fennoscandia）which
forms the greater Part of Sweden，Finland and the Russian
border area，including the floor of the Barents Sea；the
Ukrainian Shield，which croPs out southwest of the Russian
Platform （of which it forms the foundation）；and the
Hebridean Shield（or Eria）in the northern Part of the British
Isles，which may also be considered as a nucleus caught uP in
the Caledonian orogeny·

The shields are characterized by their relatively great
antiquity：their metarnorPhic rocks are older than lj00 Ma
and covered by detrital red beds of late ProteroZoiC age．

Precambrian nuclei are found in the younger Caledonian and
Hercynian chains，esPecially along the aXis of the central
EuroPean cordillera：the Armorican Massif，Massif Central，
Vosges，Black Forest and Bohemia，and in the axis of the
Iberian meseta．In the AIPine chain，they are on the axis of
the Dinaride一Balkan comPlex一the Serbo一Macedonian and
RhodoPe rnassifs．

If younger Precambrian material 15 found in these nuclei（as
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Figure 1. Structural Outline of Europe: Precambrian: a) Shields, b) AntecZises; Uplifted areas of continental
platform, c) Syneclises; Depressed areas of continental platform, d) Aulacogen.   Caledonian: a) Internal
metamorphic zones and/or ophiolites, b) External weakly metamorphosed zones.   Hercynian: a) Internal
metamorphic zones, b) External zones, c) Hercynian plat厂orm. Alpine: a) Internal zones in general, b) Internal
metamorphic zones and/or ophiolites, c) External zones, d) Molasse, e) Intracontinental Mountain Chains,
f) Pliocene-Quaternary.   I Castillian Basins (1a一Nouvelle Castille, lb一Vieille Castille), 2 Ebre Basin,
3 Aquitaine Basin, 4 Anglo-Paris Basin, 5 Assemblage o厂German Basins, 6 Dacique Basin, 7 Alpine厂oredeep
(7a一Guadalquivir, 7b一Alpine厂oredeep proper, 7c一Peri-Carpathic厂oredeep, 7d一Balkan厂oredeep) 8 Italo-
Dinaric厂oredeep, 9 Pannonique Basin (backdeep).

in the Pentevrian of northern Brittany and the Channel
Islands), it consists chiefly of late Precambrian formed in
marine   environments   around   the   periphery   of   the
Precambrian shields. In many cases the rocks are of oceanic
facies (radiolarite and flysch) and the oceanic crust itself
may be represented by ophiolites. (The Brioverian of western
Europe, a regional equivalent of the Rhiphean of Asia, serves
as an example.)

rise to numerous salt domes.

Caledonian Europe
The Caledonian of Europe manifests itself in Scandinavia
(Norway, the Swedish borders and Spitzbergen) and in most of
the British Isles except for the southernmost part.   it
originated in a Caledonian geosyncline to the west of the
Baltic Shield;
nappes.

its oceanic crust formed Caledonian ophiolitic

These areas were affected at the end of the Precambrian by
an orogeny called the Cadomian of western Europe一the
equivalent of the Panafrican orogeny which developed in
Africa and South America, the Baikalian in Asia and, in a
more general way, the Assyntic orogeny as well.   The
Cadomian orogeny was accompanied and/or followed by an
early Cambrian glaciation of which tillites, in the form of
moraines, are found around the Scandinavian Shield or as
redeposited marine sediments in the Armorican Massif.

The Russian Platform is overlain by tormations that have
remained horizontal since the Cambrian. Their deformation

is on the thousand-kilometre scale, whether anticlinal (as the
anteclises of Byelorussia, Voronezh and the Volga) or
synclinal (the Baltic and Moscow syneclises), or in the torm
ot troughs (the aulacogens of Donetz and Patchelma). On its
southern border, the platform is fringed by a marginal
depression which is more pronounced to the southwest and
southeast (the Germano-Polish and Pre-Caspian depressions);
Permian saliferous deposits are abundant in both, and give
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The Caledonian chain is a typical collision chain of opposing
vergences, one side directed toward the Baltic Shield
(Spitzbergen, Scandinavia, British Isles), the other toward the
Canadian Shield or Laurentia (East Greenland). The natural
continuation of this structure is in Canada (Newfoundland,
Maritime Provinces, southern Qu6bec) and northeastern
United States (Allegheny Mountains).   Nappes form a
prominent feature in Scandinavia and the British Isles,
constituting some of the earliest nappe complexes in the
world to have been described (by Geikie in Scotland and by
Tornebohm in Scandinavia).

Identification of the Caledonian orogeny in the rest of Europe
is difficult because it has been caught up in the Hercynian
and Alpine orogenies. The nature of the problem varies: it is
a stratigraphical issue where the Devonian rests unconform-
ably on formations once thought to be Precambrian
(Brioverian), but which are now known in many cases to be of
Lower Palaeozoic age (as with the Armorican Massif,
especially in the Vendee). It is a chronological problem for



to be Caledonian according to radiometric determinations
(as, for example, in the Massif Central). It is a tectonic
problem where the Ardennes deformation, lying to the south
of the Russian Platform. and its continuation, reveals

structures with a northward vergence, implying that the
Ardennes Caledonian represented only the margin of the
chain, while the main part lay to the south.

Hercynfan (Variscart) EuropeThe Hercynian is represented：。most。，the ancient massifs
of central and western Europe which are separated from one
another by Mesozoic and Tertiary sedimentary basins, or by
Tertiary troughs linked with the Alpine orogeny. Thus, while
the structure of Caledonian Europe is obvious, that of the
Hercynian must be reconstructed in the mind.

one could say that Hercynian Europe consists of two chains
with opposing vergence.   The central European cordillera,
extending from southern Britain through France, Germany

-ntin}nt- tho Ntt}r f}r}} its fnrpland and is seDarated from

it hv a molassir foredeeD in which the Coal Measures of

Middle Carboniferous age were deposited. The cordillera has
a Precambrian axis which was metamorphosed and granitized
during the Hercvnian cvcle: it extends from southern Brittany

through the Massif Central, Vosges, the Black Forest to
Bohemia.

in the north it displays structures that are overturned or
thrust northward (the Condroz nappes of the Harz, and the
Sudeten Mountains); to the south, the structures are thrust
southward (the Montagne Noire and Cevennes nappes of the
Massif Central; the Moravian nappes of southeastern
Bohemia). The "Faille du Midi" of the Franco-Belgian coal
basin (the continuation of the Condroz thrust), together with
examDles from the Alps and Provence, helped Marcel
Bertrand to define the concept of overthrusting.   The
Pvrenees are Dart of the southern Hercynian domain of the
central EurODean cordillera as lar as tne coal Dasin or

Asturia.   This represents the common foreceep ot tne
cordillera and the one that forms the Iberian Meseta.

The metamorphosed(or Hesneric) cordill貂：granitizeda core-zone， of the Iberianlies northeast of the Iberian Meseta
and extends from NW to SE.   Structures are overturned

toward the northeast in the north and toward the southeast in

the south.

Considerinp that Hercynian structures in northwestern Spain
describe a Cantabrian curve around the common toreoeep ol
Asturia, and that the Iberian peninsula has undergone
diSDlacement to the east accompanied by a southward rota-
tion (thus oDenine the Bav of Biscav). it is Dossible that the

central European and Hesperic cordilleras once formed a
single edifice.

Hercvnian Europe was built up in successive phases: the
Breton phase (Devonian to Lower Carboniferous), the },udeten
Dhase (Lower to Middle Carboniferous), the Asturian phase
(Middle to Up啤r Carboniferous), and the haahan phase kend
of Carboniferous). A Palatine phase (Permian to Triassic) is
added bv some authorities, but it is marked only by the

Permian; it constitutes, noweverg an imporTami priase in ine
Urals.

Taken together, the first three phases uutit the main
Hercynian structures, whose distribution is common in both
the central European and Hesperic cor(lilleras. ine ClGeST 01
these一the已re ton phase一at士ectea mamiy the axes oi cn塑S,
while the Asturian tthe latest) detormed their margins.＿ I ne
Saalian phase corresponds to the late deformation of the
Upper   Carboniferous   intramontane   Coal   Dasins;   inis
deformation followed the major Hercynian movements.

The Palatine phase is not, strictly speaking, part of the
Hercvnian. The structural framework of the Permian, witF
its horst-graben structures and slides, is a harbinger of AlpmE
Europe.   It probably represents the first movement!
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associatea with the opening ot the jemys. in iater iimes ii
continued to control a certain number of the essential

tectonic features of Europe, though not always the ones that
are most obvious among Alpine structures. The importance
of the late Hercynian contribution to the structure of Europe
may well be greater than is generally believed.

The extension of the Hercynian orogeny through the rest of
Europe takes two forms:
Q) beyond the Hercynian front and in the North Atlantic
foreland, a Perihercynian fault field is characterized by a
system of horsts and graben best displayed in the Midland
Valley of Scotland and its continuation in Ireland, but also
found on the other side of the Atlantic一in Newfoundland and
Nova Scotia;
(n) Hercynian deformations are found in the roots of the
Alpine chains, including the Pyrenees-Provence complex,
throughout the Alpidic branch, and in North Africa.

Alpine Eui-ope
The European Alpine cycle falls into two successive phases:
first, the opening of the Tethys from Triassic to Jurassic
created the Alpine "geosyncline"; later, the opening of the
Atlantic from Cretaceous to Tertiary led to the closing of
the Tethys and the formation of Alpine chains. The continent
of Europe was subjected to transgressions from two seas一the
Tethys and a boreal sea一until the formation of the Atlantic.

There was thus, in both mountain chains and basins, a pre-
Atlantic and an Atlantic period.   In southern Europe,
especially in the Alpine chains, the change from one to the
other is at the Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary, while in
northern Europe it is even as late as Palaeogene. The end of
the Jurassic, however, is an important phase everywhere.

Principal Alpine Complex
The Alpine chains of Europe form two basic complexes. The
principal one is linked to the collision of Europe and Africa
which closed the Tethys.   This complex has opposing
vergences: an Alpidic branch on the margin of the European
continent and with vergence toward it, runs from Gibraltar to
Asia Minor by way of the Betic Cordilleras, the Alps, the
Carpathian arc and the Balkans; a Dinaric branch on the
margin of the African continent, with vergence toward it,
runs from Gibraltar to Asia Minor by way of the North
African chains, the Appennines, the Dinarides and the Aegean
arC．

The Dinaric branch is strongly folded back on itself in the
Italo-Dinaric zone, which is moulded onto a spur of Africa
(the Adriatic or Apulian spur, named after the stable
platform of southern Italy). Recent Mediterranean history
has left this part of Africa isolated on the southern flank of
Europe.

The ophiolitic suture, obscure in the northern Mediterranean,
becomes clearer in southern Italy (Calabria) and can be

Cortina, northern Italy; the Dolomites in the background are
mainly可Triassic limestone. (Photo courtesy E.T. Tozer)



followed   through the northern   Appennines,   Dinarides,
Hellenides and Asia Minor.   It is best developed in the
Dinarides and Asia Minor.

In the basic-ultrabasic assemblages, there are ophiolites,
which correspond to the oceanic crust of the Tethys and are
generally of Jurassic age, and peridotites, which are the basal
crust of continents that bordered the Tethys.   Examples
include the peridotites at Beni Bouchera, Morocco, and the
Lanzo peridotites of northern Italy which, like the African
basement that overlies them, are of Precambrian age (600
Ma).

The line of the metamorphic suture is marked by a band of
high pressure/low temperature metamorphism of blueschist
facies, the first of the kind in the world to be recognized;
glaucophane from the Isle of Syros was described in the last
century.

from the Triassic and Lias on the margins of Eurasia, at the
same time as the Tethys was opening up elsewhere.

Pyrenees-Provence Complex
The Pyrenees-Provence complex has the character of an
intercontinental chain formed between Europe and Iberia; it
resembles a

Pvrenean front
＿，二 - 0
dDOU1 J少

rnicroplate sliding eastward along
while undergoing
This took place

southward

  the north

rotation of

the Cretaceous

Palaeogene, and accounts for the simultaneous opening
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the Bay of Biscay on the west when compressive structures
were forming in the east (eastern Pyrenees, Languedoc and
Provence). It may even be said that this complex sliding
movement deflected the Alpine system and accentuated the
curvature of the western Alps.

Thus, the north Pyrenean front appears as a transform fault
in a continental environment. Furthermore, it affected the
entire lithosphere down to the deepest crust, for mafic
fragments of it are squeezed in along the front in the form of
Lherzolite massifs (for which the lake of Lherz in the

Pyrenees is the type locality).

一币氮赢一蘸鑫7-

Contrasting lithologies in the French Alps: deformed phyllites
of Lower Jurassic age in the厂oreground, with crystalline
basement of the Pelvoux Massif behind; viewed from La
Grave. (Photo courtesy National Museum o厂Wales).

The nature of the Tethyan collision was not everywhere the
same: mostly it was a direct collision, giving rise only to the
formation of nappes of oceanic material.   In some places
there was hypercollision, such as in the eastern Alps where,
following closure of the Tethys, an extensive flat-lying,
slicing movement thrust the Italo-Dinaric complex over the
ophiolitic suture. Finally, in the few places where collision
may not have occurred, there was hypocollision一in the
eastern Mediterranean, for example一which } explains the
formation of the Tyrrhenian and Aegean arcs; here, the still
active subduction is that of the remains of the Tethys whose
margins have not yet been fused. For the Aegean arc, it
seems that this subduction, if not completed, is on the point
of being so.

Up to the Carpathians, it is basically Europe that is
overthrust even if there is some counter-thrusting toward
Africa (the eastern Alps offer the most striking example of
this). From the Balkans and Hellenides onwards, it is mainly
Africa that is overthrust, even if there is some counter-
thrusting toward Europe. The distribution of ophiolites, blue
schists and granodiontes of Alpine age illustrates this change
which, eastward from the Scutari-Pec transversal, traces the
relationships that prevail from southern Eurasia to as far
away as Indonesia.

Alpine chains were built up in successive stages: terminal
Jurassic (Neokimmerian), middle Cretaceous (Austrian),
terminal Cretaceous, terminal Eocene (Pyrenean) and intra-
Miocene.   These stages fit into, a continuous process of
deformation in which they mark critical moments.   The
terminal Jurassic stage marks the beginning of a new phase
associated with the opening of the Atlantic; the compression
of the Tethys and the general appearance of flysch indicates
an island-arc palaeogeography. In easternmost Europe and in
northern Asia Minor, the first compressive movements date
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Torla fold, cored by Cretaceous strata, in the Pyrenees, Spain
(looking NW). Mountains in the background are composed of
Upper Cretaceous to Lower Eocene strata of the Mont Perdu
Nappe overlying Paleocene rocks可 the Gavarnie Nappe
("Gavarnie detachment mass").   (Photo courtesy W.C.
Morgan)

It was in Provence that Marcel Bertrand t1907) first defined

the concept of recumbent folds and overthrusting from
studying the Beausset thrust.   He compared this with the
"Faille du Midi" in the Franco-Belgian coalfield and the
double fold of the Glarus in the Swiss Alps, but his original
interpretation still stands.

The interior seas (Mediterranean and Black Sea), formed at
the expense of the Alpine chain, are associated with a post-
Alpine neotectonic fault field of Pliocene to Quaternary age.
The boundaries of this field are oblique to the Alpine chain－
evident   where   the   southern   edge   of   the   eastern
Mediterranean protrudes into the Russian Platform.   This
Mediterranean fault field, developed at the same time as the
opening of the Red Sea and the northward shift of the
Arabian peninsula, extends over a complex area and appears
to give it a unity that is more apparent than real. Only the
western Mediterranean is truly an intramontane sea.
ocean floors do occur in the Mediterranean:

一as an inheritance from the Mesozoic and Tertiary
  (the Ionian Sea, for example, and also perhaps the
Tethys
part of

the Libyan Sea that adjoins the Aegean arc);
as a result of the Oligocene extension, which was
widespread throughout western Euro
the stage of an
Mediterranean: this

oceanic openi
and

    in

which reached

  the western

is the origin of e Algeria-Provence

Pe
ng
th

  basin, whose links with the fault field of central Europe are
  obvious; and

一as a product of Pliocene and Quaternary faulting: this was



  the case with the Tyrrhenian Sea and will, in the near
  future, be also true for the Aegean, where neo-oceanic
  zones are already beginning to appear in the Gulf of
  Macedonia.

The Mediterranean as an entity, therefore, evolved in
Pliocene to Quaternary times, following a   Messinian
saliferous episode that seems to have been ubiquitous. The
Messinian lagoon can be sketched roughly in the outlines of
the   present   Mediterranean,   and   there   are   increasing
arguments for accepting it as a deep depression below sea
level into which the sea broke suddenly during the Pliocene.

Sedimentary Basins
While Alpine history was unfolding, the Mesozoic and
Tertiary sedimentary basins spread broadly across Europe, far
beyond the front of the Alpine chains. They fall into two
categories:

一sedimentary basins corresponding to transgressions of the
  Tethys or the boreal sea (and later the Atlantic) on to the
  European platform; and

一basins associated with the central European fault field,
  extending up to 300 km beyond the Alpine front, and
  breaking the substrata of the European platform up into
  horsts that correspond with the Hercynian massifs and
  graben which form so many sedimentary basins, often of
  narrow and elongated form.

From the Triassic to Lower Cretaceous times, transgressions
moved outward from the Tethys in central and southern
Europe. They are demonstrated by the closure of the basins
to the west or north, where facies typical of lagoons, lakes
and terrestrial environments are found (for example, in the
north Pyrenean and Anglo-Paris basins).

In Upper Cretaceous times, the Atlantic opening affected
most of Europe and extended to the Arctic in the Eocene.
Nevertheless, there were still some basins of Tethyan
affinities, such as the Castile and Ebro basins in Spain.

The principal sedimentary basins are, from south to north:
the Lusitanian basin, corresponding to Portugal on the
western margin of the Iberian Meseta; the New and Old
Castile basins and the Ebro basin in Spain, still part of the
former Tethys;   the Aquitaine and Paris basins in France,
whose   Tethyan   af f inities   in   the   Jurassic   and   Lower
Cretaceous are succeeded by Atlantic affinities from the
Upper Cretaceous onwards; and the various German basins,
in which the same change took place, but only at the very end
of the Cretaceous and the beginning of the Tertiary.

In northern Europe, transgressions came from a boreal sea
until the opening of the Atlantic in Upper Cretaceous to
Palaeogene times.   But the distinction between a pre-
Atlantic and an Atlantic history is less clear in this region
because all transgressions seem to have come from the north
or northwest.

The most important basin is that of the North Sea continental
shelf, the petroleum potential of which has only recently
been recognized.   With its general graben form (Viking
Graben, Central Graben) and thick Jurassic and Cretaceous
sediments, it seems to be linked to an abortive Atlantic (or
Arctic) oceanic opening in the Jurassic. This arrangement
links up with the central European Graben associated with
the Alpine orogeny (the Hague Graben). Thus, the North Sea
basins represent a zone of interaction between the evolution
of the Atlantic and that of the Alps.

In central Europe, faulting was initiated in Middle to Upper
Eocene times and was fully developed in the Oligocene,
following the main Alpine collision which took place in upper
Eocene time. Faulting may also be related to the reaction of
the European basement to this hypercollision, in the same
way as the fault field of central Asia is a consequence of the
hypercollision of Eurasia with the Indian continent.

The principal element in this fault field is the Rhine-Rh6ne
axis, which cuts through Europe, across the Hercynian chain,
to the front of the Alpine chain as far as the western
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Mediterranean. Here it seems that the opening went so far
as to detach the oceanic crust of Oligocene age, but土ts
effects were felt to the west一in the Massif Central whose

whole relief is due to these events, and in the Iberian meseta,
and to the east一 as far as the Harz and the Bohemian

quadrilateral, whose form is that of a network of conjugate
faults. The vulcanism of central Europe is associated with
this fault field; its forerunners appeared in Middle Eocene
and continued into late Quaternary, as in the chain of the
Puys in the Massif Central.

                              Summary

The general framework of Europe, then, was built up progres-
sively through successive orogenic cycles.   The principal
stages in these events (aside from the details of the
Precambrian where the palaeogeographic picture is not yet
quite clear) include: the common Palaeozoic history of North
America and Europe, marking a Euramerican period which
created a North Atlantic continent; the Hercynian welding of
Europe and Asia creating Eurasia; the opening of the Tethys
and the re-welding of Europe to Africa by the Alpine chain－
that is, a Eurafrican chapter.

The building of Europe did not call for progressive growth
around Precambrian nuclei by the addition of successive
chains. On the contrary, each chain was formed from its own
oceanic opening, which was no more controlled by the
preceding chain than it prepared the way tor its successor. In
this respect, the building of Europe is a model demonstration
of the plate tectonic theory.

        Landscapes of Europe: Quaternary Evolution

Glacial Europe

If the landscapes of Europe owe much to their structure
(witness the contrast between Alpine peaks and Precambrian
shields), many of the most obvious features are linked to very
recent history and Quaternary glaciations.   In fact, during
successive glacial pulses, Europe was covered by three groups
of glaciers (Fig. 2).

1. A vast northern icecap reached as far as London and
Amsterdam and beyond Berlin, Kiev and Moscow. Centred in
Scandinavia, particularly around the Baltic from where
several glacial pulses pushed moraines to greater or lesser
distances up to the limit noted above, this icecap was
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reduced during the last retreat stage (tera minimum before the present day retreatin the high ice fields. The two main diviscovered   region   include   the   centrecorresponding to the surroundings of the
                                        med late glacial) to

                                        ，with glaciers only
                                                  ions within this ice-

                                            of the icecap,
                                          Baltic Sea (Sweden

everywhere above 2500 m. Glaciers of the Pyrenees occupy a
special place in this group, for they built up a little Pyrenean
icecap on the group of peaks of the Cantal and the Mont
Dore.

and Finland), and the area of advance and retreat of glaciers
to the limits of their frontal moraines (northern Russia,
Poland. northern Germanv. and the British Isles).

Two rather different types of landscape resulted:
W in the rentre of the icecaD. in areas stronviv eroded by

Periglacial Europe extends beyond the frontal moraines.
Features characterizin2 this region inrinrip qllhrhi}-ei -];}f - 1

ice, the
moraines;

60 in the

rocky substratum shows through above bottom
these are landscapes with innumerable lakes;
advance and retreat zone, there are regions with

remarkable hydrographic features: proglacial rivers running
along the ice front at each
Vistula), whose parallelism is

retreat stage (Elbe, Oder,
thereby explained; lakes are

scattered here and there, although most are concentrated at
the late glacial front (Vetter, Vernern, Ladoga, Onega).

2. An Alpine icecap was limited to the Alps proper. Its front
extended in Bavaria as far as Munich, in France to Lyon and
beyond, and in Italy almost to Milan. On a smaller scale and
allowing for differences of relief, one can see here the same
contrast between a high central area occupied by the icecap
and areas of intermediate altitude, where glaciers advanced
and retreated according to changes in climate.   Similar
contrasts are found between the high glacial cirques with
innumerable little lakes, the glacial valleys so typical of the
Alps at intermediate altitudes, and, arranged like a halo all
around the Alps一the Swiss, French, Italian, Yugoslavian and
Austrian lakes.

3. Some glaciations were restricted to all the high peaks可
Mediterranean Europe. These were only cirque and valley
glaciers, but they have given the Mediterranean mountains a
morphology determined by the interplay of altitude and
latitude. Even in Peloponnisos, traces of glaciation are found

presence of loess all over central Eur叩e and in a few places
in Mediterranean Europe (the Rhone valley, southern
Aquitaine). Loess is widespread in Europe and unrelated to
bedrock geology or tectonics.   Cornice glaciers tended to
carve and smooth their hosts and fill valleys with graded
screes.

Mediterranean Europe

Most of Mediterranean Europe was untouched by glacial and
periglacial influences except for around the edges of the
high-altitude glaciers, where there is a periglacial fringe with
frost-shattering of the landslips, and the like. But the glacial
periods here are represented mainly by pluvial periods in the
landscape, with a plant cover typical of the more northern
parts of Europe today.

After the last retreat of ice, examples of this flora have been
preserved in a few particular situations: an example is the
forest of Sainte-Baume near Marseille which retains a north-

ern flora at the foot of a north-facing limestone cliff, giving
it a cooler microclimate.

More pronounced reliefs are typical in Mediterranean Europe:
cliffs are still cliffs, often steep, especially in limestone
country where the east-facing slopes' apparent immunity to
erosion is the rule.   By combining young reliefs with a
climate well suited to their preservation, the Mediterranean
is a landscape of the picturesque, heightened by the proxi-
mity of the Mediterranean Sea itself.
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THE PRECAMBR！AN IN EUROPE
                                                      by

                                                          Ahti Simonen

In Europe, the Precambrian includes rocks as old as 3000 Ma, and most of' the global orogenic cycles.
This article provides observations on the regional geology, the major厂eatures o厂the Precambrian and
the Baltic Shield, and the geological evolution a厂the Precambrian in Europe, particularly as it relates
to uni厂ormitarian theory.

Introduction

An essential   feature of the tectonic structure of all

continents is that the oldest exposed crust consists of Pre-
cambrian platforms.   These old stable areas or cratons are
surrounded by younger Phanerozoic fold belts.

In Europe, the main area of Precambrian rocks consists of the
broad East European or Fennosarmatian Platform, the larger
part ot which (known as the Russian Plate) is covered by
younger unmetamorphosed sediments.   Precambrian crystal-
line rocks in this platform are exposed in the Baltic or
Fennoscandian and Ukrainian Shields. The platform is rim-
med   by   younger   Phanerozoic   fold   belts,   including
Calecomclic, Variscidic and Alpidic orogenic zones (Fig. I）．

In addition to the East European Platform, stable smaller
blocks occur around the Barents Sea, in northwestern Britain
and in the adjacent regions. The Precambrian of the Barents
Platform underlies northeastern Spitzbergen.   Metamorphic
complexes of the Eria Platform, exposed in northwestern
Scotland and the outer Hebrides, form the western foreland
of the Caledonidic belt. Greenland too consists for the most

part of Precambrian complexes, which may be correlated
with those of the Canadian Shield.

                        Precam brian Platform s

East European Platform

The broad East European Platform, the basement of which
consists of Precambrian metamorphic complexes, extends
across Denmark, part of Norway and Sweden, Finland, the
north of Germany, northern and eastern Poland, and most of
the Soviet Union's European part (Fig. 1）．Dif ferent proposals
regarding the position of the platform's southwestern border
have been made (Fig. 2), some suggesting that the platform
extends as far as central England, where small inliers of
Precambrian

The platform

metamorphic rocks have been identified.

is exposed in the Baltic and Ukrainian Shields,

but the largest part of it一the Russian Plate一is overlain by a
thick cover of unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks.
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Precambrian rocks are also iound within the younger
Phanerozoic fold belts.   For example, late Precambrian
(Eocambrian) rocks are a common component of the
Caledomdes. Many small massifs or nuclei of Precambrian
rocks at different ages occur in the Caledonidic and
Variscidic zones, whereas in the Alpidic zone they appear to
be rare.
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Figure 2. Suggested position可 the southwestern border
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Bailey (1928).
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arch of Lapland represent high-grade metamorphic parts of
this basement complex, which became intensively reworked
and recrystallized during the younger Svecokarelidic orogeny.
The ages of the basement gneisses are usually 2600-2800 Ma,
although older ages (ranging from 3000 to 3500 Mal have been
recorded, especially in the Kola Peninsula.
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metamorphic rocks o厂shields; 2一i可erred Precambrian
shields covered by younger strata; 3一Caledonian厂old belt;
4一Variscan厂old belt; 5一Massi厂s in the Variscan zone; 6－
Alpine厂old belt. Precambrian units: I一Baltic Shield; Il－
Ukrainian Shield; III一East European Plat厂orm; IV一Barents
Platform; V一Eria Platform; VI一Armorican Massi厂；V11－
Massi厂Central; VIII一Vosges; IX 一Black Forest; X一Bo-
hernian Massi厂．
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Figure 3. Main structural units o厂the Baltic Shield: I一Paleozoic and younger sedimentary rocks; 2－
Paleozoic igneous rocks; 3一Caledonides. 4一Pr3cambrion Unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks; Jotnian
formations. 5一DaIslandian fold belt; gently folded Dalslandian厂ortnations; 6一Dalslandian granites; 7, 8,
9一Precambrian igneous rocks, representing
orogeny; 7一diabases;
karelidic厂old zones;

8一Gothion granites
the period可 crotonization厂ollowing the Svecokarelidic
and rapakivi qranites; 9一volcanic rocks; 10, 11一Sveco-

10一schists

Presvecokarelidic basement; 13

and gneisses; 11一plutonic rocks; 12, 13一Basement complexes; 12－
basement o厂unknown age.

was deeply eroded and peneplained about 2300 Ma ago,
forming the so-called Ja-tulian continent; on it and along its
border, sedimentation of the transgressive latulian group
(basal beds, quartzites, dolomites and sapropelic pefiles) took
place some 2300一2000 Ma ago.   This sedimentation was
accompanied by lively mafic volcamsm which occurred in
phases 2200-2000 Ma ago.

Geosynclinal basins then developed west of the Jatulian
continent and thick geosynclinal deposits accumulated, the
associated volcanism (1920-18SO Ma) being only slightly older
than the orogenic plutonism of the Svecokarelides.   These
deposits were metamorphosed into crystalline schists during
the Svecokarelidic orogeny about   1900-1800 Ma ago,
accompanied by the emplacement of enormous masses of
granitoids
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The Svecokarelidic orogeny was followed by a long period of
erosion and cratonization.   Vertical block movements took

place and large volumes of diabase, granite and associated
volcanic rocks were intruded in many pulses into the stable
platform about 1700-1550 Ma ago; these intrusions included
the rapakivi granites, theGothian granites in Sweden and
their volcanic equivalents.

The Jotnian red beds. arkoses, and siltstones, were deposited
about 1400-1300 Ma ago upon the deeply eroded Precambrian
surface to form the eldest nonmetamorphic sedimentary
cover of the Baltic Shield.   Diabase dikes and sills occur

abundantly in many Jotnian deposits, and they represent
hypabyssal eruption channels for basaltic magma intrusions
into the stable platform.



The so-called Dalslandian, or Sveco-Norwegian tectonic
movements took place about 1000 Ma ago in the southwestern
corner of the Baltic Shield.   Dalslandian formations,
deposited upon an old basement of unknown age, are of the
platform type; no geosynclinal strata are present.   The
formations underwent gentle folding accompanied by
intrusions of granites and pegmatites. These tectonic move-
ments caused a regional rejuvenation of the ancient basement
in the southwestern corner of the Baltic Shield.

The youngest Precambrian of Scandinavia consists of so-
called Eocambrian sediments, deposited on the Shield along
what is now the eastern margin of the Caledonides.

The Ukrainian Shield

Five megacycles subdivide the Precambrian of the Ukraine:
                                                          M a

            Precambrian   1   3500 一 2600

                                11   2600 一 1900

                              111   1900 ＿ 1600

                                IV   1600 一 1100

                                  V ＜ 1100

Lewisian/Torridonian unco可ormity
Loch Torridon, Northwest Scotland.

surface can be clearly identified.
Museum of Wales).

exposed to the south可
The undulating erosional
(Photo courtesy National

The Ukrainian Shield is composed mainly of megacycles I to
IV, with Riphean platform sediments (Precambrian V)
overlying the western boundary of the Shield and demonstrat-
ing that the folding and metamorphism of the Shield
originated in pre-Riphean times. The geological evolution of
the Precambrian in the Ukrainian Shield is similar to that of

Basement of the Russian Plate

The basement under the thick sedimentary cover of the East
European Platform has been studied thoroughly by Soviet and
Polish geologists.   The basement surface occurs at depths
which vary from a few hundred meters to 1-2 krn above the

uplifts1 (anteclises) and up to 3-4 kme in theh depressions(syneclises). The structure of the basement is characterized
by faults with great vertical displacements measuring up to

many kilometers, narrow： graben-like depressionsas deep as 10 km, and well defined horsts. （二，acog。一）

Greenland Platform

The Precambrian of Greenland can be regarded as the most
eastern extension of the Canadian Shield, and is briefly
mentioned here because the 26th International Geological

Congresst plansr to． include。 somee excursions to this largestisland in the world. Areas of folded Precambrian underlie the
greater part of Greenland, covered mostly by glaciers.
Precambrian rocks, however, are well exposed in the ice-free
coastal areas of West, South and Southeast Greenland. The
Greenlandic Shield is bordered by areas of folded Paleozoic
strata t6 the north and east of the island.

The Precambrian includes folded strata of Archean and

Proterozoic ages as well as anorthesite, gabbro and rapakivi

The basement consists of metamcrphic and plutonic rock
complexes of pre-Riphean age related to those in the Baltic
and Ukrainian Shields, while the cover comprises Late
Precambrian (Riphean), Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic
formations.

Barents Platform

An old platform whose extent is still unknown occurs in the
area of the Barents Shelf.   It seems to have formed one

foreland of the Caledonices on the platform's western side.
The southern corner of this fragmentary platform is rimmed
by the Assyntian fold belt of Kanin-Timan and by the
Variscan Novaya Zemlya zone; the northern boundary is
unknown. Basement rocks are exposed only in northeastern
Spitzbergen.

Eria Platform

This old platform with unknown boundaries is exposed in
northwestern Scotland and the adjacent regions.   Here the
crust is composed of Precambrian (Lewisian) metamorphic
complexes, overlain discordantly by Late Precambrian
(Torridonian) and Cambrian sediments.

The fragmentary Eria Platform forms the northwestern
forcland of the British Caleconides. The basement consists

of Lewisian gneisses, schists and igneous rocks which repre-
sent at least two metamorphic complexes of different ages.
An older Scourian complex was metamorphosed about 2400-
2600 Ma ago, while a younger Laxfordian complex was folded
and metamorphosed -1600 Ma ago, causing rejuvenation of
the older rocks. The Late Precambrian, unmetamorphosed
Torridonian sediments were deposited about 1000-650 Ma
ago, and consist mainly of molasse-type terrestrial arkase
sandstones which form a cover up to 6 km in thickness over
the Lewisian complex.
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granite intrusions (-1600-1700 Ma) belonging to the so-called
Sanerutian complex. The Gardar Rroup of southern Greenland

I< 1400 Mal is composed of sandstones and red quartzites with
basaltic lavas, and overlies the Ketelidian and Sanerutian
complexes.

            Precambrian in Phanerozoic Folded Areas

Late Precambrian (Eocambrian) deposits are part of strata
deformed   by   Caledonidic movements in Spitzbergen,
Scandinavia and Great Britain. For example, a major part of
the Hecla Hoek geosynclinal succession in Spitzbergen, the
psammites of the Sparagmitian in Scandinavia and the
Moinian in Scotland, are all of Late Precambrian age. The
upper part of the Late Precambrian strata contains glacial-
boulder beds and tillites which are important key units for
stratigraphical correlation.

Precambrian metamorphic and plutonic rocks of different
ages occur as many windows, especially in the Caledonidic
beltof Scandinavia. The rocks in autochthonous windows are

correlated with those of the Baltic Shield. By contrast, the
Precambrian rocks involved in the Caledonidic metamorphism
have been so thoroughly reworked and rejuvenated that
correlation with Precambrian strata is commonly difficult.

In a zone trending from southern Great Britain and western
France as far east as Czechoslovakia, many massifs in areas
of folded Variscan or Hercynian strata are Precambrian.
They include the well-known Armorican Massif, Central
Massif, Vosges. Black Forest and the Bohemian Massif (FiE.
1). Relicts of Precambrian occur also in the Variscan zone of
Portugal and Spain.

Most Precambrian rocks of the Variscan zone are considered

to be Late Precambrian. Tillites characteristic of the upper
part of the Eocambrian reported in these strata support this
age assignment.   The rocks are polymetamorphic with
evidence of Assyntian, Caledonian and Variscan folding and
metamorphism. They too have been so intensively reworked
by the effects of Variscan folding, plutonism and polymeta-
morphism, that in many instances it is difficult to determine



their original age even with radiometric methods.

Remnants of older Precambrian appear in the Variscan zone
in addition to the late Precambrian rocks. For example,
three periods of Precambrian metamorphism (2800-2700 Ma,
2000-1900 Ma and 1100-900 Ma respectively) have been
reported from the Pentevrian complex of the Armorican
Massif of France.   Furthermore, the highly metamorphic
Moldanubian nucleus of the Bohemian Massif is now known to

include   Precambrian rocks older   than the low-grade
metamorphic Late Precambrian ones of Assyntian, which
border the nucleus.

Some relicts of Precambrian rocks have also been reported
from different parts of the Alpidic zone. These have
commonly   been subjected to Assyntian or Variscan
metamorphism and reworked during Alpidic folding. Again,
the Precambrian age of many of these polymetamorphic
rocks is difficult to determine with certainty.

Acid- and gneissic Precambrian plutonic rock厂orming part可
a Caledonian thrust sheet NW of RUdal, Norway. (Photo

courtesy W.H. Poole)

                    Evolution of the Precambrian

At the end of the nineteenth century, great progress was
made in studies of the early history of the Earth when the
actualistic or uniformitarian theories proved applicable to
the study of metamorphic Precambrian complexes.   For
example, Precambrian crystalline schists display many sedi-
mentary and volcanic features, which indicates that their
deposition took place under conditions similar to those
prevailing at present.

Geological events during a period of about 3000 Ma are
recorded in the Precambrian and Phanerozoic of Europe.
Intensive geological studies of Precambrian tracts in
different continents, complemented by age determinations,
show that the tectono-plutonic orogenic events in that era
took place periodically and simultaneously in wide areas of
different continents. These new data have been used for the

compilation of international geological, tectonic, and
metamorphic maps of the continents.

Most worldwide orogenic cycles are also represented in
Europe. For example:   Ma

These orogenic cycles with their approximate ages suggest
that the orogenic pulses have been more frequent in the
Phanerozoic than in Precambrian times.

Precambrian platforms played an important role during the
evolution of the younger orogenic zones by controlling the
position of the thick, broad zones of late Precambrian
geosynclinal deposits around the cratons, which were later
subjected to folding and/or metamorphism during the
Assyntian, Caledonian and Variscan orogenies.   The
occurrence of a coherent Assyntian fold belt in Western
Europe is still disputed, though many relicts of Assyntian
deformation have been found.

The oldest Archean fold belts contain greater relative
volumes of volcanic and plutonic rocks than the younger
belts, possibly because the ancient crust was rather thin and
not differentiated into the platforms and geosynclines which
later acted as major structural elements controlling crustal
evolution from Proterozoic time onwards.

Some Archean and Early Proterozoic rocks (for example－
quartz-banded iron ores, lazurite deposits) suggest that their
sedimentation took place in the absence or deficiency of
oxygen in a primitive atmosphere.   Red beds, typical
representatives of sediments deposited in an oxidizing
environment, are widespread among the Proterozoic rocks
deposited after the Svecokarelidic orogeny (the Jotnian
sediments, 1300-1400 Ma old, serve as an example).

Archean carbonaceous black schists suggest the existence of
primitive organisms during earliest geological times.   The
first organisms were probably algae capable of living in many
kinds of extreme environments, including anaerobic ones.
organic remains are very rare in the Early Precambrian
rocks, but stromatolites do occur in the Proterozoic and are
abundant in the Late Precambrian. Documentary evidence of
metazoa also exists.

Precambrian complexes contain some rock types that are
characteristic of certain phases of crustal evolution.   For
example, quartz-banded iron formations are characteristic of
the Archean greenstone belts, while rapakivi granites, with
associated anorthosites and volcanic rocks, seem to be
peculiar to the crustal evolution of the Middle Precambrian
(1700-1500 Ma ago).

Most of the Precambrian is metamorphic and displays varying
grades of metamorphism. Amphibolite facies are common
and widespread. Granulite facies rocks occur in some places
in Archean terrain, and greenschist facies are common in the
Late Precambrian.   Metamorphic zoning of Precambrian
areas does not seem to be as distinct as in younger orogenic
belts, and mineral associations representing relatively high
pressure/low temperature are rare.

Deeply
provided

eroded roots of Precambrian orogenic zones have
a key for investigations of the composition of the
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Earth's crust and of the many transformation processes that
have taken place in the depths of the Earth.   Geological
studies of the Precambrian areas in Europe have yielded
abundant material for petrogenetic studies, which have
proved fruitful in developing the petrology of metamorphic
and plutonic rocks. The concepts of mineral facies classifi-
cation, metamorphic differentiation and remelting (anatexis)
of   rocks   developed   through   investigations   of   the
Precambrian. Furthermore, the study of the Precambrian, so
rich in granites and migmatites, brought the global problem
of the orip-in of izranites and the Drocesses involved in
craionization into Tne iorum oi iiveiy scientitic aiscussion.
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CALEDONIAN EUROPE
by

B.A. Sturt, N.J. Soper, P.M. Bruck and F.W. Dunning

The North Atlantic Caledonides were broken up
movements into several厂ragments in post-Devonian

by continental dri厂t or isolated by epeirogenic
time. In the厂ollowing series o厂articles,厂our a厂

these厂ragments are
sequence o厂structural
Silurian times.

described according to geotectonic premise, reconstructing concisely the
and metamorphic events which厂armed the Caledonides in Ordovician and

Introduction

During the Upper Proterozoic (mainly Upper Riphean and
Vendian time), a belt of sedimentation extended along the
margin of the Laurentian continental plate, following the
opening of the Iapetus Ocean. On the opposite side of the
ocean, late-Precambrian (Cadomian) disturbances folded and
block-faulted the equivalent sedimentary and volcanic rocks
marginal to the Fennoscandian continent. In the Cambrian, a
new belt of sedimentation and volcanic activity encroached
on the eroded Cadomian fold-belt, while sedimentation
persisted on the Laurentian shore of Iapetus.

Around the end of the Cambrian, the northern Laurentian
belt underwent very intense alpinotype deformation and me-
tamorphism一the Grampian orogeny一probably as a result of
microcontinental collisions.   Sedimentation continued else-

where with relatively little interruption until the Silurian,
when the continental collision between Laurentia and North

Europe (already presaged by the merging of faunas in the late
Ordovician) folded the Lower Palaeozoic sequences and, in a
major outbreak of magmatism and vulcanism, brought the
North Atlantic Caledomdes into existence.

The Caledonides were subsequently broken up by continental
drift or isolated by epeirogenic sinking into five separate
f ragments:   East Greenland, Svalbard, Scandinavia, the
British Isles and Newfoundland (Fig. 0.   For geotectonic
reasons,   the   alpino-type   metamorphic   Caledonides   of
Scotland, Ireland and Scandinavia are described as a unit
(though they are not equivalent in age), followed by the non-
metamorphic mediotype late Caledonides of Britain and
Ireland, the Caledonides of Greenland and Svalbard, essential
to the understanding of the North Atlantic Caledonides, and
lastly, the enigmatic and problematic Caledonices of central
Europe, which fit with the greatest difficulty into plate
tectonic syntheses, and whose relationship to the North
Atlantic Caledonides is obscure.   Newfoundland is omitted

purely for reasons of space.

Figure 1. Orogenic zones in North Atlantic region on a pre-Atlantic reconstruction.

Dots are located on younger sides of boundaries of orogeme zones;。   the latter arebroken where overlapped by younger belts. The track of the future Alpine zone is
shown. Ar一Archaean, Pr一Early Proterozoic (Svec可enno-Karelidic, Hudsonian,
Nagssugtoqidian, La对ordian厂orogenic zones, Pr，一mid to late Proterozoic (Gren-
villian. Sveco-Norwegian, Dalslandian) orogeniC zones, Pr，一＿Late Proterozoic
(Morarian) orogenic zone in the Scottish Caledonides, CA一 (_ac!omzan-AVat0nMn

Orthotectonic Caledonides of the British Isles
                and Scandinavia

by

Brian A. Sturt

The Caledonian metamorphic rocks of Scandinavia and the
British   Isles   form   the   orthotectonic   section   of   the

northeastern European Caledonices.   Though separated only
by the North Sea, they show interesting and fundamental
differences in character and evolution. In recent years, our
understanding of large segments of this orthotectonic section
has been augmented by various studies, many of which are
summarized in Tozer and Schenk（1978).

early to middle Ordovician times, whereas along most of the
Scandinavian thrust-front, translation of nappes took place in
late Silurian to earliest F)evonian times.

The traditional view was that the Moine thrust belt of

Scotland and the Scandinavian thrust-front represented res-
pectively the northwestern and southeastern margins of the
Caledonian orogenic belt. However, it is now thought that
the major translations on the Moine Thrust took place in
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The Moine Thrust represents the frontal thrust translations
related to the Grampian orogenic phase (late Cambrian/early
Ordovician) which can be correlated in time with the Finn-
markian (Sturt et al., 1978) of northern Norway. In both the
Grampian and Finnmarkian, the major movements appear to
have been in the early Ordovician, though later reactivation
probably occurred in both cases.

It is now known that the development of
orthotectonic zone in Britain and Ireland

the Caledonian

was essentially
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View toward north shore of Loch Glencoul showing part of
the Caledonian Moine thrust zone.   From I盯t to right
Lewisian gneiss (metamorphosed between 2800-2700 Ma),
bedded Cambrian quartzites, the Glencoul Thrust overlain by
Lewisian. The Maine Thrust is thought to have developed in
厂our phases between post Cambrian and early Devonian
times, with major translations in early to middle Ordovician
time. (Photo courtesy W.C. Morgan).

completed during the Grampian. This is in marked contrast
to   the   Scandinavian   orthotectonic   zone,   where   the
structural/ in etamorp hic development occurred in two distinct
cycles: the Finnmarkian and the Main Scandinavian (late
Silurian). Thus the two segments had different geotectonic
evolutionary patterns, particularly during post-Finnmar-
kian/Grampian development.

The British Isles' Segment

This orthotectonic segment represents the heartland of
Caledonia, where many concepts concerning Caledonian
orogenic evolution were formulated, based on studies made in
f1classic" terrains. In recent years, however, new discoveries
and re-assessments, focussing on internal relationships and
possible tectonic evolutionary models, have been made which
will eventually lead to a major revision of the significance of
this orthotectonic segment.

The orthotectonic belt of Britain and Ireland has a clearly
defined   NNE/SSW   trending   thrust-front   and   consists
essentially of two major fithostratigraphic units referred to
as the Moine (best developed NW of the Great Glen fault,
Scotland) and the Dalradian (SE of the fault: see Fig. 2).

The Moine, long regarded as a sub-Dalradian continental
prism sequence of Late Precambrian age, and probably the
time-equivalent of the Torridonian clastic sequence of the
foreland, is now known to be an extremely complex tectono-
stratigraphic unit.   In addition to the long-recognized
"Lewisian inliers", the Moine is now considered to contain at
least two major sequences which display different patterns of
orogenic development.   Evidence indicates widespread
presence of metasediments and gneisses, initially deformed
and metamorphosed during the Grenville Or6geny around
1000- 1100 Ma ago.

Some have also claimed the existence of a later Precambrian

orogenic phase (the Morarian) at around 700-800 Ma ago,
though evidence for this is more tenuous (van Breeman et al.,
1978). Rocks unaffected bv these events (that is. the vounRer

Moines or Urampian Uroup), are now considered to be a cover
sequence to older metamorphic rocks, passing vertically
upwards into the more varied shallow-water sequence of the
Dalradian.
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Glencoul Thrust of the Maine thrust zone showing Lewisian
gneiss of Archean age, separated from the underlying
Cambrian (Durness) limestone by a mylonite zone. (Photo
courtesy W.C. Morgan)
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Figure 2. Caledonides of the British Isles.

In early plate-tectonic models, the Dalradian, which spans
the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary and possibly extends
into the lowermost Ordovician, was regarded as a continental
rise prism built out from the edge of a developing Atlantic-
type continental margin onto oceanic crust to the south
(Dewey and Pankhurst, 1970).   This is now considered
unlikely, since sediments of the Upper DaIradian require a
provenance area in continental crust lying to the south of the
depositional basin (Harris et al., 1978).

The latter postulate has been enhanced by the discovery of
high-grade basement一type metamorphics as inclusions in the
Carboniferous volcanic vents of the Midland Valley of
Scotland and in Central Ireland, and by evidence from the
LISPB seismic experiment (Bamford et al., 1977), where the
presence of high-velocity continental crust can be inferred at
fairly shallow levels beneath the Midland Valley.   An
important recent article (Harris et al., 1978) interprets
Dalradian sedimentation as having occurred in an ensialic,
I ault-cont rolled marginal basin; sedimentation has been
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analyzed as a record of several large-scale, basin-deepening
and shallowing sequences which indicate a progressive upward
increase in tectonic instability.

Metamorphism affecting the Dalradian is
classical Barrovian type, with a local development in
Scotland of lower pressure Buchan type metamorphism.

essentially of the

NE
The

been shown (in Tozer and Schenk, 1978) that the nappe
sequences are complex, and contain, in addition to
Caledonian metamorphics, Precambrian sialic gneisses and
probably metasediments as well. In addition, it was recently
established that considerable fragments of obducted oceanic

occur within the nappe

age of metamorphism and attendant deformation is
placed in earliest Ordovician times, based on a

generally
plethora of

crust in the form of ophiolites
sequence (Furnes et al., 1979).
-rk. -thntprtonic evolution of theScandinavian Caleconides

radiometric age determinations. Williams (1978), however
points to a number of possible ambiguities in this interpreta-
tion, wniie vniiiips et ai. k1'J/6) suggest that deformation may
h.qvp been diachronnii-.

The structure of the Dalradian of Scotland and Ireland is

dominated by alpino-type nappe tectonics with associated
thrusts. In a recent proposal, the rocks of the Banff Division
of NE Scotland are regarded as part of a major thrust nappe
separated from the main Dalradian by Precambrian gneisses
(Ramsay and Sturt, 1979). That the internal relations in the
Dalradian are not simple is indicated by the recognition of
Precambrian gneiss units within the sequence一in NW Mayo
(Max and Sonet, 1979), the Ox Mountains (Pankhurst et al.,
1976) and NE Scotland (Ramsay and Sturt, 1979).

occurred in two major orogenic cycles: the Finnmarkian and
the Main Scandinavian. The Finnmarkian has its type area in
northernmost Norway (Sturt et al., 1978) where it impinges
directly on the autochthon and is truncated by later nappes
belonging to the Main Scandinavian cycle. It involved the
emplacement of a series of nappes containing distinctive
basement-cover couplets.   Orogenic metamorphism was
entirely of the medium pressure Barrovian type, with a
general increase in grade upwards through the nappe pile; it
took place during Late Cambrian and Early Ordovician times.
Basement gneiss shows evidence of variable degrees of
Caledonian reworking, although local stratigraphic uncon-
formities with the overlying Caledonian sediments are pre-
served.

Various attempts have been made to fit the orthotectonic
segment of the British Isles into a general geotectonic
evolutionary model which embraces also the paratectonic
zone (as, for example, by Phillips et al., 1976). There are
still many uncertainties in such reconstructions, some of
which will only be resolved when palaeomagnetic data,
showing a reasonably precise positioning for the British Isles
during the Lower Palaeozoic, are available.

The Scandinavian Segment

The Scandinavian Caledonides have a clearly defined south-
eastern foreland, with a thin autochthonous sedimentary
sequence overlying the crystalline rocks of the Baltic Shield.
This sequence is generally of Late Precambrian to Cambrian
age, extending locally upwards into the Upper Ordovician in
Central J}imtland-

The orthotectonic section of Scandinavia is dominated by
extensive nappes thrust great distances, probably in excess of
600 km (Gee, 1978). Large basement windows are exposed in
a series of great culminations arching the nappe piles. It has

The highly
Province is

unusual

found
synorogenic magmatism of the Seiland
in West Finnmark and includes a large

number of layered gabbro plutons (derived from varied parent
magmas), ultramafic plutons and alkaline complexes. The
Finnmarkian complex is truncated by nappes of the Main
Scandinavian phase in the Lyngen district (Zwaan and
Roberts, 1979); further south it was incorporated as a base-
ment element during the Main Scandinavian cycle.

Recent interpretations suggest that there was extensive
involvement of oceanic crust in the framework of the

Scandinavian Caledonides (Furnes et al., 1979). Large frag-
ments of what is probably oceanic crust are located along the
western part of Scandinavia from Karmoy in the south to the
Lyngen peninsula in the north. These include the virtually
complete ophiolites of Karmoy (Sturt et al., 1979) and Leka
(Prestvik, 1979), and a large number of less complete frag-
ments. Stratigraphic evidence from the Storen Ophiolite of
the Trondheim region suggests that ophiolite obduction
occurred in pre-Middle Arenig time, though, with lack of
faunal control, the obduction of other fragments cannot be
dated   more precisely   than   sometime prior   to the
Middle/Upper Ordovician.

The implications of this are profound and point to major
ophiolite obduction being more or less contemporaneous with
the thrusting, folding and metamorphism of the Finnmarkian
continental prism.   This pattern appears to correlate well
with the major ophiolite obduction in western Newfoundland
and the deformation and metamorphism of the Fleur de Lys
continental prism (Williams, 1978).

A significant feature in the western part of the orthotectonic
zone is the widespread evidence for a major tectono-meta-
morphic hiatus marked by uplift, deep-seated erosion and
deposition of transgressive continental or shallow marine
deposits in the Ordovician.   Except for parts of the
Trondheim region, there is no precise stratigraphic evidence
for dating the hiatus more accurately than Pre-Upper Ordovi-
cian, and the need for obtaining precise stratigraphic data for
the transgression in different regions is obvious.

Following Finnmarkian orogenesis and ophiolite obduction,
erosion products accumulated in continental and shallow
water marine、 deposits, and in thick, deep-marine infill of
major sedimentary basins.   The evolution of the volcanic
island arc and marginal back-arc basin（which developed in
early to mid-Ordovician times in Iapetus), is particularly well
illustrated in the Trondheim region (Furnes et al., 1979). No
clear evidence is yet available to indicate ophiolite obduction
during the Main Scandinavian orogenic phase.

Folding in Silurian sandstones and quartzites, Rannasen
JUmtland, central Sweden.
of Wales).
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The major thrusting, accounting for the present-day distribu-
tion of the major post-Finnmarkian nappes, occurred mainly

(Photo courtesy National Museum in late Silurian time, though evidence suggests that it
continued through into post-Lludlow or even post-Downtoniar
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times (Gee, 1978). Metamorphism is again essentially of the
medium pressure Barrovian type with local areas of low
pressure Abukuma type occurring in the southern part of the
Trondheim region (Guezou, 1977). The timing of the peak of
orogenic metamorphism, based on reasonable stratigraphic
and geochronological control, is Wenlockian in age and
essentially prior to final nappe emplacement.

One of the great unresolved problems regarding nappes of the
Main Scandinavian lies in identifying the provenance of great
crystalline sheets high in the nappe sequence in southwestern
Norway, such as the Jotunheirn and Hardanger-Ryfylke nappe
systems. This is of obvious importance to formulation of an
evolutionary geotectonic model, especially when it has been
shown that nappe units high in sequence in the East
Greenland Caledonides bear similar high grade Precambrian
gneisses (Higgins, 1976).
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Lower Ordovician Venna volcanic conglomerate with
intercalated volcanics, HUlanda area, Norway.   (Photo
courtesy W.H. Poole)
Comparing the Segments

Looking at the differences in the evolutionary pattern of the
British/Irish and the Scandinavian orthotectonic belts, one
notes the similarity of timing of the Grampian and
Finnmarkian orogenic episodes. The Dalradian, however, was
deposited in a marginal basin, whereas the time equivalent
sequences of Scandinavia developed as a continental prism
along the margin of a major ocean, followed by substantial
obduction of oceanic crust onto the Scandinavian margin in
early Ordovician times.

During the Ordovician, the metamorphic Caledonides of
Britain and Ireland ceased to be an orthotectonic belt:

SUDsequem: Tectonics were cominatea oy vertical uplift. in
the western part of the Scandinavian orthotectonic belt,
major transgression occurred in the Ordovician and new
basinal sequences were deposited on the eroded relics of the
Finnmarkian belt, with evidence for island arc development
and back arc spreading.

The orogenic activity of the Main Scandinavian phase with its
extensive southeasterly nappe translations, folding and meta-
morphism and local basement reactivation is not represented
in the orthotectonic belt of Bri tain/Ir elan d. This leads one to
point to the enigmatic position of Caledonian nappe
sequences of Shetland, which lies north of the British ortho-
tectonic zone.   Shetland includes, in part, a sequence of
nappes containing a possible major ophiolite slab which Flinn
(1959) has likened to the Bergen-Jotun section.   It is of
interest also that these crucial relations in Shetland have

been ignored in almost all geotectonic reconstructions for
both the British Isles and Scandinavia, and represent an
important area for further study.

Considerable work must be done before meaningful models
can be formulated to successfully integrate the patterns of
geotectonic evolution of the NE Atlantic Caledonides. There
is need for carefully designed paleomagnetic studies to
enable precise palaeogeographic positioning of the various
segments of the British Isles and Scandinavia during Lower
Palaeozoic evolution.
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Non一Metarnorphic Caledonides of Great Britain
by

N.J. Soper

As outlined below, six geotectonic zones of general NE trenc
can be recognized in the paratectonic Caledonides of Britain
(Fig. 2).

Midland Valley

This is a post-Caledonian graben bounded to the NW by the
Highland Border Fault which is traditionally taken as the
southern limit of the orthotectonic Caledonides.   Recent

deep seismic investigations (Bamford et al., 1978) and studies
of basement xenolith suites in Carboniferous volcanic necks

(Graham and Upton, 1978), have shown that Lewisian-type
basement of granulite-facies exists beneath the Midland
Valley and possibly represents the southward Lewisian exten-
sion of the Hebridean Craton.   The basement is probably
overlain by a southerly thinning wedge of low grade but
intensely deformed Dalradian metasediments, mantled by a
weakly deformed cover of mainly marine Silurian and coritin-
ental early Devonian clastics.

The Southern Uplands Fault is the southern boundary of this
graben; most exposures are late Palaeozoic (Devonian,
Carboniferous and Permian), although small outcrops of
Ordovician and Silurian shale and graywacke occur close to
the southern boundary. In addition, there are exposures of
the early Ordovician ophiolite-amphibolite-olistostrome com-
plex (at Ballantrae near Girvan), disrupted by NW-directed
thrusting which figures prominently in plate tectonic recon-
structions of the Caledonides.

Southern Uplands

This area is inferred to be underlain by continental basement,
nowhere exposed but characterized by seismic velocities
more representative of the 'Pentevr ian- type' deep basement
of northern England than of the Lewisian-type basement to
the north. The exposed cover consists of late Ordovician-
early Silurian deep water (perhaps oceanic) Moffat Shales
overlain by thick Silurian flysch.

Recent structural re-interpretation of the area between the
Southern Uplands Fault and the Ettrick Valley Fault (Weir,
1979) indicates imbricate stacking of the cover sequence on a
series of listric faults, propagated sequentially towards the
SE durin2 later Ordovician and Silurian time. South of the
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Hutton's unconformity, Siccar Point, near Berwick on Tweed,
England.   The section shows near-vertical Silurian rocks
overlain with gross unconformity by almost horizontal Olo
Red Sandstone strata; it is the locality at which James
Hutton first appreciated the significance of unconformities.
(Photo courtesy National Museum可 Wales)

plane of d6collement), the Silurian rocks show intense multi-
phase folding (though little cleavage) associated with strike-
slip faulting.

Lake District＿Isle of Man

The north of England is apparently floored by 'Pentevrian-
Cadomian-type' deep basement, below which the Moho, at
about 30 km, is particularly shallow. The exposed succession
starts with about 4 km of late Cambrian-early Ordovician
turbidites, the Manx and Skiddaw Slates. Recent work has
shown that vulcanicity (previously thought to have been
confined essentially to Llandeilo time) occurred throughout
the Ordovician. Submarine, tholefitic lavas were extruded at
first, followed by an accumulation of thick calc-alkali
subaerial plies, weakly deformed and partially eroded by
Ashgill time.   Thin transgressive carbonate and clastic
sequences of late Ordovician age were followed by several
kilometres of Silurian turbidites.

The major deformation took place abruptly near the end of
Silurian time, when polyphase folding and associated cleavage
occurred within an arcuate slate belt convex to the NW.

Granite plutons, emplaced at about this time, coalesced with
subvolcanic intrusions of Ordovician age to form the granitic
foundation of the Lake District.   The density contrast
between these intrusions and their country rocks has con-
trolled in large part the subsequent tectonic and sedimentary
history of the whole region.

Irish Sea Horst

Pre-Caledonian metasediments and basement gneisses of the
Mona Complex are thought to have formed a positive region
trending SW through Anglesey in early Palaeozoic time. The
principal evidence for this一absence of Cambrian rocks in
Anglesey in contrast to their thick development on the
mainland and the north-westerly Arenig overstep of
Cambrian and earlier formations一has now been weakened.

A major part of the Mona 'Bedded Series'   (including the
Gwna olistastromes) is now known to be of C}mbrian age
(Muir et al., 1979), and structural re-evaluations show that
much of the multiphase deformation and metamorphism pre-
viouslv assiRned to the Cadomian is Caledonian (Barber and
M ax,

Welsh Basin

Long regarded as a classical geosyncline，一’this area is still
seen to comprise an ensialic basin filled by a thick sequence
of dominantly shallow marine clastic and volcanic rocks of
latest Precambrian (Arvonian) to Silurian age.   Although
strain studies have indicated that the sequence is thinner in
certain areas than 6reviouslv sui)Dosed, it is Drobablv in

excess ot lu i<rn where ooisterea Dv voicanic Diies.   ine

volcanics are dom mateCl Dv acia, otten i9nim Dritic voicano-

clastics, ana range in age irom iatest k-recamDrian mrion)
through Arenig-Llanvirn (Cader ldris) to Caradoc (Snowdon).
The volcanic outbursts were preceded by crustal updoming,
followed by erosional overstep and accumulation of a thick
Silurian flysch, later converted into a slate belt.

The tectonic pattern is more complex than that of the Lake
District, and the strain diminishes markedly toward the SE
margin where, in the Welsh Borders, there is a sedimentary
transition upward into continental Devonian. As in the Lake
District, the main deformation appears to have taken place
close to the end of the Silurian or in the early Devonian.
Recent suggestions (Davies and Cave, 1976) that the cleavage
is an early diagenetic feature associated with primary
dewatering of sediments have not met with acceptance. In
contrast with the Lake District and Southern Uplands, no
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Cliff section SW of Rhoscolyn, Anglesey, North Wales, show-
ing folded metamorphozed turbidites of the South Stack
Formation, part of the Monian Supergroup. The latter was
deposited in late Precambrian times, and may represent an
early Caledonian geosynclinal basin fill.   (Photo courtesy
National Museum a厂Wales)

major Caledonian granites are found in this region at the
present   level   of   exposure,   although subvolcanic and
hypabyssal intrusions are widespread.

Midland Craton

The Welsh Basin is flanked to the SE by an apparently
isolated cratonic area which is characterized by thin, 'shelf'
sequences of weakly deformed Lower Palaeozoic strata. The
accessible sub-Cambrian rocks comprise altered gneiss
remnants, probably of   late Proterozoic age, and a varied
cover sequence dominated by coarse clastics and acid
volcanics, considerably deformed and faulted with minimal
metamorphism in latest Precambrian time.

ficiently precise to define the width of the ancient ocean.

The strongly contrasting physical nature and age of stabiliza-
tion of the deep basement to the north and south of the
Southern   Uplands,   places   the   boundary   between   the
Laurentian and Afro-Asian plates somewhere in that region.
The tectonic style and aeromagnetic 'grain' change abruptly
at the Solway Line (Fig.2), and this is now regarded as the
most likely site of the Iapetus suture (Phillips et al., 1976).
The climactic tectonism that affected the non-metamorphic
Caledonides at the close of the Silurian can only be seen as a
massive conversion of kinetic energy into work: collision-
type orogeny.

Beyond these basic points, the details are far from clear. In
particular, the geometry and timing of subduction are
matters of continuing speculation because the evidence is
generally scant and/or ambiguous.   The multitude of
hypotheses put forward over the last decade cannot be
reviewed here, but some consensus views are emerging.

It is widely agreed that
    northerly subduction occurred in Ordovician time along a

    line close to the Southern Uplands Fault;
    the imbricate structure of the central Southern Uplands

    results from the accretion of a flysch wedge onto the
    northern continental margin;

    the Ballantrae complex represents oceanic lithosphere
    obducted northwards; and that

    southerly subduction took place in the Ordovician beneath
    the Lake District.

An earlier phase of northward subduction has been invoked to
account for the Grampian Orogeny in the metamorphic
Caledonides, and southward subduction at the Solway Line to
explain the distribution of vulcanicity, not only in the Lake
District, but in Wales.   Both are acceptable working
hypotheses.   The recently proposed ideas that the end of
subduction is marked by the cessation of vulcanicity is less
acceptable:   it implies that no significant subduction
occurred in the Silurian. The corollary一that the cessation of
vulcanicity indicates the moment of collision一is refuted by
evidence from the Lake District where vulcanicity terminat-
ed in the Ashgill, to be followed by a period of quiescence in
the early Silurian. Even wilder speculations一for example,
the proposed 960-krn wrench displacement on the Solway Line
(Phillips et al., 1976）一have no foundation.   Nonetheless,
collision, in the general case, is likely to have been diachro-
nous and oblique, and to have generated non-coaxial strains
and wrench displacements.
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Non一Metarnorphic Lower Palaeozoic Rocks
                    of I re！and

                                                        by

                                                    P.M. Bruck

The Lower Palaeozoic sequence on the northwestern side of
the Solway Line (Iapetus Suture) in Ireland (Phillips et al.,
1976) is essentially an extension of the Scottish Southern
Uplands.   Its main developments are in Longford-Down,
Tyrone, Mayo, Galway and the northern central inliers.

The oldest rocks occur in the north and comprise, at the base,
a thick succession of lower and middle Ordovician volcanics.

These are overlain by upper Ordovician turbidites with
cherts, slates and volcanics exposed chiefly in the region of
Longford-Down. In Mayo and Galway, Silurian shelf rocks
and turbidites rest unconformably on older strata.   In
Longford-Down, however, the Silurian is thick, conformable,
and turbiditic; the structure is complex and similar to that of
the Scottish South弓rn Uplands.
The succession SE of the Iapetus Suture is comparable with
that in the Lake District.   At Leinster, the rocks range
upwards in thick, continuous and discontinuous sequences,
from Lower Cambrian to Llandovery, and in Slievenamon
from Upper Cambrian to Wenlock.   In the eastern inliers,
both Ordovician and Silurian sequences occur, while the
western Lower Palaeozoics are entirely Silurian. Sandstone
and siltstone turbidites dominate all the successions.

There are also important volcanics, particularly of upper
Ordovician age in Leinster, lower-upper Ordovician age in the
eastern infiers, and Wenlock in Dingle in the southwest. The
structure is defined by major and minor upward facing folds
with a variably developed cleavage, generally dipping steeply
to the southeast.

Reference

Phillips, W.E.A., Stillman, C.J. and Murphy, T., 1976, A
    Caledonian plate tectonic model:〕．Geol. Soc. Lond.,
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rIj al   I,J   n,>1Y),
Late Lower Silurian (Upper Llandovery) red siltstone, slate,
graywacke in an anticline of Caledonian age, Clogher Heod,
Leinster zone, Co. Louth, Ireland.   (Photo courtesy w.H.
Poole)

Caledonides of East and North Green｝and
                  and Svalbard

                                                        by

                                                        N.J. Soner

East Greenland

The East Greenland Caledonian orogen underlies a 50-200
km-wide tract between the coast and inland ice from 70*N to

82'N. The tectonic trend is roughly N-S and the western
margin is overthrust. Much of the belt is composed of gneiss
complexes.   In the south, the Flyverfjord infracrustal
complex has yielded Archaean isotopic ages (ca 3000-2300
Ma) and is overlain by a cover sequence (the Krummedal
supracrustals) which underwent orogenic deformation in mid-
Proterozoic time (ca 1245-1000 Ma).

Between 72'N and 741N, gneisses form involuted domes and
mushroom shapes mantled by metasediments which, in the
classic interpretations of Backlund, Wegmann and Haller,
were reparded as Caledonian mip-matite fronts.   Recent

researcri miggins, IJ/b) tavours an origin in tne multiptiase
interfolding of basement gneiss and later cover, and this is
supported by the early Proterozoic (ca 2000-1700 Ma)
isotopic ages on the gneisses. The region was evidently the
site of an extensive early Proterozoic mobile belt.   An
obvious comparison can be drawn between the three pre-
Caledonian orogenic cycles of East Greenland and the
Scourian, Laxfordian and Grenville- M orar ian of northwestern
Scotland.

Between 76'N and 81*N, a thick sedimentary sequence pre-
viously referred to as the Thule Group (from an assumed
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  correlGreen豁一糕thenot欺暴Groupf sensu stricto ofd) is affected by Protero黑
  opene folding assi   gned8 to ther Carolinide orogeny.，t Gneissesbetween 76*N and 78*N were thought to result from a
    Carolinidian phase of crustal reworking, although a sample
    from these gneisses, yielding an Archaean ageg has thrown
    doubt on the orogenic status of the Carolinides.

    Late Proterozoic sedimentation was widespread.   In the
    north, the Hagen Fjord Group attains 5 km in thickness.
    South of the fold belt, the Eleonore Bay Group comprises a
    lower 8 krn sequence of deltaic and fluvial quartzites and
    shales (reminiscent of the Grampian Group of the Scottish
    Dalradian), and an upper 4 krn containing stromatolitic carbo-
    nates; the latter extends into the late Riphean and has
    similarities with the Appin Group of Scotland. The whole
    sequence is non-flyschoid; previous reports of an ophiolite
    complex near the base are erroneous.

    The Eleonore Bay Group is overlain unconformably by the
    Tillite Group（＜I km) of Vendian age, which can reasonably
    be associated with other late Proterozoic tillite sequences in
    the North Atlantic region. About 3 krn of Lower Cambrian to
  Middle Ordovician platform carbonates with a Pacific fauna
  follow; Skolithos quartzite is known from erratics.   These
    Palaeozoic sediments bear a close similarity to shelf succes-
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sions of Durness, Scotland and Western Newfoundland.
Flyschoid basinal sequences of this age are unknown in East
Greenland.

Caledonian deform ation is less intense than
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The eastern province includes the Ny FriesJand peninsula,
type locality of the well-known Hecla Hock succession, which
has Cambro-Ordovician carbonates with Pacific faunas at the

top, and ranges down through tillites and carbonates into an
enormously thick, largely volcanogenic clastic sequence
whose metamorphic grade increases with depth. The upper
part has similarities with upper Eleonore Bay and later
sediments of East Greenland; in both the eastern and central

provin于es,
1OOK plac(2

the main tectogenesis (the Ny Friesland Orogeny)
in m id一Silurian tim e.

North Greenland

An E-W trending Caledonian fold belt occupies northernmost
Greenland (N of 83'N) and continues into the Canadian
Arctic Archipelago as the Franklinian mobile belt. South of
the fold belt in Greenland, an undeformed platform sequence
consists essentially of late Proterozoic-'Eocambrian' silici-
clastic sediments, Lower Cambrian-Silurian shelf carbonates
and late Silurian flysch.   The platform carbonates pass
rapidly northward into basinal arkosic and calcareous turbi-
dites. The shelf edge was defined by E-W syn-sedimentary
faults which migrated progressively southward through early
Palaeozoic time.

The successions in the western

least in the

Geosyncline,
upper parts,

province are characterized, at
  十曰rhirfitp- of the Holtedahl饰

subjected to easterly directed thrusting and
folding
North

in late Silurian or Devonian time.

Greenl and-F rank I inian   mobile

  Affinity with the
belt   is   evident.

According to Harland's hypothesis, in early Palaeozoic time
the western province was much closer to North Greenland
while the eastern province was closer to East Greenland.
This idea awaits a definitive test, which could perhaps be
provided by palaeornagnetic studies.
References

The fold belt coincides approximately with the flysch basin,
and its southern margin is quite abrupt but unthrust. Multi-
phase folds verge northward and intensify in that direction,
accompanied by an increase in metamorphic grade to amphi-
bolite-facies on the north coast. The fold belt is terminated

in the north by a Tertiary thrust zone with greenschist
mylonization which transported the metamorphics over late
Palaeozoic sediments and late Mesozoic volcanics (Kap
Washington Group).

The major tectonic evolution of the fold belt is believed to be
Caledonian.   The oldest cover rocks recorded are Upper
Carboniferous or Permian; no Devonian cover has been
identified in the region. Basement gneiss is not involved in
the fold belt at the level exposed, but amphibolite-facies
gneiss xenoliths are recorded from volcanic necks. There are
no Caledonian plutonic rocks.
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Caledonian Fold Zones Peripheral to the
        North Atlantic Caledonides

by

F.W. Dmning

The extent and degree of Caledonian folding on the continent
of Europe SE of the North Atlantic Caledonides and SW of
the East European platform are not easily determined, mainly,
because early Palaeozoic strata are not commonly exposed or
are difficult to recognize within areas of Hercynian and/or
Alpine folding.

There are some unequivocal Caledonian fold-zones such as
the Brabant

Porneram an

are regions
Caledonian

discounted.

massif, thE

massil, the Ardennes massifs, and the R}gen-
belt under the North German-Polish plain. There
such as the Sudeten in which

orogenesis has been vigorously
There

Alpine

are also

  massif s

those

  and

parts

  the existence of

disputed and even
of the Bohemian

crystalline nappes, the

Schwarzwald, Vosges and Massif Central which have given
abundant Rb-Sr isochron ages in the Caledonian range
350一500 Ma, reputedly dating high-grade metamorphic and
magmatic events（Jager, 1977).

Autran and Guillot（1977, Fig. 4) have devised a pre-Atlantic
reconstruction showing a Caledonian (essentially Acadian)
metamorphic belt extending from the Massif Central through
Newfoundland into the Appalachians. The same belt presum-
ably spreads out eastward to the Bohemian massif and the
Alpine zone, as shown in Figure 1．If this is a real Caledonian
orogenic belt一and good stratigraphical evidence for this
seems to exist only in the northwestern Massif Central, at
Limousin一it must constitute some sort of 'Pan African'-type
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internides to all the external Caledonian told-zones to the
north, that is, Brabant, Ardennes and RUgen-Pomerania.

on evidence available at present, it is not possible to connect
the Brabant- Ardennes fold-zone across north Germany to the
Ragen-Pomeranian Caledonides. In fact, the clear discor-
dance between the strongly folded Lower Palaeozoic and the
Devonian (Gedinnian) in the Ardennes massifs cannot be
traced eastward into the Rheinische Schiefergebirge; neither
can the discordance between folded Silurian and Givetian in
the Brabant massif be traced westward beyond the R6gion du
Nord in NE France.

The Brabant massif apparently extends under the Mesozoic
cover into SW England in the region north and south of the
Thames Estuary. But it is difficult to establish a connection
with the NW British Caledonides on land, via the East
Midlands Caledonian aulacogen of Evans (1979), or off the
coast of East Anglia via the Mid-North Sea geosyncline of
Wills（1978) on the scant borehole evidence.
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The RUgen-Pomeranian Caledonides situated on the SW
boundary of the East European platform (as proposed by
Tornquist) comprise an 8-10 km-thick Ordovician-Silurian
miogeosynclinal sequence (Dadlez, 1974) strongly overfolded
toward the platform. Under the name of "Danisch-Polnische
Tafelrandsenke" (Franke, 1977), it may underlie northern
Denmark. The big question then, is whether or not it crosses
the North Sea to connect with the non-metamorphic
Caledonides in Britain.   This latter geotectonic unit,
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characterized by mediotype folding, is unrepresented in
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HERCYNIAN EUROPE
by

F. Ellenberger and A.L.G. Tarnain

In Upper Palaeozoic times, nearly the whole o厂southern P-urope was a厂厂ected by Hercynian
movements which led to the formation a厂the Variscan厂olded chains (Variscides).   This article
describes three major regions of the Variscides: the northern zones, extending from the Variscan
厂ront to the Ligerian line, including the axial part; the southern zones一厂rom the Ligerian line to the
Alpine foredeep, and the Iberian Meseta of Spain and Portugal.

Tlie northern limit of the Variscides 一the I'Variscan front"－

can be traced from southwestern Ireland, through southern
England, the Boulonnais and the Ruhr, as far as Silesia, where
it disappears beneath the Carpathians (Fig. 1). A large part
of this area was later affected by the Alpine orogeny. The
part that remained outside of the future Alpine mobile zone
is what H. Stille called "Meso-Europe".

neighbouring regions.   This margin of the North European
platform is covered by Devonian continental deposits in

This quasi-platform, established in late Palaeozoic times, was
warped into a pattern of basins and swells from Triassic time
onwards.   The study and reconstruction of the Variscan
orogen is complicated by its consequent fragmentation into
isolated "Hercynian massifs" which are anything but homo-
geneous: they include elements of much earlier deformations
(Caledonian, Cadomian, and even older), as well as strictly
Hercynian components.
Northern foreland

discontinuous (Old Red Sandstone) basins, or by a thin post-
Eifelian (early Middle Devonian) cover overlain by neritic
carbonate sediments in the Lower Carboniferous (Dinantian),
and by paralic molassic deposits in the Namurian and West-
phalian (productive Coal Measures).

The whole of the Epicaledonian foreland suffered the after
effects of Variscan folding, which took the form of swelling
and tilting movements (of variable intensity), and of block
faulting.

North of the Variscan front, the northern (Epicaledonian)
foreland is best exposed in Brabant. It has been encountered
at depth from boreholes in Holland, Westphalia and the

Subvariscan zone and Variscan front

The Subvariscan zone (Subvariscan foredeep or Westphalian
zone), the most external unit of the Variscan, appeared in the
Upper Carboniferous at the southern margin of the Epicale-
donian foreland as the latter   subsided. Together with the
Rheno-Hercynian zone, it constitutes the externides of the

Meso-European Variscides, though it is distinguished from
this zone by its paralic molassic sedimentation and its
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productive Coal Measures, folded during Asturian tectonism.

A belt of major late-phase tangential fractures, cutting folds
already formed, emphasizes the Variscan front from Wales to
the Rhine. For example, the Ardennes have overthrust the
Franco-Belgian coal basin along the "Faille du Midi" (Condroz
thrust or Eifel tault). )imilarly, in soutriernmost waies ano
the Mendip Hills, Devonian and Dinantian deposits have
overthrust the Coal Measures. The amplitude of the total
tangential compression is variable, the cumulative shearing
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Table showing stage names, facies and orogenic events com-
monly referred to in the Hercynian of Europe.

The "Green Bridge o厂Wales'，一a natural arch eroded in Lower
Carboni厂erous limestones,   Castlemartin,   Pembrokeshire,
Wales. (Photo courtesy National Museum of Wales)

Northern Zones

Rheno.-Hercynian zone

The Rheno-Hercynian zone comprises Cornwall and Devon,
the Ardennes (with the Dinant and Namur basins), the Rhine
schistose massif, the Harz and the Flechtingen-Rosslau
massif. Its continuation is in the Nisky Jesenik mountains of
Sudetenland. According to Aubouin (1965), the following may
be distinguished in it:   an external miogeosynclinal trough
(Brocken, Sauerland, Stavelot, Eifel, Dinant, Rocroi); a
central mlogeanticlinal ridge (Siegerland); and an internal
eugeosynclinal trough (Taunus, HunsrUck).

Stratigraphy

Devonian sediments generally lie discordantly on the
Cambro-Silurian substratum. They are mainly shaly or sandy
and may be very thick.   In Upper Devonian} Hercynian
mobilization was marked by the formation of carbonate
swells and troughs with argillo-siliceous sedimentation.
During Famennian time, in the southern Rhine schistose
massif and the Harz, fine clastic sedimentation predomina-
ted, but the presence of conglomerates and flyschoid deposits
of material derived from the Central German Crystalline
Ridge further to the south indicates precocious movements.
At the close of the Devonian, slight uplift and regression
affected the margins of the Rheno-Hercynian zone and its
component units (see Table for European stage names).

On the eastern edge of the Rhine schistose massif and the
Harz, flysch sedimentation which began at the end of the
Devonian with deposition of the first greywackes, culminated
in the formation of the Vis6an "Culm-Greywacke"; the latter
included terrigenous deposits from the Central German Cry-
stalline Ridge which accumulated in a "Culm trench" that
gradually migrated NNW.

Sedimentation in the zone during the Dinantian was very
thick, characterized by sequential displacement, with time,
of the basins and then of the folding toward the northern
foreland.   Thus, Tournaisian sedimentation transgressed
northward in the external zone, was affected by slight
tectonic instability in the Vis6an, and, in Namurian times,
was again invaded by a northwestward transgression.
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Carboniferous (Tournaisian) Culm comprising black shale, oil
shale, and black quartzite, Maine, France. (Photo courtesy
W.H. Poole)

In SW England, mid-Devonian to Dinantian sedimentation also
reveals a certain degree of tectonic instability. Flysch in
southern Cornwall grade into reef limestones and spilites in
south Devon, to marine shales further north, and finally to
deltaic and littoral deposits in South Wales. Sites of deposi-
tion are small basins or trenches.

In Devonshire, the onset of orogenic activity in the Namurian
was heralded by deltaic and thick distal turbidite deposits.
Folding began at depth shortly before Namurian time,
directly above the Cornish batholith as it started to ascend.
In Westphalian time, the turbidite basin was filling up,
sedimentation became coarser and coarser, tectonic deform-
ation intensified, and the ascent of the Cornish batholith
resulted in a geanticlinal uplift with paralic sedimentation in
north Devon.

Late Devonian and Dinantian vulcanism, similar to present-
day continental basalts, had a distinct bimodal (basic and
acid) chemistry. Alkaline, rich in Ti, it is represented by a
characteristic spilite-keratophyre association in the Harz, SW
England, and the Rhine schistose massif (which also includes
spilitic diabases, picrites and rare ultrabasic cumulates with
olivine).



Tectonism

Variscan folding migrated from basins already filled to those
which were in the course of being filled. This progression

began in the visean in the southern part oi ine zone,
affecting the rest of the area during the major deformation
(Asturian phase) which took place between the Westphalian C
and the end of Stephanian.

Tectonics are simple in outline but complex in detail. For
example, numerous isoclinal folds overturned to the NNW,
accompanied by a generalized slaty cleavage, were cut b}
minor late-phase thrusts. Regional metamorphism is either
lacking or weak (Ardennes, eastern Harz, HunsrUck). The
only known granites are post-tectonic, late Carboniferous
and intrude the country rock, as in the Harz (Brocken) anc
Cornwall (where thev are tin-bearinz).

Tectonism

The main phase of folding was early Sudetic (early to middle
Vis6an) to Erzgebirgian. It was accompanied by a general
metamorphism, weak or absent in the north, but more intense
in the south (Erzgebirge, Fichtelgebirge), and by well marked
synmetamorphic deformation,
central Saxon synclinorium, the
ment is thrust over Palaeozoic

tions.

including thrusts.   In the
mesozonal crystalline base-
(including Dinantian) forma-

From a geophysical point of view, the Rheno-Hercynian zone
appears as a trench filled with up to 10 000 m of Palaeozoic
sediments (in the Dinant basin), apparently situated above an
area of crustal thinning.

Central German Crystalline Rise

The Central German Crystalline Rise (or Ridge) includes
highly metamorphosed Precambrian and pre-Hercyntan for-
mations cau2ht UD in the Hercvnian deformation. Outcrops

are restricted to the small Kuhla-brotterode kNW 1huringia),
Spessart and Odenwald massifs. Everywhere else it is buried
either beneath the molasse of the mid-Carboniferous internal

trough that forms the Saar coal basin, or beneath younger,
Mesozoic cover. On the south it is bordered by the narrow
Schladerbach-Doberlug synclinorium.

Uplift started in the Upper Devonian, reaching its peak
durim! the Vis6an. Deformation led to overturning; in the

Upper Visean, the region became a syncimorium in wnicn
discordant "post-tectonic" molasses were then deposited,
accompanied by andesitic extrusions.

Authors generally interpolate the ridge westwards, beneath
the Paris Basin, reappearing in the western Channel as the
gneissic basement of the Pays de Bray and the coast of
Cornwall (Start Point, the Dodman, the Lizard), where it is
bounded to the north by a great overthrusting suture.   Its
southern limit cuts the corner of the Cotentin peninsula (with
the 2500 Ma old Rranitic 2neisses of the Nez-de-Jobourp,,

umonvi ne ana ine i regorrois).

The ridge appears to extend eastward from Berlin, describing
an arc (convex to the north) which disappears near Wroclaw.

Saxo-Thuringian zone

In Central Europe, the Saxo-Thuringian zone i' made up of
the following units (from NW to SE): an external region
comprising the Schwarzburg-Leipzig-Lausitz anticlinorium;
the central Saxon synclinorium, including the}two brachy-
anticlinorial structures of the Berga and the Granulitgebirge,
the MUnchberg gneissic massif, and the two intermediate
Saxon Wildenfels and Frankenberg massifs; and an internal
region which includes the Fichtelgebirge and the Erzgebirge
anticlinorium.

Stratigrap妙

The zone experienced a long sedimentary and magmatic
history in the Proterozoic and Lower Palaeozoic. Hercynian
mobilization began in the Upper Devonian with greywacke
sedimentation in the northern part and thin neritic sediment-
ation in the south. The earliest neritic deposits are covered
by unconformable transgressive neritic limestones of Dinan-
tian age (in the Erzgebirge). An extensive late Devonian
magmatic event occurred in certain tectonically unstable
sectors of the external region (such as a few of the basic and
ultrabasic intrusions around the Erzgebirge), and was accom-
panied by Lahn-Dill-type mineralization. This was followed
by flysch deposition (greywacke, conglomerate and lime-
stone).   Palaeogeographic units retained their positions
throughout the zone and did not migrate as in the Rheno-
Hercynian zone.

There is, however, no definite evidence for or against the
suggestion that the MUnchberg massif is a fragment of a vast
crystalline nappe overthrust to the north.

In the southern part of the central Saxon synclinorium, Upper
Vis6an molasses were folded by Erzgebirgian movements,
covered unconformably by   molassic   Westphalian   B-C
deposits, eroded, and, following Saalian movements, sealed by
unconformable, transgressive Permian deposits.

Further south, the onion-scale gneissic cupolas of the Erzge-
birge display folds of the
possibly resulted from the
intrusions. The main phase

Variscan

reworking
of folding

infrastructure, which
of Cadomian granitic
was followed by acid

plutonism (with high original metal content), which reached
its peak in the Upper Carboniferous. This region experienced
a "subsequent" vulcanism during a period of over 60 million

years, extendingPermian (Saalian护m then main (Asturian) phase to the mid-This intermediate-to-acid vulcanism was
located at the junctions of major fractures descending into
the upper mantle.

Extension of zone

Eastward (beyond the "Elbe lineation"), the Saxo-Thuringian
zone continues in the western branch of the Sudeten

mountains, where it differs little from the type region in
Saxony and Thuringia. Westward, the zone continues into the
northern fringe of the Black Forest and the northern Vosges
(north of a line from Saint-Di6 to S61estat).

It is common to continue this zone westward beyond the
Vosges, beneath the southern half of the Paris Basin, as far as
the Armorican massif. Although there are no outcrops for
500 km, this interpolation is
facial   and   biostratigraphic

supported by
  correlations

numerous litho-

not only
Hercynian but also of Caledonian age. For example, a

of
so-

called external limestone belt (of Lower Cambrian and early

Middle5 Cambrian age)d with stromatolites, Archaeocyathancolonies and associated acid vulcanism (Dore et al., 1977),
stretched from Breslau through Lusatia and the Fichtelge-
birge as far as the Cotentin, and from there to the Ossa
Morena (Cordoba) in the southern Iberian Meseta.

Well bedded late Cambrian to Tremadocian conglomerate and
red shale lying with angular unco可ormity on nearly vertical
Brioverian siltstone and grit o厂 Hadrynian age in the
Armorican massif, 30 km west of Rennes, France. (Photo
courtesy W.H. Poole)
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In Normandy and north Britanny, the zone is characterized
particularly by the late Cadorman acid rhomboidal plutonic
block of the Maricellia.   It extends also into central

Armorica, where it is cut by the major E-W "Mol6ne-
Moncontour lineation" which can be traced for over 350 km

(Fig. 1). It is a major crush zone, with elements of basement,
packages of basic and ultrabasic rocks of oceanic affinities
(Belle-Isle-en-Terre), Hercynian tectonic slices, and Variscan
leucogranites (Cogn6 and Jest, 1977)．The central Armorican
province, limited to the south by a great linear fracture一the
Ligerian line一is underlain by early Carboniferous sediments

In the Laval Basin, for example, a Tournaisian shaly and
conglomeratic series includes acid subacrial volcanics with

rhyolitic ignimbritesLower to Middle Vis6a群。keratophyres,a succeeded int theoutpourings of acid tuffs. Further
west, in the Chateaulin basin, Tournaisian diabase of tholei-

概蹂恶compositionC was extruded, along wie series which included lava flows,粼Cspi思 Highly granitized Precambrian (GfUhl) gneisses which were
possibly   a厅ected by   flercynian   movements   in   the
Moldanubicum of the Bohemian mossif, SW of Brno, Czecho-
slovokia. (Photo courtesy L.P. Tremblay)

the Westohalian. while the hmtite_r},,fie,ite ，

忿ret is considered to be“late palingenesis of the ana

This zone constitutes the axial portion of the central Euro-
pean Variscides.   It corresponds not so much to an inert
intramontane block ("Zwischengebirge") as to an eugeanti-
clinal zone whose deformation was accompanied by low-
pressure/high-temperature metamorphism, and by the em-
placement of granite magmas.
The zone was first defined in the central and southern

Bohemian massif, where the Precambrian basement consists
of an early (Moldanubian) cycle which ended at about 1000
Ma, and a later (Algonkian or Brioverian) cycle of the
Cadomian orogeny with amphibolite-facies metamorphism.
To the north, the highly fossiliferous and scarcely folded
shales of the Palaeozoic, rest unconformably on the
"Algonkian" substratum.

The Hercynian cover is thin, with neritic shelf deposits
(locally as old as late Devonian), Breton emersion, uncon-
formable Dinantian deposits of Culm facies, and very local
but intense trachy-andesitic vulcanism and back-deep grano-
diorific instrusions.   After a mid-Carboniferous interval,

freshwater Oacustrine) deposits were laid down unconform-
ably in Upper Carboniferous times in narrow, fault-bounded
basins.

Variscan tectonism comprised Breton, Sudetic, Erzgebirgian
and Saalian movements, which terminated at the end of the
Permian with a crustal consolidation, forming a typical
Epivariscan platform or shelf.   Regional metamorphism
reached only the greenschist facies.

To the southeast, the Moldanubian zone overrides the
Moravian zone, the latter forming part of a larger ENE-WSW
trending complex transverse to the main Variscan lines; it is
thought (Andrusov, 1976) to be mainly Rheno-Hercynian. The
Saxo-Thuringian zone is pinched in further to the northwest,
where it disaDDearS Droeressivelv beneath the Moravian

thrust (Fig. 1).

The Moldanubian zone extends westward as the substratum of

Bavaria, the Black Forest (of which it forms nearly the
whole), the central and southern Vosges, and then as the
north central region of the Massif Central (Arverno-Vosges
massif). Its northern limit in France is traced by a band of
leucogranites running from the Vosges to the Morvan, from
where it joins the southern Armorican shear zone as far as
the Pointe-du-Raz on the coast.

In the Massif Central, the zone includes Barrovian cordierite
gneisses and anatexites (Rb/Sr ages of 670-650 Mal with
relict paragneisses of granulites, micaschists and gneisses.
These are overlain unconformably by Upper Devonian sedi-
ments of Culm facies and albitite vulcanics. They in turn are
covered bv transeressive eariv Vis6an neritic marine deDOSitS

and late Visean ignimbritic volcanism (anthracite-bearing
tuffs). Biotite granites were intruded from the Devonian to

The Moldanublan zone is thought to reappear in the
Armorican massif in the North Ligerian zone (Fig. 1). it is

Raz to Angers, andu to the south by the great． "LigerianLineation" (or the southern Armorican crush zone). This line
is a major intracratonic suture, characterized by sheared
strata of the Rutheno-Limousin zone through overthrusting
by the Moldanubian both in pre-Westphalian and in post
Stephanian limes.   In addition, it is the site for post
Dinantian leucogranites generated by crustal anatexis.

Ini this；a region,、 the1】 Cadomian5 basement is madec upa ofBrioverian   metasediments associated   with   basic and
ultrabasic rocks: serpentinized dunites (with Cr-Pt), meta-

9P恕s (witlavas,嗯menite-magnetite + NI), greenschists withIs and siliceous schists. The formations are
metamorphosed in the west but not in the east.   The

basement displays nappes and is granitized. Radiometrically
determined ages of 550 Ma suggest a Lower Palaeozoic age
for the main tectono-metamorphic development of parts of
this basement. It is covered by discontinuous and incomplete
Palaeozoic epicontmental deposits, including transgressive
Middle Cambrian to early Ordovician deposits.

The region has remained above sea level practically since the
Lower Devonian. Hercynian granitization played an impor-
tant role, especially in exploiting lineations. A few small

5tephanian coal ba}sins， alsou developed in the fault-boundedbasins related to these I racture-lines.
The striking Hercynian fracture network is syn-kinematic at
least in part (Tamain, 1975, and Rossi and Tamain, 1975), and

certain lineations are metallogenetic "vectors"the Pointe-du-Raz to Angers for gold and lead黑example,southern
Chalonnes satellite for lead). The same applies to certain
granite-complex margins active at that time (such as
Mortagen for uranium).

                            Southern Zones

The southern branch of the Variscides is bpst rpnreqpnt}d in
southern France, though it is still little known. The followin}
}uiiijit}i y uedi} uniy wim me parts tnat were not caugnt uo in
the Alpine orogeny.

Vendee-Rutheno-Limousin zone

In the Massif Central, this zone is characterized by a predo-
minance of rhythmic sedimentation, abundance of basic vol-
canics,   thick   stratiform   quartzo-feldspathic   formations
(which may represent the lowest part of the basement-cover)
and, towards the top, by an epischistose series (with micro-
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faunas of Ordovician, Silurian and early Devonian ages).

In R0UergUe, the Barrovian metamorphism appears
Cdledonian or Reussian

metamorphism is more
(430-360 Ma, Autran, 1978).

to be

  This

or

Hercynian metamorphism,
epischists and associated
phase. In the Westphalian,

  less obliterated by
apparently that of
with either a Breton

a second,
the higher
or Sudetic

level in the Dinantian),
the Arvernian nucleus.

This complex extends
threshold as far as the

Vend6e-Limousin zone.

fundamentally different

the Limousin (already above
became the southwestern marginse弓  t)  I

northwestward beneath

south Ligerian province
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Dinantian age, reworked in the Namurian.
deposits are not metamorphosed, but were
an intra-Westphahan phase of folding.

  another Upper
les of possible

  The Namurian

deformed during

This province, in the region of Saint-Nazaire, is character-
ized by a Cadomian magmatism and by a Siluro-Brioverian
sedimentary complex (with basic and ultrabasic- rocks of
oceanic affinities). In addition, there are Cadomian ortho-
gneisses, cut by acid plutonic rocks dated at 460 Ma. The
province is also characterized by a complicated tectono-
metamorphic development: on the one hand, there are mig-
matites and anatexic granites of 370 Ma; on the other, there
are jadeite-lawsonite glaucophanites (symptomatic of a hig卜
pressure/low temperature metamorphism) dated at 420-370
Ma．

Cevennes belt

The Precambrian history of the C6vennes belt in southern
France (Fig. 1) is similar to that of the preceding zone. No
Caledonian orogenic deformation can be detected in the
northern C6vennes, aside from slight Middle Ordovician uplift
in the Montagne Noire.   In the southern region, early
Carboniferous (Culm facies) deposits overlie Silurian and
Devonian sediments.

The main phase of the Variscan orogeny is Asturian and is
presumed to be early Stephanian.   It is manifested in the
north of the Montagne Noire and the Albigeois as recumbent
folds with the development of an epizonal regional metamor-
phism.   In the rest of the Montagne Noire and the Mou-
thoumet, it appears as a splendid development of nappes, in
many cases overturned southward or southeastward (the ver-
gence of folds and imbrication in the northern part is
reversed).

                            Iberian Meseta

An extensive area of Variscides, the Iberian Meseta (or
Hesperic massif/the Hersperides) of Portugal and Spain can
be subdivided into six zones.

South Portuguese zone

The South Portuguese zone is characterized by:
    a late Devonian to Carboniferous sedimentation with vul-

  canism and associated sulphide mineralization, followed by
  accumulation of a very thick flysch series (Culm facies) in
  the late Vis6an, which continued up to the Westphahan A in
  the southwest;

  migration of the Variscan palaeogeography and tecto-
  genesis from SW to NE, followed by a major, post-
  Namurian (to post一Westphalian A?), pre-Westphalian D
  phase of folding, producing folds of SW to SSW vergence,
  along with shearing and thrusting to the SSW and, in places,
  weak metamorphism;

  Late Carboniferous (Coal Measures) deposition on the
  northwestern fringe;

  a late phase, post-tectonic plutonism with subvolcanic
  facies on the northeastern fringe, and very extensive
  metallogenesis, giving rise to the famous日uelva-Rio
  Tinto-Aljustrel pyrite belt.

This zone has been correlated with the Rheno-Hercynian
zone, especially with the segment in SW Ireland.
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Ossa Morena

Trie Precdrnbrian of the Ossa Morena is characterized by a
Cadomian   substratum   with   large   overthrusts.   Early
Palaeozoic carbonate deposition in the Cambrian became
restricted to the south in the Ordovician, and was of variable
thickness in the Silurian.   It was overlain by Devonian
epicontinental deposits, which were in turn followed by
Dinantian and early Namurian flysch, restricted to trenches
and paralic molasses with productive Coal Measures.

The zone was strongly deformed during post-early Namurian
to pre-Westphalian D, producing folds with WNW-ESE axes
and accompanied by a low to intermediate pressure metamor-
phism and a polyphase acid magmat上sm, with syntectonic,
late-phase tectonic or post-tectonic phases.

The Ossa Morena is bounded to the north and northeast by the
"Cordoba-Badajoz lineation'' (which includes an alignment of
basic and ultrabasic rocks of Tournaisian to early Vis6an age);
it is bordered on the north by a large polyphase calc-alkaline
granite batholith.   The zone has been correlated with the
Central German Crystalline Rise.

Luso-Oretan zone

The Luso-Oretan (or Luso-Alcudian) zone is characterized by:
  a metasedimentary substratum of Cadomian age;

  deposition that was very thin and local in the Cambrian
  (Dore's internal carbonate belt), complete and thick in the
  Ordovician (with Taconic glaciation at the top), and epi-
  continental in the Silurian and Devonian;

  Sardian, Taconic and Reussian epeirogenic movements;
  continuous   late   Devonian   and   Dinantian   (to   early

  Namurian?) deposition with Culrn facies in the Upper
  Vis6an;

  deposition of Coal Measures with acid aerial vulcanism in
  the Stephanian and Autunian in the narrow Puertollano
  fault-bounded basin;

  a major post-vis6an to post-early Namurian phase of
  folding, producing WNW-ESE folds of SSW vergence, later
  sheared into numerous slices and accompanied in places by
  low-pressure metamorphism;

  a   late-phase   calc-alkaline   granodioritic   to   granitic
  plutonism, well developed in Extremadura; and

  varied metaflogenesis, pneumatolytic to hypothermal (with
  Sri and W) and vein-type mesothermal (with Cu, Pb, Pb-Ag).

This zone may be correlated with the Saxo-Thuringian as well
as with the Norman-north Breton (in part) and mid-Breton
provinces.

Galaico-Castilian zone

The Galdfcc-Castilian zone provides the crystalline core of
the Iberian structure. Cadomian basement, with its Braganza
and Morais nappes, outcrops in a broad area and is covered
unconformably by transgressive Ordovician followed by
Silurian and early Devonian sediments. Coal Measures are
confined to narrow internal basins.

Variscan tectonism is polyphase, its main phase not well
dated (post-early Devonian and pre-Westphalian D, perhaps
prior to 300 Ma).   It produced recumbent folds of great
amplitude, involving the Precambrian basement as well as
narrow anticlines and synclines.   It is accompanied by a
metamorphism ranging from low pressure to Barrovian.
Plutonism is of many facies and in phases that are synmeta-
morphic, syntectonic-to-late tectonic and late-to-post-tec-
tonic.

The zone includes a broad suture, the "Blastomylonitic
Graben" (Fig. 1), characterized by the presence of alkaline to
hyper-alkalme acid plutons (which may originally have been
ring structures, later metamorphosed).

West Asturian-Leonesian zone

This zone includes a partly metamorphic Precambrian base-
ment (in the west) and is characterized by thick Cambrian,
Ordovician and Silurian deposits, and thin early Devonian and
pre-Stephanian Carboniferous deposits, with unconformable
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Westphalian B-C Coal Measures.

Tectonism is polyphase. The major phase generated large
recumbent folds verging toward the east and accompanied by
low pressure metamorphism decreasing in grade eastward,
apparently older than 310 Ma.   The second phase sliced
through the preceding structures and caused them to be
overthrust eastward.   The third phase, probably of mid-
Westphalian age (pre-Stephanian B-C), refolded these last
structures with reverse thrusting effects.   There was also
polyphase acid plutonism, decreasing in volume from west to
east.

The zone has been correlated with the C6vennes belt.

Can勿七ric zone

The Cantabric zone is characterized by:
  unequally developed Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian

  deposition, incomplete in many places and locally absent;
  thick Devonian deposition, with Asturia-Leon facies car-
  bonates in the SW and Palencian pelagic facies in the SE;

  thick late Devonian to Carboniferous deposition, note-
  worthy for its calcareous Namurian flysch and its West-
  phalian paralic molasse (5000 m in the central coal basin);
  and

  continental Stephanian B-C deposits.

Tectonism is polyphase, the main "Palencian" deformation
having produced overthrust sheets and imbricate structures.
These were later refolded in an arcuate system of folds with
vertical axial planes.   A "Leonian" Ontra-Westphalian D)
phase produced a second system of radiating folds, with an
Asturian compression phase and, finally, a late Saahan phase.
Regional metamorphism is absent or weak. There is very
minor late-phase to post-tectonic plutonism.

The zone has been correlated with the southern fringe of the
NA- t- -  NT-;- ，。d ＋卜。 &A- f卜n'- 1
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Conclusion

Certain characteristics are peculiar to the Variscan chain.
These include: the very weak representation (by volume) of
ophiolites; the appearance of a thermal crisis which, in the
axial part of the chain, gives exceptionally high thermal
gradients in the major phase, represented by low pressure
metamorphism imprinted on an earlier Barrovian metamor-
phism; the control exerted throughout the early, main and
late stages of tectonism by an impressive network of strike-
slip faults on the geometry of the palaeogeographic units,
tectonism, the emplacement of the magmas, and the localiz-
ing of the metalliferous mineralization.

Hercynian tectonism seems clearly to have been superimpos-
ed on a structural fabric, the framework of which had been
formed by the end of the Cadomian. The Variscan belt is in
an essentially ensialic framework where the continental crust
is rarely older than 700-600 Ma.
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ALPINE EUROPE
by

Jacques Debelmas

Formed from sediments accumulated in a branch of the Tethys between the Eurasian and African
continents, the mountain chains of Alpine Europe may be divided into three major segments: the
Pyrenees, which resemble an intracratonic chain but which originated in the transform zone on the
northern edge of the Iberian craton; the "geosynclinal" chains一amongst the most sinuous and
heterogeneous in the world; and the Aegean and Tyrrhenian arcs which exhibit a curious "Circum-
Pacific" aspect lacking elsewhere in the Alps.

The Pyrenees

This chain originatedin an early Cretaceous rift一the North
Pyrenean zone一which was subsequently closed.   It was
subjected to thermal metamorphism in Cretaceous time, and
later to high pressure metamorphism toward the end of the
Cretaceous.

Those who accept the rift concept still disagree over the
extent of the transform movement between the two margins
of the rift. Some argue that there is little or no translation
because palaeogeographic boundaries seem to extend without
interruption on either side of the existing chain. Others feel
that there was considerable displacement corresponding to
the movement of the Iberian craton that followed the opening
of the Bay of Biscay; hence, the North Pyrenean zone should
be regarded as a true "transform zone". If one accepts the
second hypothesis, it makes the Pyrenees a rather unique
chain. 、臀

            娜帐

                      妾

The Geosynclinal Axis

This Axis was formed as a result of the movement and

eventual collision of two stable blocks一Europe and Africa.
These movements were complicated by the existence of
salients in the margins of each block: the Apulo-Adriatic
promontory (Fig. 1) of the African craton (which played an
important role in the genesis of the Alpine arc), and the
Moesic promontory (Fig. 2) of the European craton (which
influenced the formation of the Carpathian arc and the
Balkan massif).

The Geosynclinal Axis itself is of opposing vergence with
G) an Alpidic branch on the edge of the European craton,
overturned toward it, comprising the Betic chains, Corsica,
the Alps, the Carpathians and the Balkan massif, and (ii) a
Dinaric branch on the edge of the African craton, overturned
toward it, comprising the North African chains (or Maghre-
bides), the Sicilian-Calabrian arc, the Appennines, the
Dinarides and the Hellenides.

In each of these branches one can distinguish external zones
(externides), a deformed part of the foreland affected only by
late phases of folding (late Eocene to Neogene), and internal
zones (or internides), separated from the externides by an
important palaeogeographic and structural discontinuity, the
appearance of which demonstrates the "Mesogean Jurassic
stretching". Later, this discontinuity behaved as a zone of
lateral movement or thrusting.   On its internal side, in
Jurassic time, there were intensely fractured areas which
resulted from stretching under tension; the crust was thin and
some strips of it were neo-oceanic.

This broad strain pattern was greatly
from late Jurassic

on. The probable
m erits led to the

on, in others from
reduced in some places

  about late Cretaceous

subduction of neo-oceanic crustal frag-
complex phenomena of overthrusting and

high-pressure metamorphism.
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View of Cylindro (el Cilindro), Pyrenees, Spain. A northward
closing划ncline o厂Eocene carbonates overlies the obvious
anticline of Paleocene strata. The summit of the mountain is
formed by an allochthonous block可 Maastrichtian (Upper
Cretaceous). (Photo courtesy W.C. Morgan)
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Figure 1. The Apulo-Adriatic promontory of the African
plate. 1: The overriding frontal portion (Austroalpine zone);
2: Zone of crustal thinning (Ionian sea); 3: Approximate limit
of former African continent.
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zone of subduction in which the basement of part of the
foreland disappears, so that its cover becomes allochthonous.
This makes tenable the hypothesis that the passage from
externides to internides must have been a zone of crustal

thinning or a rift.

The same contrast is found in sedimentary facies, with thin,
mainly calcareous, neritic deposits toward the exterior, and
more clayey deposits, typical of subsiding areas and deeper
water, toward the interior (Subbetic, Ultrahelvetic and
Moldavian series). The flysch facies may have been devel-
oped either in the Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous (as in
the Carpathians and the Preballkan) or only in the Eocene
(Ultrahelvetic).   This strongly suggests the existence of a
synorogenic trench developing ahead of a group of more
interior nappes in the course of construction.

Alpidic Internides

Mountains to

2).

In the eastern

ted once again

the south of the Metalliferous Mountains (Fig.

Carpathians, the structure becomes complica-
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and the more

(the Ceahlau and Severin

Dacic megatrough.
The remaining units of

external ophiolite-bearing
Dacic

  units

nappes), representing the external

the eastern and southern Dacides

Betic zones of the southern Spanish chains are made up of a
number of units, each with Palaeozoic or granito-gneissic
basement and a thin, mainly calcareous cover. While ophioli-
tic units are not found there, they do form the main part of
the internides of Corsica, framed by slivers representing the
ancient margins of a neo-oceanic trough.

In the Alps, both units coexist.   The main part of the
ODhiolite-bearin2 units forms the Piemontese zone s.l.   (or

zone oi -scnistes iustres,-), tne corresponaing paiaeogeo-

graphic province having probably tapered out toward the
east. To the north, ophiolite-bearing units also appear locally
in the Valais zone.

These two troughs thus enclose a sort of sialic microcraton,
the Brian}on zone (called the "Great St. Bernard nappe" by
Swiss geologists). The European origin of this structure is
obvious in the French Alps, where the Valais zone pinches out
to the west. This complex of units, sometimes collectively
called the Penninic group, then disappears to the east
beneath the great Austroalpine thrust (the distorted margin
of the Apulo-Adriatic promontory of the African cralon), and
reappears in the western Dacides near the Carpathians.

The continuation of (or the successor to) the Penninic is thus
found again in front of the Dacides in the Pienides, but
without ophiolitic units. Its overthrust character is also less
pronounced because it lies to the east of the axis of the east
Alpine hypercollision. Ophiolitic units do occur in what is
probably the continuation of the Pienides in the Apuseni

between these two zones suggest a microcraton reminiscent
of the Briani;on zone in the western Alps. This element is the
only one in the Balkan massif where ophiolitic units are
lacking, as in the Betic chains at the western end of the
European Alpine chain.   Late Cretaceous vulcanism and
"Laramic" granites, however, constitute a new feature.

In the European Alpidic arc, troughs with oceanic crust
appear beyond the Betic sector, in Corsica.   They are
strongly developed in the Alps, but appear "sealed" in the
Carpathians and especially in the Balkan massif.   It is
interesting to note that the maximum development of
oceanic crust corresponds to the most strongly arched and
overthrust belts in the European Alpidic system.

The history of the internides is complex. In Triassic time, a
carbonate platform was established on a sialic basement.
This platform was broken up at the end of the Triassic and in
the Lias.   Troughs with neo-oceanic crust then rapidly
appeared during the "Mesogean Jurassic stretching", to be
consumed by subduction from the end of the Lower Creta-
ceous (for the Piemont and internal Dacic troughs), or the
Upper Cretaceous (for the Valais and external Dacic troughs).
The first phase of tectonism led to widespread high-pressure
metamorphism at around 80 Ma.

Thus, by the end of the Upper Cretaceous, the construction
of the internal Penninic, the Austrides and Dacides was well
advanced. A new and, even more widespread tectonic phase
started at the end of the Eocene (39 Ma), locally accom-
panied by high pressure metamorphism.

Two observations emanate from this history: Q) the tectonic
phases corresponded to periods of acceleration of Atlantic
spreading, and of collision between the European and African
masses; and Qi) subductions which sealed the odeanic troughs

A typical landscape of the Alpine internides:   looking north toward the Cervin (Matterhorn) from the
Valtournache (Italy). The Cervin and the snow-covered mountains to its le厂t belong to the old Paleozoic or
Precambrian Austroalpine Crystallines, which here form part of the Dent Blanche nappe, thrust northward
(along dotted line). The bottom of the valley (below the thrust) is formed of "Piemont schistes lustrds"
(metamorphozed, ophiolite-bearing complex), strongly deformed as a result of a polyphase tectonic history. In
terms of plate tectonics, the Cervin represents the continental African margin, thrust over the relicts of the
oceanic Alpine (Tethyan) realm.
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the Ionian zone), all emplaced in the Neogene.

Dinaric Internides

From West to East, the Dinaric internides are represented
first by a narrow North African fringe一the massifs of the
Rif, where Betic units recur (the Betic-Rif arc raises the
problem of linking the Dinaric and Alpidic branches), the
Kabyle massifs of Algeria, the Peloritan massif of Sicily, and
the Sila massif in Calabria. All of these are allochthonous,
with a sialic basement and a dominantly calcareous cover
overriding allochthanous Cretaceous-to-Palaeogene flysch
whose palaeogeographic origins are not always clear. Defor-
mation everywhere is prior to Upper Oligocene; Lower
Miocene deposits unconformably overlie these eroded early
Tertiary structures.

In the first group of massifs, the ophiolite-bearing units are
lacking, as in the corresponding sector of the Alpidic branch.
They are present in the Ligurian Appennines, where they
form an allochthonous complex with eastward vergence,
thrust over the Tuscan units. The deposits are identical to
those of Corsica and the Penninic Alps, the Upper Jurassic

did not have associated vulcanism or granitization as far east
as the eastern Carpathians and the Balkan massif: here late
Cretaceous "hanatite arcs" may be linked with the subduction
at the external Dacic megatrough. The reason for the lack of
magmatism along much of the Alpidic branch is not yet clear.

Dinaric Branch

Dinaric Externides

Dinaric externides begin in North Africa with the external
zones of the Rif and the Tell, which correspond to a subsiding
area on the northern edge of the Sahara foreland where the
cover was thinner and more neritic. The Rif-Tell sedimen-

tary material, detached at the level of Triassic gypsums,
forms nappes with southern vergence.   Beneath them,
parautochthonous units show transition facies to those of the
Sahara foreland.

The Tell trough disappears beneath the Mediterranean, west
of Tunis. It is interrupted by the recent structures of the
Tyrrhenian sea, but is recognizable again in the Appennines
of Marche, Umbria and Tuscany, where it is allochthonous to
parautochthonous, and its foreland corresponds to the whole
of southern Italy. The Abruzzi Campania mark the transi-
tion, as in the Tell, to Apulia, the Pouilles and the Ragusa
plateau in Sicily一equivalents of the Saharan platform.

In the southern Alps (Bergamo Alps, Trentino, Friuli),
external zones form a curve enveloping the extremity of the
Apulo-Adriatic salient. The "miogeosynctinal" character of
the trough becomes obscured here by the appearance of
ridges and troughs that complicate the palaeogeography.

The allochthonous nature of the externides is also obscured:

at most, the Mesozoic cover shows some superficial folds
with southward vergence. But, on the other side of the peri-
Adriatic line of fracture, this same material becomes the
Austroalpine zone which overrides strongly toward the north.
This peri-Adriatic fracture belt (its course marked by
Oligocene granites) thus marks the limit, within the African
margin, between autochthonous material of southward
vergence and that of northward vergence. At depth it should
also correspond to the southern limit of overthrust Penninic
material.

In the Yugoslav Dinarides, externides form the Dalmation
coast and the Karstic zone, sedimentation being of the
neritic or reef type. It is only in the Hellenides that troughs
of truly pelagic deposition reappear in the heart of this
epicontinental calcareous complex (the zones of Ionia, the
Pindus and Boeotia, separated by the Gavrovo and Parnassus
ridges). Hellenic externides form the Pelopponese and Crete.
Their tectonic style
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in association with the sinistral rotation of the Corsica-

Sardinia axis (Figs. 2 and 3).

The ophiolite-bearing units are interrupted at the northern
extremity of the Apulo-Adriatic spur: they pass beneath it
and become confused with those of the Alpine Penninic and,
like them, they disappear beneath the slab of the eastern
Alps.   They reappear east of the Adriatic in the internal
Dinarides, where they are thrust over the externides (in the
Serbian nappe), and then, further south, form two zones in
the Hellenides which enclose the Pelagonian zone.

The northeastern (Vardar) zone is a continuation of the

Yugoslav belt; the southwestern (sub-Pelagonian or Maliac
zone is either a supplementary suture closing to the north-
west, or a late (and frontal) fragment pinched off an ophioli-
tic nappe coming from the Vardar. If this latter hypothesis is
accepted, it follows that the Vardar trough is the only single
oceanic trough in the whole of the Dinaric and Hellenic
system.   The very extensive and intense synsedimentary
vulcanism in the Upper Triassic (spilite-keratophyre type) and
Upper Jurassic (potassic rhyolite type) adds complexity to the
reconstruction of the palaeogeography.   There was even
andesitic to basaltic volcanism in the Oligo-Miocene in the
Macedonian arc (Fig. 3), the significance of which is still
obscure.

The Vardar zone is bounded to the east by the Serbo-
Macedonian and Rhodope massifs (Fig. 2), both of which are
partly sheared.   The夕appear to be a crushed microcraton
separating the Alpidic'and Dinaric branches.

The internal Hellenic zones disappear beneath the Aegean
sea, reappearing only in the Cyclades archipelago where the
most southerly islands have become a true volcanic arc as a
result of subduction, still in progress today.

To summarize. internides of the Dinaric branch comr)rjse two

quite aliterent sectors: tne western meaiterranean, in wnicn

the oceanic portion is not easily distinguished from that of
the Alpidic branch. Formed in the Middle or at the beginning
of the Upper Jurassic and closed by subduction during the
Upper Cretaceous, this sector had no accompanying vul-
canism on its immediate borders. The Eastern Mediterranean

sector, in which the oceanic portion (whether divided into
two or not) is separated from that of the Alpidic branch by
the Serbo-Macedonian and Rhodope microcraton, appeared
earlier than in the Upper Triassic and disappeared in the
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Upper Jurassic, accompanied by intense vulcanism.

Gibraltar Arc

The two European branches of the
come together in the Gibraltar arc
rise to two interpretations. The arc
inherited from an originally arcuate

Alpine system seem to
in a way that has given
is thought by some to be
palaeogeographic distri-

bution,
internal

suggested by similarities between the Betic and Rif

Gibraltar

with any
(or more

units, which became separated by the Straits of
only in the Pliocene. This hypothesis is consistent
reciprocal movement between the European craton

  precisely of its Iberian annex) and the African
craton, as is strongly suggested by new data on the opening of
the Atlantic.

Others interpret the arcuate structure as having been formed
in late Neogene age, when Africa moved toward Europe. The
internal zones of the Betic would thus have been displaced to
the west by a movement that was dextral, in relation to
Spain, along the boundary between the internal and external
Betic zones (Fig. 3), while the internal zones of the Rif were
displaced along the Nekor fracture separating the Rif from
the Algerian chains.

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the contact
between the internal and external Betic zones is indeed the

line of a major strike-slip fault. Furthermore, the external
Betic zones show no curvature at their western end and thus

cannot be easily linked with North Africa. The allochthonous
flysch that envelops the Gibraltar arc did not exist in the
Betic sector before the Burdigalian (Miocene). They were
emplaced at that time following a late-phase gravitational
sliding, immediately prior to the shearing which formed the
"Alboran block" comprising the Betic and Rif internal zones.

"Neotectonic" Arcs of Tyrrhenian and Aegean Seas

The Aegean arc (Fig. 3) is a curious structure among the
younger chains of the eastern Mediterranean, and contrasts

with sectors (such as the internal Hellenic zones) that have
been closed since the Upper Jurassic. The "Alpine" struc-
tures of the Hellenides resulted from the subduction process
that is continuing even at present, indicating that this region
of the一eastern Mediterranean is a relic of the Tethyan
oceanic crust still not completely resorbed.

Three significant features are recognizable: (1) a deep trench
(the Hellenic trench) reminiscent of the Circum-Pacific
trenches; (2) an external sedimentary arc running from the
Pelopponese to southern Turkey through Cyprus, Crete and
Rhodes, containing detritus derived from the external
Hellenic zones and not from sedimentary accretion above the
subduction zone; and (3) an internal volcanic arc extending
from the Saronic gulf to the Turkish coast, marked by island
volcanoes of Poros, Melos, Santorini (Thera) and Nisiros.

The Aegean thus takes on the appearance of a nascent
marginal sea: even the emergence of oceanic crust and the
distribution of earthquakes in the Aegean are consistent with
the model.

Difficulties arise from the fact that the data currently
available on the crust of the eastern Mediterranean are

somewhat contradictory. Some facts suggest that the Medi-
terranean crust is more continental than oceanic, implying
possibly that the Aegean subduction is nearly complete (with
all the oceanic crust having been absorbed), and that the
African continental margin now reaches to the edge of the
Hellenic trench. The Tyrrhenian arc is somewhat similar.

The Sicily-Calabria arc outlines a subduction zone with
westward dip and peri-Tyrrhenian vergence which functions
as a sedimentary arc, but again with detritus derived from
the Calabrian segment of the externides. This interpretation
is in agreement with the distribution of deep-seated earth-
quakes in the Tyrrhenian sea, which itself has the appearance
of a marginal basin. The line of the volcanic arc is traced by
the volcanoes of

homologues.

Aeolian islands and their submarine

the
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View SW down the Canon d'Arrazas, Ordesa National Park, Pyrenees, Spain: strata of
Upper Cretaceous to Eocene age, forming part of the Mont Perdu nappe. (Photo courtesy
W.C. Morgan)
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ENERG丫AND RAW MATERIALS

The following series of sketches are devoted to the distribution and geological setting of the energyand mineral resources of Europe, as well as the history of their exploration and utilization.

        European Mineral Wealth
by

A. Ziserman, J. Bertraneu and M. Jaulou

Introduction

Flint mines dug by Neolithic man on the frontiers of Belgium,
Holland and Germany (Rijckholt) and in southern England are
among some of the oldest known mines in Europe. When the
art of metallurgy spread through the Middle East, mining
activity expanded in Europe under the Phoenicians, Greeks
and Etruscans. The Romans, and later the Saxons and the
British as well, became leaders in the mining arts.

Most of the ancient mines are working today: Almaden
(Spain), opened by the Phoenicians, is still the largest
mercury mine in the world (Fig. 1); Laurion (Greece), whose
silver helped to finance the birth of Athens, is still a centre
of mining activity;   Rammelsberg in Germany celebrated
1000 years of activity in 1968.

rz
遭象声 羚

Highly industrialized western
consumer of ores and metals,
imports to satisfy its needs.
this.

Europe is also an enormous
and now depends largely on
The following table illustrates

RESERVES, PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF SOME

KEY MINERALS IN WESTERN EUROPE (1977)   1

Substance
  Mining

Production
Metailurgical

  Production Autonomy   3
Aluminium

Copper

Tin

Iron ore

Lead

Zinc

Phosphates

Potash   4

  Reser}es2

  1.3 Gt

  6.3 Mt Cu

300   Kt St

  7   Gt Fe

  18   Mt Pb

28   Mt Zn

very small

baux.

Cu

Sn

3.5

36

29.8

Mt At

Mt Cu

Kt Sn

.27 Mt Pb

.69 Mt Zo

Consumption

  3‘ Mt At

  2.74 Mt Cu

64.8 Kt Sn

176.8 Mt

  1.39 Mt Pb

  1.56 Mt Zn

  22.77 Mt

30%

12%

  8%

52%

35%

63%

  1%

Old head frame at site of well-known former Orijarvi
Pb-Zn mine, Finland. (Photo courtesy D.F. Sangster)
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300   Mt K   2   0 4.79 Mt K   2   0 5.4 Mt K   2   0   93%

二tonne, K } Kilo＝10   3,   M二million二10   6,   G } giga二10   9
角eluding Turkey and Yugoslavia.

Resei-ves are not always calculated on theQ same ba 3 or   'th th same degreeh ofprecision from one courttry to another. For   Jac, of accurate inf.,irialion, recovery hass'   w'   I
Autonomy is defined as the relationship between mining production and consumption.
For the year 1977-1978.

In the last twenty years, there has been a definite renewal of
mineral exploration in Europe, and several notable successes
have been recorded.

Main mineral-bearing areas

In Europe, geological diversity
Alpine orogenies has assured a

from the Precambrian to the

rplitive abundance of ores.

The distribution of principal mineral deposits referred to in
this summary is shown in Figure 1.

The Precambrian shield is exposed (as noted elsewhere in this
issue) over large areas in Scandinavia; it is also found at very
shallow depths in the Ukraine. It holds the very important
iron ores of Kiruna (Sweden), Kursk and Krivoi Rog (U.S.S.R.)
which, are of volcano-sedimentary origin.   Polymetallic
sulphide masses are found in Finland along the suture
between two crogenjes of different ages. Ultrabasic rocks
there contain Cr, Ni, Cu, Co, Pt mineralizations. Anorogenic
intrusions of Proterozoic to Permian age cut through the
Baltic Shield. In the Kola Peninsula they are more than 40
km in diameter and are associated with important apatite and
rare metal ore mineralizations.

EPISODES, Vol. 1980, No. I

The Caledonian chain, draped around Norway and the north-
ern British Isles and fringing the Baltic Shield, is charac-
terized by its numerous polymetallic sulphide masses, many
of which are of Ordovician age, though few are large enough
to be of great importance.

The deposits in the western Variscan (Hercynian) chain are
numerous. Some are associated with Upper Carboniferous
intrusions, such as those of Cornwall and Erzgebirge (which
have supplied most of the European tin), and the Iberian
basement (which is dominated by the tungsten province of
northern Portugal). Polymetallic sulphide masses are found
in Portugal and Spain:: (Rio Tinto), across Germany (Meggen)
to Moravia; the most! important masses are of Devonian or
Lower Carboniferous age. Pb, Zn and Cu veins, and uranium-
bearing episyenile5 or stockworks were emplaced in Permian
time. Still later, in the Triassic or even the Lias, veins and
stratified deposits with F, Ba, Pb and Zn form a transition
into the cover rocks.

The Urals have an abundance of copper, localized in polymet-
allic sulphide masses of Devonian age, as well as basic and
ultrabasic rocks with Fe in the north and Cr in the south.

The Alpine chain bordering the Mediterranean is noted for its
porphyry copper deposits in the Balkans and polymetallic
deposits (with Cu, Pb, Zn, Sb, Hg, Au and Ag) associated with
the Neogene propylitized vulcanics, which extend from
Andalusia through Slovakia and the Carpathians to Iran and
beyond. Basic and ultrabasic intrusions in suture zones host
important Cr, Cu and As deposits, as in other orogenic

，
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View to north可 Cerro Colorado pit and mineral processing
plant, Rio Tinto, Spain. (Photo courtesy R.V. Kirkham)

regions. Metasomatic masses of iron (hematitic or sideritic),
magnesite and talc are common. Palaeozoic or Precambrian
carbonate rocks caught up inthe Alpine chains are found in
many cases (such as at Laurion, Greece and Anguran,
contain large deposits of Pb, Zn, Ba.

Iran) to

encircle the great prominent structures. They seem to point
to geochernical characteristics of particular regions of the
earth's crust, for which orogenies have acted merely as
successive mobilizers of a fundamental inheritance.   Here,
the concept of the metalliferous province (L.   de Launay,
1913) finds its true expression.

Europe can be divided in two by a great NW-SE line of
fracture, with the Urals and the Scandinavian shield at the
top on the right, and the Alpine chain and Variscan Europe
below and to the left. This is the Torriquist line, as referred
to by A. Simonen in Figure 2 of this issue of,EPISODES.
Another line, running from Tunisia to Slovakia, divides the
lower part. Its course is marked by mercury and antimony
deposits of very recent date.   To the west lies Variscan
Europe with its potash-bearing and copper-bearing Permian
and iron-bearing Jurassic cover.   To the east, the Alpine
chain is rich in ores associated with ultrabasic rocks (Cr, Cu,
pyrite, asbestos, Mg), or with volcanoes or plutons (Cu, Pb,
Zn, Ag, Au, Sb) of Andean cordillera type. Recent work by
Routhier (1977) and others shows that distributions worked
out for each metal on a detailed scale greatly assist in the
accurate selection of future targets for mineral exploration.
References
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The strata of the sedimentary cover, contrary to generally
held views, contain large mineral deposits. For example, the
Permian was an important period for the formation of the
potash near Hanover (F.R.G.) and Soligorsk (U.S.S.R.) and for
copper at Mansfeld (F.R.G.). The Jurassic is well known for
its oolitic iron ores of northern Europe, the largest deposit of
which is in Lorraine, France.
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乡七法塞象巍姨鑫
In Cretaceous times were formed from Spain

through
Eocene

to Turkey; the

bauxites

Black Seamanganese (Nikopol)
age andis similar to deposits at

己（NikoPol）is of
Varna (U.S.S.R.)

which are of sedimentary
phates of north Africa

volcanic origin;
are of the same

the Maghreb phos-
  period.   Sulphur, ‘二．岁之污

potash and uranium were deposited in Alpine molassic basins
at different times during the Tertiary era.

Conclusion

A detailed analysis of the distribution of deposits would show
that around the margins of the orogenic belts that constitute
the framework of this summary, mineral concentrations of
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pattern.
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  They
many cases arranged in a fairly geometrical
occur in complexes with metallic zoning which

Mine site of volcanogenic massive sulphide ore body (chiefly
copper), Avoca Mine, Ireland. (Photo courtesy D.F. Sangster)
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deposits of Austria (B), Valdarno in Tuscany (C), Arjusanx in
France (E) and the Albian deposit of Teruel in Spain (F, 115
Mt). Special mention may be made of the Pliocene deposit at
Ptolemais (Macedonia), with resources assessed at 675 Mt,
and the Holocene Deats of PhiliDDi (Macedonia) estimated at
件 七 rTI

There are also a few minor deposits ranging in age from
Triassic to Cretaceous which prove that coal formation was
not   limited   to   the   two   periods   mentioned   above.
Nevertheless, the Carboniferous is still regarded as the most
important period for coal formation in Western Europe.

              COAL RESOURCES AND  RESERVES IN WESTERN EUROPE

(in 10   6 tonnes equivalent coal)

Resources Technically and economically
    exploitable reserves

Coal Lignite Coal Lignite

八ustria

Belgium

Spain

France

Great Britain

Greece

Ireland

Italy

Netherlands

Portugal
FRG

      20

    253

  1786

  2 325

163 576

148

51242

    127

    322

    427

45 000

，：：

895 400

      55

      10

  2 900

      40

230 300

145

1 430

      6

16 500

Modern mining machinery working at coal-f ace in a coal field
in northern France.   (Photo courtesV Charbonna.qes de

23 920 10500 France).

(Mainly了rom Peters, W., et al., 1978, Coal Resources, in World Energy Resources,
1985-2020: Guilford: IPC Science and Technology Press for the World Energ3
Co可erence, 5v.)
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Oil has been produced in Western Europe since the Middle
Ages and, at the industrial level, since the end of the 18th
century, though it was only in the 1960's, with the discovery
of the giant gas fields of Holland and the southern North Sea
that its potential was fully appreciated. It is clear now, after
more than a century of onshore effort, that the North Sea,
and in particular the part between British and Norwegian
waters, will reap the greatest rewards.

The sedimentary formations of interest in the search for
petroleum cover approximately 3.6 M km2, almost 2 M
(million) being onshore and 1.6 M offshore in the Atlantic and
the Mediterranean. 4.4 Gt (thousand million tonnes) of oil
and more than 5,500 Gm3 of gas hav!}! been found in this area;
3.7 Gt of the oil are situated in the North Sea, though of the
total 4.4 Gt, only 640 Mt have been produced so far.

Reserves are contained in some 500 fields across 20 petro-
leum provinces. Amongst them 15 are categorized as "giant"
fields（＞70 Mt or equivalent in gas), and two-thirds of these
are oil-bearing; all of them are situated in the North Sea,
with the exception of the three gas (and condensate) fields of
Groningen, Lacq and Malossa.

These petroleum provinces are found in formations of Car-
boniferous to Pliocene age deposited between the Caledonian,
Hercynian and Alpine orogenies.
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Basins of the Carboniferous

In the British Caledonian region, the Carboniferous forma-
tions of the East Midland basin (Fig. 1) constitute a verv
minor province ot lZ small lielcls, the total initial reserves of
which do not exceed 3 Mt. In northern Germanv, the more

aeveiopea t-arooniterous contains, (at Rehden in Darticular)
gas aeposits oi the oraer ot I-) Urn一

Permian basin

The most important gas reserves are found in the vast
Permian basin stretching from southern Great Britain to
Poland. The Rothliegende detrital deposits of fluviatile and
aeollan origin, supplied by Westphalian Coal Measure beds
and effectively capped by Zechstein evaporites, constitute a

}cr Hague graben, slightly folded, producing oil from the lowerCretaceous (25 Mt);
from(Statf摄Liassic and Dogger, cappe, Brent and Magnus fields)一by Kimmeridgian shalesfrom Eocene-Palaeocene
sands (Frigg, Forties) in the northern area, and from Upper

This provinceGm3 gas, mos舞，reserves in the regionin ten giant fields.。‘’Gt。‘，and”000

gas． province of major importance·二The initial reserves of the
bdsin are esTimaled aT 3,80U七m,,dlstrl匕uted 1or the most

part in the． following． giant fields: Groningen,＿ (2,650 Gm3) in
he： Ne‘heriands,． an旦一eman气’月少．七m.}）,Jnde‘atigable＿、12})'A,   1,%a川 ‘）and newlTT kiu0 七m ）一 all In tne 匕rltlsh zone o士 the

southern North Sea.

The Zechstein can be productive when
karstified carbonate facies resulting

Other basins

Between these two major areas, there extends a series of
Mesozoic cratonic basins in which the principal zones of
interest are the Jurassic and the Lower Cretaceous.

In northern Germany, the province of Ems is of particular
interest, situated astride the Germany-Netherlands border;
40 Mt of petroleum have been discovered in Lower Creta-
ceous sandstones, half of which lie in the Dutch fields of
Schoonebeek.

The Paris Basin, producing oil from Dogger carbonates and

highs. Consequently, the Zechstein
士rorn

Is a

taining almost 200 Gm3 among 40

it has an algal or
ancient submarine

gas reservoir con-

from Lower Cretaceous (Valanginian and Hauterivian) sands,
contains reserves of 10 Mt among 20 deposits.

deposits in
Germany; it is also the principal oil reservoirof the

northern

Auk and

Argyll fields of the North Sea.
Basins of the Mesozoic

The Triassic and Jurassic seas covered the greater part of

Western Europe, forming vast cratonic basins in which indivi-dual troughs of subsidence, with a more or less North-Smith
orientation, were formed, generally displaying excellent
petroleum potential.

Mediterranean

Production in the Aquitaine Basin in France is mainly from
two zones in the Lower Cretaceous situated on the edge of
the platform一the Parentis province in the North (45 Mt oil),
and the Lacq zone (about 300 Gm3 gas).
Tertiary Basins
The Alpine orogeny was accompanied by the formation of a
number of basins which complement those already in exis-

There

ranean

is a vast mesogean Mesozoic basin in the Mediter-
area, characterized by Triassic source rocks and

mainly carbonate reservoirs, whose age depends on that of
the caprock. The fields occur in different zones:

一South-West Sicily, with the heavy oil fields of Ragusa and
Gela (40 Mt initial reserves):

一Middle Po River Valley with the field of Malossa, producing
from Triassic dolomite capped bv Cretaceous limestones and

ungocene maris Qu Um.') gas and 4U Mt liquid hydrocarbons);
一Periappennine zone, usually producing heavy oil from Cre-
taceous carbonate reservoirs with a Miocene caprock.
Notable fields include David, Rospo Mare, and Maria Mare一a
zone which could contain reserves of up to 300 Mt;
一Of厂shore Ebre delta, Spain, also producing from the Cre-
taceous and in some places from the base of the Miocene.
The caprock is formed by transgressive Miocene formations;
one-third of total reserves (30 MO are in the Amposta field.

North SealGermany

In the Nordic area, there are several Jurassic and Cretaceous
basins with a N-S orientation. These basins are affected by
deformations such as Cimmerian horsts and grabens capped
by Kimmeridgian transgressive shales. The different zones of
petroleum production share the common characteristic of
having originated from Jurassic source rocks.

Important zones include the:
一Gifhorn trough in West Germany, containing initial
reserves of 30 Mt among 50 deoosits:

tence. Amongst the most important are the following three
Neogene provinces:
一Vienna Basin, Austria where reserves of 100 Mt oil and 100

um- gas nave Deen aiscoverea in 4u aeposits, tne major part
being concentrated in the Matzen field;
一Yugoslav section o厂 the Pannonic Basin with initial
reserves of roughly 100 Mt oil and 50 Mm3 gas;
一Po plain basins and edge of the Appennine area, particu-
larly rich in gas (roughly 350 Gm3).
Conclusion

Western Europe is on the one hand an old petroleum region,
with many onshore -fields being close to exhaustion; on the
other hand however, it is a new region of offshore potential.
The most important province, that of the North Sea, was only
discovered in the 1960's. New deposits continue to be found
onshore especially in deeper horizons, while other offshore
basins remain to be explored. Given this and the regional
economic conditions, Europe offers strong potential for
future exploration.
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Geothermal Energy in Western Europe
by

J. Lavigne

Although industrial application of geothermal energy dates
only from the beginning of the present century, use of energy
from this source has greatly increased in recent years, both
at the high energy level
stations, and at the low

一in supplying steam to
energy level一in supplying

power
w arm

While similar installations using hot water have long been
used in Hungary and Iceland, potential sources are being
evaluated in most of the sedimentary basins of Spain, Italy,
Yugoslavia, Switzerland, Germany, the United Kingdom,
Netherlands, Belgium, and Denmark.

water for central heating and argicultural use.

Steam is generated in those regions of Europe with current or
recent magmatic or volcanic activity.   Sources of warm
water are much less narrowly localized. Of greatest econo-
mic interest, however, are the deep sedimentary basins,
where waters in aquifers are heated to high temperatures and
can be used directly for heating of dwellings.

Volcanic regions

Regions of active volcanism are found in southern Europe,
chiefly in Greece and Italy, as well as in Iceland and the
Azores.

an installed capacity of more than 420 MW

representing an annual output of the order of 3000 GWh. The
source-aquifers lie in the "borax-bearin2 recrion" of TLj--(-anv
(the fields of Larderello, Castelnuovo, Serrazzano, Lago,
Travale), with an installed capacity of 400 MW, while in the
Monte Amiata region the installed capacity is 20 MW.

Exploration is being pursued in the whole； of the pre-Appen-nine zone from Pisa in the north to Naples in the south, which
includes the regions of Travale, Monte Volsini, Monte Cimini,
Monte Sabatini, Naples, Volterra.

Geothermal steam plants at Larderello, Italy.
courtesy A.M. Jessop)

(Photo

等

In Greece, a potential source has been discovered on the
island of Melos and evaluation is continuing. In Iceland small
power stations (7 MW) are working in the Reykjavik area.
Exploration is active in France (particularly in the Mont Dore
area) and in the Azores.

Sedimentary basins

Major basins recognized in the past as being potentially
interesting to petroleum exploration are currently being
explored again in several countries for sources of sufficiently
warm water stored

are four working
in deep-seated aquifers.In France there
installations in the Paris Basin (Melun ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

J'Almont, Melun les Courtilleraies, Villenneuve-la-Garenne
and Creil). and three more in the Aquitaine basin (Blagnac,
Mont-de-Marsan, Dax). Other plants are un0er Construction
in both regions and also in the Alsace trench.   Current
production supplies heat to some 15 000 dwellings.
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Uranium in Western Europe
by

J. Dardel

Although the element uranium W as  only named in
metallic form in

Resources and Production

was first isolated in

s been used in western Europe，5 uraniurn resources1Western Europe's uranium resources represent about a tenth
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identified pitchblende,
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Europe
  silver
since the Middle Ages.
in the Middle Ages had of world resources, or 486 950 tonnes of uranium (tU) reco-

or uranium oxide, while potters con-

cocted from it a pigment which gave a glistening greenish-
yellow tint to glass and pottery.

Yet it was not until 1904 that the working of uraniferous
minerals on an industrial scale began in Portugal and Czecho-
slovakia for the production of radium.   In Europe, mining
began again soon after World War 11 for the production of
uranium as a fissile material.

verable at a cost of less than乌130
These resources were of the same or

as the cumulative world production
year.
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Production in Western Europe in 1978 was 2,513 tU. In 1978
and 1979, the Federal Republic of Germany, Spain, France
and Portugal were amongst the producing countries and at
the end of 1978, their combined resources were 142 150 tU.

I   That is, those of F.R.G., Spain, Finland, France, Italy, Portugal, United Kingdom, Sweden, Switzerland and丫ugoslavia.
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Production in Western Europe in 1978 was 2,513 tU. In 1978
and 1979, the Federal Republic of Germany, Spain, France
and Portugal were amongst the producing countries and at
the end of 1978, their combined resources were 142 150 tU.

I   That is, those of F.R.G., Spain, Finland, France, Italy, Portugal, United Kingdom, Sweden, Switzerland and丫ugoslavia.
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Nevertheless, production for the whole of Europe in 1978 may
have. amounted to about 10 000 tk } (} !.S.S.R., France, Czecho-
slovalkia, Hungary, Romania and the German Democratic
Republic being the main producing countries). This may have
represented about a quarter of world production (exclusive of
China).

Vein Deposits

八t present,
Europe are
enclosed in

vein deposits worked in the Variscan
associated spatially with granitoids
the granite itself (intragranitic) or

  province of
being either
in volcanic or

Main Deposits

The world's main uranium一bearing provinces occur in Precam-
brian shields (South Africa, Australia, Canada) or in the
sedimentary cover of Precambrian shields (U.S.A., Niger). In
Europe. though large quantities of uranium are known to exist
in the Cambrian black, shales of the BaJtic Shield, vein
deposits   are   more   particularly   associated   with   the
Moldanubian granites of the Var上scan orogeny, while deposits
in the enclosing sedimentary cover are in the Permian-to-
Palaeogene detritus derived from erosion of the Variscan
chain.

Europe's present production and reserves of uranium are for
the most part in vein deposits associated with granitoids,
deposits in sediments (grits, lutites and carbonaceous shales),
and those related to volcanic rocks in vulcano-sedimentary
sequences.

招eter馨oran默ic． rocks in the aureoles around granite plutons0}
Intragranitic vein deposits occur in the Iberian Meseta
(Urgeiri}a and Borrega in Portugal), in the Armorican massif
and the Massif Central (La Commanderie, I'Escarpi}re; le
Bernardan, Bellezane, Fanay, le Fraisse, Margnac, Peny,
Hyverneresse, Le Cellier, Les Pierres Plantees) and in the
Black Forest (Menzenschwand).

The Fanay and Margnac deposits in the western Massif
Central are in a muscovite- biat ite leucogranite. The miner-
alized zones vary in form from a linear type with
infillings to
contained in

of phyllites.

a columnar type. "Linear" mineralizations
vein

  dre

tectonic blocks about m thick, mostly formed
They occur either

the "threads" of stockworks.

pregnate "pipes" of vacuolar
quartz by solutions from the
are locally called episyenites.

as a single vein-infilling or in
Columnar mineralizations im-

rock formed by dissolution of
enclosing leucogranite. These
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Perigranitic vein deposits occur
in the Iberian Meseta We and El

Perdrigal in Spain, Nisa in Por-
tugal), in the Massif Central
(Les Bondons, France) and in
the Bohemian Massif (Pribrarn

and 3achymov in Czechoslo-
vakia, and Aue in G.D.R.).
They have the following in
com m o门：

    mineralization is in Proter-

ozoic to Palaeozoic rocks close

to the contact with a leuco-

granite of Variscan age (maxi-
mum distance from the contact

is I krn in the Iberian Meseta

and 2 krn in the Bohemian Mas-

sif);
  presence of pyritous and car-

bonaceous schists and lenses in

the metasedimentary sequence
in which the deposits occur is
characteristic;

  mineraJization   appears   to
have impregnated zones of ca-
taclasis or crushing at the in-
tersection of old clay-filled
fault   fissures   or   of   certain

facies rich in pyrite and car-
bonaceous material (Pribram)

or in amphibolites (3achymov).

八 ．1．F日

之迁二一飞 人》／f 卜

Figure 1. Main uraniferous deposits in Europe: Sweden: 1. Pleutajokk 2. Ravaberget
3. Dubblon 4. Hotagen 5. Ronstod; France: 6, Pontivy 7. Pennaran 8. Ecarpi6re-Le Char-
don 9. Beaurepaire 10. La Chapelle Largeau一La Commanderie一La DorgissiOre 11. Le
Bernardan 12. Le Brugeaud 13. Bellezane 14. Morgnac-Peny 15. Fanay 一 Le Fraisse
16. Hyverneresse 17. St-Pierre du Cantal 18. Berthol6ne 19. Cerilly 20. Grury 21. Bois－
Noirs 22. Le Cellier一Les Pierres Plont6es 23. Mas Laveyre; Portugal: 24. Urgeirica;
Spain:   25. Fe; Portugal:   26. Nisa 27. Tarabau; Spain: 28. El Pedrigal 29. Mazarete;
F.R.G.: 30. Menzenschwand; G.D.R.: 31. Aue; Czechoslovakia: 32. Jachymov district
33. Horni Slavkov; G.D.尺．：34.Koenigstein; Czechoslovakia:   35. Pribram district
36. Hamr 37. Rozna-OZsi; Italy: 38. Novazza; Austria: 39. Forstau; Yugoslavia: 40. Ziro-
vski Vrh; Czechoslovakia: 41. Huta一Muron; Hungary: 42.Mecsek; Yugoslavia: 43. Zleto-
vska尺eka.
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The nature of   the   metase-

diments, their degree of alter-
ation and the geochemistry of
the mineralization vary from
one district to another.   The

uranium  itself is either in the

form of secondary minerals in
the schists of El Percrigal and
Fe (within a depth of 50 m), or
in the form of pitchblende in
the gneisses, amphibcl}tes and
micaschists of 3achymov and
Aue, accompanied by minerals
containing Bj, Co, Ni and Ag, or
in the shales and slates of Prib-

ram, where ores of Pb, Zn, Ag
and Au are also worked nearby.



massif, mineralization occurs in tuffs, lutites and sandstones
within a Permian sedimentary volcanic formation.   Pitch-
blende is associated with copper and molybdenum minerals.
Mineralization at Zletovska Reka is in Cenozoic dacitic and

andesitic vulcanics in which the uranium occurs as black

oxides associated with pyrite.

Operational
province and

mines at present are mainly in

in particular in the Moldanubian

  the

zone.

exploration has also revealed deposits of possible

  Variscan

  Recent

econom ic

potential in the Precambrian province.   For example, the
Arvidsjaur and Arjeplog occurrences in northern Sweden have
striking analogies with the Precambrian deposits of Beaver-
lodge, Canada.

The Fanay and I
Limousin (France).

a depth of 300 m.
Atomique, France)

aisse mines (Haute-Vienne) in northern

The Fanay mine妙s 50 ． km of． workings花0
（尸noto courtesy uommissar乙at a乙’七nergie

Europe's move toward independence in energy necessitates an
increase in production of uranium from the region's re-
sources, and hence, vigorous exploration to locate the undis-
covered reserves. In fact, it is only if the current rate of
exploration is maintained through the eighties that the rate
of production will keep pace with European demand predicted
for the year 2000.
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Sedimentary Deposits

Deposits associated with sedimentary rocks occur in the
Cambrian carbonaceous shales of Ranstad in southern

Sweden, in the Permian lutites and silts of Lod6ve (France)
and in Permian to Palaeogene grits elsewhere in Europe. At
Ranstad, the uranium is stratiform (2.5 to 4 m thick) in an
Upper Cambrian bituminous shale horizon. The ore is of low
metal content (average 0.03% U), with 22% carbonaccous
material and 13% pyrite, but the volume of the ore is very
large (300 000 tU).

At Mas Laveyre in the Permian basin of Lod&ve, the mineral-
ized sequence is characterized by fine-grained rhythmic
sediments of marsh to lagoonal facies (arkosic carbonate
silts, bituminous laminae, green argillites) or of floodplain
facies (red clayey silts). Mineralization occurs in layers or in
masses in fault zones; uranium is present in pitchblende or
coffinite, or in association with carbonaceous material.

Other deDosits occur in sandstones of G) Permian a2e一at

LOMDre ki-rance,19 MeCSeK kriungary), ano I-IrOVSKI   vrn

(Yugoslavia); (ii) Triassic age一at Mazareta (Spain); Gii)
Cretaceous aRe一at Hamr (Czechoslovakia) and Koeniizstein

tu.L).K·）；ana kiv) vaiaeogene age一at )t. vierre au 七aniai
(France).
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At Lombre, mineralization occurs in former meandering river
channels, especially at the transition between downcutting
sandstones and carbonaceous silts. The uranium is in pitch-
blende and coffinite accompanied by pyrite, marcasite and
carbonaceous material. At St. Pierre du Cantal, mineral-
ization is in Oligocene arkosic sands channelling into the
lutites of a former floodplain, and is commonly restricted to
zones rich in carbonaceous material at the base or top of
sand bodies. The uranium, which occurs mainly as a secon-
dary mineral, is accompanied by minerals containing V, P, Se
and As.

Commission on Zoological Nomenclature. He retired as an
Assistant Director of the Institute of Geological Sciences
(U.K.) in 1974. From 1961 to 1965, Dr. Melville served as
Scientific Counsellor at the British Embassy in Faris. (copies

of the original French },texts are available, on request, Irom
the IUGS Secretariat, Room 177, 601 Booth Street, Ottawa,
Canada KlA 0138.)

A word of thanks also to Dr. Henri J. Radier, exploration
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the articles on energy in the last series of sketches.
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VOLcanic L)eposits

Deposits associated with vulcanites are present in Alpine
areas, in particular at Novazza in the Bergamo Alps (Italy),
at Huta-Muran in the Carpathians (Hungary), and at
Zletovska Reka between the Dinarides and the Macedonian

massif (Yugoslavia). At Novazza, mineralization is in an acid
ignimbrite
Pitchblende

of a Permian sedimentary volcanic

is accompanied byzinc lead and

  formation.

molybdenum 赢
mineralization. At Novoveska Huta-Muran in the Spis-Gemer   Richard Melville
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26th International Geological
      f"%，。。rr%。C%·曰irihfinhtc

｛‘

｛日
1（力

The Occasion：A Centenary
憋绷

犷井
(For a historical account

F. Ellenberger's article
Congress, Paris, 1878"
24.)

in

of the、 origin of the IGC, see Prof -
"The First International Geological
EPISODES,和1. 1978, No. 2, p. 20-

The Setting：Paris
"The las少ime I saw Paris,
梦er只eart was warm ang gay,
I neurd工he laugnter offlr neart
乙n every万（rec不 cafe⋯⋯’‘

异

other amenities (Dharmacies. banks. hairdressers. tourist

agencies) spreaa on two levels, a gymnasium, swimming pool

and saunas.   The 34-storey (1,000 rooms) Concorde-La
Fayette Hotel is attached to the Centre, while the Hotel
Meridien stands "next door" to it.

Many of the conference rooms are equipped with six-language
simultaneous translation facilities. Congress organizers have
made arrangements for simultaneous English/French and
French/English translation during the Colloquia and the
Congress Council meeting, though presentations during the
latter (and during the Sections) may be made in any of the six
official languages of IUGS一English, French, German, Italian,
Russian or Spanish. Although no simultaneous translation will
be available for the Section meetings, Section abstracts will
be printed in the six above-mentioned languages, while the
printed Colloquia papers will appear in both English and
French.

All of the scientific meetings will take place in the Centre,
including the Opening Scientific Session, the Sections and
Colloquia, the Special Symposium on Geodynamics, and the
various meetings of the scientific associations and societies.
Registration for both the Congress and the different
activities and excursions planned under the social, accom-
panying members', and juniors' programs will also take place
at the Centre, as will the Festival of Scientific Films. It is
anticipated that Mr. Giscard d'Estaing, President of the
Republic of France will participate in the Closing Ceremony,
which will take place in the Centre's auditorium.

The Opening Ceremony of the first General Assembly and the
Reception immediately following this Ceremony will take
place in the historic and expansive Grand Palais on Avenue
Winston Churchill ("Champs Elys6es/Clemenceau" metro
stop). The Minister of Industry, Mr. Andr6 Giraud will take
part in the Ceremony.

The modern International Centre of Paris offers two levels of
boutiques, shops, amenities and entertainment facilities.
(Photo courtesy Palais des Congrds)
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夏
Level 1 o厂the Palais des Congr6s includes an impressive
auditorium/amphitheatre一the core of the Centre, where the
Congress' Opening Scient丫ic Plenary Session will take place
on July 8, as well as the Closing Ceremony on July 17. Each
of the three main levels (1, 3 and 5) consists of two horse-
shoe shaped storeys, the second being a 11decle'. Level 1 will
house the Congress' scientific and technical exhibition－
11GEOEXPO 8011 and the main registration area.

纂＿
Level 3 contains many可 the smaller committee rooms, as
well as the Salle Bleue (upper centre) where most of the
UOILoquia WUL De neLU. iuus wai riave a permanent office on
this level during the Congress一in Room 304.

SalleHavane
Level 5 has some of the larger conference halls, including the
Salle Havane (lower le厂0 where both the＿＿ Congress Council
and the 1UGS Council will meet (on July 7, and July 7, 10 and
15 respectively). Many of the scientific Sections will meet
on this level as well. ‘ －－一’一”‘”’“”．“

EPISODES,‘。”1980, No.‘ 篡

          Third Circu｝ar:

  Latest on Sci豪ntific Program．

The Third Circular on the Congress containing the latestinformation on the scientific program, publication plans andscientific excursions will L,-, tvailable in April (and will bedistributed at about th(   ame time as this issue ofEPISODES).it will serve as a supplcrn(};it to the Second Circular, whichparticipants are asked to },,_t-p and bring to the Congress.Both Circulars are avail,!I}!e from the Secretariat of the 26thIGC at the following ad(li,_,, -): Secr6tariat du 26e CGI,Maison de la G6ologie,77-79, rue Claude-Bernard,F-75005 Paris, FranceFelephone: (1) 707-9196,1'elex: VOSEIL 202 353 (atten-tion: 26th IGC)ExcursionsThe international   (ommittee for excursions haEnow finalized the list oi pre- and post-Congress field trips tcbe offered this summer, as folloxs (* denotes excursions fullybooked as of April 1):001 C; 002 A*; 003 A; 010   011 A; 023 A; 027 C*; 031 A}032 C*; 034 A; 041 A; 042 A; 043 C; 063 C*; 066 C; 078 A*:078 C*; 079 C; 080 C; 081 C*;-082 A*; 085 A; 087 A; 091 C;093 A; 095 C*; 096 A*; 1
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  (see "26th IGC一Update ... Public示ions" in EPISODES, Vol.
    1979, No.4, p. 30). 簇

  To facilitate the purchase of t擎se, and numerous other

域
        Registration Kits
Congress registration kits will include seven volumes of
papers (in English and French) presented at the Colloquia,
three volumes of abstracts (covering both the Sections and
the Colloquia), four maps (geological maps of Europe and
France, a map on mineral deposits in France and a hydro-

  geological map of France), vouchers for some of the social
  functions, including the Opening Ceremony and the Reception
  following it, a copy of the magazine Annales des Mines, a
  souvenir bronze medal commemorating the centenary of the
  IGC, and, of course, the Congress Program and badge which
  will admit participants to all plenary, Section and Colloquia
  sessions.

颧肇
  92 mm in diameter and weighing 400 g, a handsome bronze
  medal showing the su可ace morphology of the earth in relief
  has been designed to mark the centenary of the IGC一a
  "souvenir g扩t" to Congress participants at registration.

  In addition, a silk scarf has been specially designed for the
  Congress by the internationally acclaimed house of Hermes
  and will be offered as a gift to participants' accompanying
  members.

  Preregistration, as of April 1, 1980, was neariniz the 4.000

  marK. (if you nave not as yet sent in your registration torm,
  please do so as soon as possible. To receive a form, send your
  name and address to: Secrdtariat血 26e CGI, Maison de la
  G6ologie, 77-79, nLe Claude-Berriard, F-75005 Paris, France.

      藏豪蘸勿 、。。：二es scarf. beautiful1v、。＿
                    C 鑫    }蒸羲夏一履睿蔓唇寿   sianea in cetei)ration ot aeo-

                    P- -霎梦瞬瓢策羹奢释节 影   Loav's   I刀anv    aiverse   sub-

                  1轰昭藻筑藻盆二袭赛落霎鸯彗                  casciptines,Wut 1.)e Dresentea to

                清谈爹羲遥豪麟琴粼戮老姜                au narticmants, accomnanvina

              照鲜共芬；不共拼星 mernDers.

  Meet Some of the Organizers：
  An active Oreanizine Committee. Pffiripntlv ;inrf Pffi-rtivpIv

  orcriestratea ov the )e(--retnrv (-Pnpr.Al- Paid }snnvrni}r hnq

  Deen nara at w ori< ior the cast tol ir vpAr,; "irnninq oi．十11 }v}rv

  aeiaii of tne Zbtr) I七U。

  Con2ress Dlannin2 and oreanizing has been hAnrilf-d hv }Pvprnl

  groups oi peopie.   } I ne Zbtn R,七 ')ecretariat has been
  resDonsible for the overall coordination nf nl;}inninq inri r[Av-

  To-oay administration and execution of Conpres, nlAns. Th(-

  3eCreTariat includes M r- .1. Halton ＿ ni,niitv Sc-rrp十}rv

  %_.enerai, mme. origitte -)angnier一txecutive Assistant to the
  Secretary General, Mme. M.J. Leinhardt 一 Abstracts
  Compiler, Mr. R. Bourrouilh一Treasurer: Mme- L. Bourlard－

  3ecreTary, and Mr. J.P. }}WyCk-lallandier一Consultant to
  the Secretary General.

  As President of the 26th IGC. Prof- M Anbouin (-Pp nnge 51)
  naS Deen aD1v assisted ov his Vice  PrP.q1dPntq_ M P,,r,z- 仁 ＿

  tAnegre, J. 150aelle, J. Dercourt andC。'jalle.

In addition, a series of committees have dealt with specific
aspects vital to the success of the Congress: publications
(headed by L.   Delbos and C. Lorenz), excursions 0.
桑象＿
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Dercourt, C. Cavelier and M. Degouy), f inance (Mr. C.
Beaumont), industrial liaison (P.   Routhier and G. Troly),
scientific program (G. Aubert and R. Blanchet), program for
accompanying members (Mme. A.M. Godard), social program
(Mr. P. Cliquet and C. SaII6), public relations and exhibition
(Mr. J. Ricour), travel/ accommodation (Mme. F. Dubois and
Mile.   M. Verdoia of Voyage-Conseil, the official travel
agency of the Congress).

A full list of members of all committees w川 appear in the
Third Circular.

Survey of World's Geologists
At the initiative of J. Bodelle (Director of the French

National Geological Survey in the BRGM and a Vice President
of the 26th Congress), and in collaboration with national
committees for geology across the world, a survey on the
world-wide distribution Of geologists has been completed, the
results of which will be薯 presented at the Congress under
Section 20.

The survey
the world,

contains da拍恤：地葵nUmber of geologists around
the regional鑫： distribUtion of the geological com-

munity, correlations betwe巅 瘫his information and data on

general population in COUntri绒gross national products, and
tne“代e.八 un‘q罗g‘o馨攀鬓象re,’t snou‘d prove工0 De 01
iniereST TO many k.-ongressparzicipanis.

Possible For币ation of EGA
European Geological Societies have been urged by the EGA
Bridging Committee to
tives formally support

have their Councils and

proposed European
representa-

Geological
Association (EGA) duri幅
the 26th IGC.

plenarysession scheduled during
a

a

The Societies have met一 twice
Conference Report in EPIS如郎
meetings having been coordinated

Some of the key organizers of the 26th IGC gather outside
the Bureau de Recherches G6ologiques et MinWes (BRGM) in
Orl6ans, France; le厂t to right: Mr. Paul Sangnier, Mme.
Brigitte Sanignier,Mme. M.J. Lienhardt, Messrs. L. Delbos,
M. Degouy and C. Cavalier.

(Convenor，一“.V.．Hepworth of. -   I
Lon(lon). tl} co日stitution,万 lor Lne

since 1975 (see MEGS Il

，1978, No. 2, p. 34), both

摆theGe裂黔祭罗eeof
proposed EGA was

and discussed in Amsterdam葬 during MEGS 11:

drawn up

its basic

objective is to ensurethat regular meetings focussing

黔黔ttake place every two or'MEGS" mecting has been
three years on

on

  d

50 Years Ago．⋯
tentatively sche-

duled for Easter, 1985一 in落 Edinburgh, Scotland一in celebration

Paul Charrin (now an oil and mining consultant in Houston,
U.S.A.) has sent in a photograph of some of the participants
in the XVth IGC, held in Pretoria, South Africa in July, 1929,
with the following recollections:
"For most of us in Pretoria, it was our first contact with the
old Gondwanaland and this may be one of the reasons why
even after 50 years, the memories of the XVth Congress are
still vivid.

This was the first Congress held in the Southern Hemisphere.
The second one (in Sydney, 1976) would attract thousands of
geologists, but in Pretoria there were only 298 in attendance.
The fastest means of reaching South Africa then was by ship
一17 davs from SoutharnDton to CaDe Town. and from there.

TWO aays ano nignTS Dy Train TO vreToria. i was IUCKY: coming

from Katanga, it was just a three-day trip for me.

The atmosphere was friendly and conducive to meeting and
exchanging ideas. The photograph below includes some well
known faces and some who would later become well-known.

Some have since passed away, including Don Garcia Sineriz
(first row, in the middle) who represented Spain and officially
opened the Congress."

of the 150th anniversary of； the霏 Geological Society
Durgn ano Tne anniversary oi 月e 协eoiogicai 3urvey,

of Edin-

a  ventie

for．介．third mee吻劳犯9SO鑫噢 not as yet beenfound;
Dutch committee led by

Geological Soci碑加of France
Marks 150th Anniversary

To celebrate续兹理如姗 Jubilee呀the落 Geological Society of
France is publishing a book on the枣鬓冬of French． kno叫edge
In tne 口11士erent劝ranc摄es o翻 earti)拼 science 一paleontoia匕y,

stratigraphy, sedim颠tology,； petrology,一 tectonics, geophysics,

geochemistry and applied geology.Alain Perrodon, President of the French National Committeeon Geology, informs us that the Society will celebrate its1830 founding in a ceremony just prior to the 26th IGC. TheSociety hope,,, to maintain its tradition of close cooperationwith other associations so as to better advance the develop-

International Tectonic LexiconAn International Tectonic Lexicon bringing together a firstselection of important tectonic terms, explaining their mean-ing and suggesting equivalents in the six official languages ofIUGS - English, French, German, Italian, Russian, andSpanish, has been published on behalf of the former IGCPProject 100 - "International Tectonic Lexicon".
Dennis informs us that

undamental Tectonic Terms"
John

OF
to b绪

Part猎 I
includesof tlie Lexiconterms considered

be i角户ortantin geological documentatio嘴

"Terminology of Cleavage and Schistosity",
a聋 prototype for similar compilations in

Iswhile Part II -designed to be0
other specialized

areas. The Lexicon has been called a prodromebecause计is
XVth IGC, Pretoria, South可rica, 1929.
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The缈bliography and Index of Geology
mately 5C 000 new
monthly issues are

citations

contains approxi-
References in the

grouped in
each year.

  29 fieldsof interest, such as
Geological terms and, more particularly, tectonic terms have
long suffered from disagreements as to their definition.
Ideally, scientific terms are precisely defined, and carry a
fixed, universally agreed connotation.   If this were so in
geology, it would be safe to say that a great many controver-
sies need never have arisen. In reality, tectonic terminology
suffers from semantic inconsistencies which hamper com-
munication between geologists and other scientists, between
geologists speaking different languages, and even between
geologists speaking the same language.

The Lexicon became a project of CGMW's Subcommission for
the Tectonic Map of the World at the 21st IGC in 1960.
Responsibility for the project was assigned to CGMW itself at
the 22nd IGC in 1964.   Since then, a number of single-
language terminologies have appeared both in published and
in typescript format under the general sponsorship of the
Commission.

At the 24th IGC (1972), Frances Delany, Secretary-General of
CGMW, submitted a prototype international lexicon of 16
tectonic terms in French, compiled from existing single
language terminologies and designed as a model for a planned
larger multi-Janguage compilation. The opportunity to imple-
ment this larger project arose with the establishment of the
IGCP- In 1974, J.G. Dennis and H. Murawski submitted an

engineering

physics, and
rate is $750.

and environmental geology, solid earth geo-
sedimentary petrology. The annual subscription

New UN Secretariat

for Science and Development
A new high-level advisory policy unit一the Centre for
Science and Technology for Development一is being esta-
blished to carry out the recommendations of the UN
Conference on Science and Technology for Development
(UNCSTD) held in Vienna in August, 1979 (see EPISODES,
1979, No. 3, p. 38).

implementation proposal
to the establishment of

Dennis and Murawski as

leader).

to IGCP

  IGCP

through CGMW, which led
Project 100 (with

editors and Miss Delany as

Messrs.

project

Serving the new Intergovernmental Committee which is to
coordinate the various UN programs applying science and
technology to development, the unit will be headed by an
Assistant Secretary General and will absorb some of the
resources of the Office of Science and Technology (which will
be abolished).

The Centre will report to the Director General for Develop-
ment and International Economic Cooperation一Mr. Kenneth
Dadzie. Establishment of a voluntary interim fund is planned
to provide new resources for the implementation of projects
and programs which will advance science and technology in
developing countries.   The target set for the fund (to be
administered initially by the UNDP) is $250,000,000 for

The editors circulated a provisional manuscript to Project
members F. Dunning (U.K.), A. Caire (France), K.B. Jubitz
(G.D.R.), R. Rey (Spain), M. Manzoni (Italy), H. Masson
(Switzerland), V.E. Khain and V.P.   Kolchanov (U.S.S.R.).
Copies were also sent to an Advisory Panel which included J.
Debelmas and X. Le Pichon (France), P.B. King and J.
Rodgers (U.S.A.), and R. Trumpy (Switzerland). Comments
and suggestions were incorporated into the original manu-
script, and an editorial committee (consisting of J. Dennis,
Chairman, H. Murawski, H. Masson, and R. Sacchi) thoroughly
evaluated and amended existing material for the Lexicon.
The Lexicon can be ordered from:   E. Schweizerbart'sche

Verlagsbuchhandlung, Johannesstrasse 3A, D-7000 Stut勺art-
］，F.尺.G

period 1980-81. Contributions to the fund and staffing of
new Centre are currently under debate.

the

the

International Comet Mission

        Proposed
The European Space Agency (ESA) and the U.S. National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) are jointly
seeking proposals for participation in an exploratory comet
mission, tentatively scheduled to be launched in 1985 (if
authorized).   It would include a rendezvous with a short

period comet一Tempel 2, and a flyby of a second, more
active one一Halley's Comet, for comparative measurements.

GEOREF Data Base

Wi｝I Go Back to 1785
The American Geological Institute (AGO and the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey (USGS) will share the cost of adding 288 000

Proposals are sou2ht in three cateeories:

u) invesiigations involving scientilic instruments, analysis
and interpretation of data from the proferred scientific
instrumentation other than rendezvous spacecraft imaging,
altimetry and radio telemetry instruments;
Oil investigations from individuals who use the NASA-
provided rendezvous spacecraft facilities (specifically, the

telemetry subsystems);

old bibliographic references to the GEOREF data base.
USGS has awarded AGI $92,000 to cover its share of

The

the

imaging, radar altimeter and radio
(iii) interdisciplinary investigationsto solve problems in
metary science and/or provide meaningful theoretical

co万
己110

project. By September 30, 1981, with the addition of the old
citations, GEOREF's North American coverage will extend
back to 1785, the time of Thomas Jefferson.

GEOREF provides access to the world's geoscience literature
through   printed   bibliographies,   indexes   and   computer
searching. The data base contains more than 550 000 earth
science references covering world geology back to 1967 and
North American geology back to 1961.

Online searching allows a geoscientist or librarian to examine
the entire data base from a terminal by telephone; specific
topical searches may be ordered from GEOREF.

The old references will be taken from the Bibliography and
Index of North American Geology for the years 178，一196C,
and from the Bibliography and Index of Geology Exclusive of
North America, for 1933一1966. GEOREF's Bibliography and

Index of Geology, published monthly with cumulations, suc-
ceeded these publications in 1969.

analysis support to the mission.

To be selected, proposals must fall within the overall objec-
tives of the mission:

一to determine the chemical nature and physical structure of
the comet nuclei, and characterize the changes that occur as
functions of time and orbital position;
一to characterize the chemical and physical nature of the
coma of the comets as well as the processes that occur
therein, and characterize the development of the coma as
functions of time and orbital position;

  to determine the nature of the comet tails, the processes
by which they are formed, and characterize the interaction
of comets with the solar wind.

For further information on this proposed mission, write to:
Office for Space Sciences, NASA, Code SL-4, Washington,
DC 20546, U.S.A.
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1UGS Executive Meets in Mexico

An agenda chock-full of new initiatives IUGS constituent bodies and member
matters

February
time in

awaited Executive Committee

as members gathered in Mexico

    XXIst Executive Committee Meeting
            February 6-9, 1980

as well as routine   formally questioned by
evaluation early in   countries;
City (for the first ．a re-examination of

IUGS history) to attend the XXIst Executive constituent

presence of
encouraged
and agreed

societies

the role of IFSEG

  SEG, SGA and
in relation

TAGOD 一

  to its

in the

Committee Meeting.

Key results of the session include:
·agreement on plans for launching a new inter-union
program tentatively referred to as "Dynamics, Composition
and Evolution of the Lithosphere" during the 26th IGC. A
Steering Committee for the successor program to the Inter-
national Geodynamics Project, appointed by IUGG and IUGS
in mid-1979, met at the IUGG General Assembly in Canberra
in December, and will meet again early in July to prepare a
final document outlining the program, and to propose Bureau
members, as well as specific Working Groups. Current plans
also call for the submission of a report describing project
plans to the ICSU Priorities Committee in April, to IUGS
Council in July, and to the ICSU Finance Committee in late
July; ICSU's final ratification of the program is expected in
September at the General Assembly;

representatives of all four bodies. The Executive
continued cooperation amongst these
to approve

between them  and IUGS
  applications
；since then,

nongst these societies,
  for direct affiliation

all three societies have

formally requested such affiliation;

  establishment of

Standing Committee
W. von Engelhardt

two new advisory groups: Q) a small
on Comparative Planetology, with Prof.
as Convenor of its first meeting (during

the 26th IGC), and with representation from IAP, IMA, IAGC,
NASA and the former JUGS Commission on Meteorites; and

GO an a生hoc Advisory Committee on Sedimentology, also
scheduled to meet at the 26th IGC, with Prof. K. Hsu acting
as Convenor and with IAS, SEPM representation;

  creation of a new simplified JUGS publication series to
encourage and facilitate publications emanating from IUGS-
sponsored (or partially IUGS-sponsored) work to be credited
to JUGS一by assignment of a Publication Number and,
whenever possible, use of the JUGS logo, on the title page
and/or the front cover. Terms of reference for this series
have already been circulated to JUGS constituent bodies by
the Secretary General and Dr.   M.G. Bassett (Chairman,
Advisory Board for Publication) who participated in the XxIst
session; since then, three publications have been designated
under the new system;

  agreement on the need for an JUGS Trust Fund and
establishment of a task group (headed by Professor P.F.
Howard, a Vice President) charged with defining Trust Fund
objectives and operating procedures, as well as strategies for
soliciting contributions to it. The concept of a Trust Fund
was proposed a year ago by the Treasurer, Dr.   J.A.
Reinemund, a key member of the task group;

  discussion of a number of projects recommended for future
JUGS support by participants in the Symposium "Metallo-
genesis in Latin America", sponsored by JUGS, the Mexican
Consejo de Recursos Minerales, and others, just prior to the
XXIst session (see "Conference Reports" in this issue). Since
then, agreement has been reached that the following projects
be given priority consideration; publication of Symposium
papers, publication of a series on ore deposits of Latin
America, preparation of a report on geochernical and
geophysical prospecting/explorat ion in tropical regions, con-
ducting of regional metallogenic studies of tin and associated
minerals, conducting of a study of stratiform and stratabound
sulfide deposits, and carrying out a study of ore deposits
associated with mafic and ultramafic rocks. Dr. Reinemund

heads a group determining the terms of reference and
possible resources for these projects;

  acceptance of the final report of the Scientific Review
Committee, prepared by Committee Chairman Dr. J.M.
Harrison. Its recommendations will be discussed at the VI

ordinary Session of Council in July, which Dr. Harrison will
attend;

  further debate of the proposed revised constitution, which
led to several minor suggested amendments. It was agreed
that Council debate only those articles which had been

Left to right: Prof. Ulrich Petersen, President of IFSEG,
talks to IUGS Vice Presidents Prof. I.E. Altinli (Turkey) and
Prof. Peter F. Howard (Australia) at the XXIst Executive
Committee Meeting in Mexico City.

  appointment of a task group to examine the future of
EPISODES and report on the various alternatives before the
next Executive meeting in July.   This followed the
Committee's expressed concern that the current successful
formula for producing EPISODES might be jeopardized in the
imminent changeover of the IUGS Secretariat;

  approval of the plans for the 26th IGC as detailed by the
Secretary General, Mr. Paul Sangnier.

The Committee reviewed the successful results of the two-

stage contract between IUGS (COGEODATA) and CCOP (see
EPISODES, 1979, No. 4, p. 28), commending Dr. R.
Sinding-Larsen and Dr. A.L. Clark for establishing a model
for augmenting IUGS resources which might be followed by
other IUGS bodies.   Members furthermore endorsed the

Treasurer's assessment of the need for augmentation of IUGS
income一through other international contracts, by increasing
the units of contribution to IUGS (members' dues), improving
the marketing and sales of IUGS publications, and establish-
ing a Trust Fund.

Pending ratification by Council, the Carpathian-Balkan Geo-
logical Association, the Geological Society of Africa and the
International Commission for Palynology were granted
affiliate status, while Guyana was welcomed as a new
member country. Since the XXIst session, the application of

Dr．

the

Grantley Wainwright Walrond,
Guyana Geology and Mines

Deputy Commissioner of
Commission, meets Dr.

Eckardt von Braun, Secretary可 IGCP. Guyana has just been
welcomed to the growing list of IUCS member countries.
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Somalia for membership and that of the Association of Arab
Geologists for affiliation have also been accepted through an
Executive postal ballot.

(Detailed minutes of the XXIst Session are available, on
request, from:   IUGS Secretariat, Room 177, 601 Booth
Street, Ottawa, Canada KIA OE8).

The Scientific Committee was ably assisted this year by some
energetic newcomers一D. Ager (U.K.), G.P. Cooray (Sri
Lanka), U.G. Cordani (Brazil), A.K. Mikkola (Finland) and M.
Shannon (Liberia).

IGCP Stresses Social Goals
An important social as well as scientific role is foreseen for
the joint IUGS-UNESCO International Geological Correlation
Programme during the next few years. This came out clearly
in the opening remarks of Dr. A. Kaddoura (UNESCO's
Assistant Director General for Science) at the eighth session
of the IGCP Board meeting in Paris, February 25-29, and was
echoed in the deliberations of the Board itself, chaired by Dr.
D.J. McLaren.

The Board gave full support to the recommendations of the
IGCP Scientific Committee which had met during the week
immediately preceding the Board meeting. Specifically, the
Scientific Committee, under the chairmanship of Dr. A.
Bally, had suggested that IGCP Projects be grouped under two
major categories一those dealing with geological events in
space and time, and those pertaining to natural resources and
the environment.

The recommendation came in the wake of the Scientific

Committee's initiative to examine the fundamental objec-
tives of IGCP, and in particular, the way in which the
Programme could show leadership in more effective applica-
tion of earth science to the problems facing humanity.

The Board strongly supported the Committee's proposal to
launch a major regional program for the Precambrian of West
Africa, and requested Dr. G.O. Kesse, one of the Board
members, to head the study group which will examine how
such a project might best be coordinated, implemented and
f i nanced.

The role of training as it relates to IGCP Projects was
reviewed. There was general agreement that the develop-
ment of workshops, seminars and courses at the early stages
of certain Projects would be useful but would require
increased funding from UNESCO.

The Board recognized that there was still a regional imbal-
ance both in the location of Projects and that of Project
Leaders: 2reater effort is required to promote IGCP through
regional meetings tnat tocus on trie scientlilc resuits oi
Projects, and to use these in stimulating participation in
current Projects as well as in proposing themes for new ones.

Conditional acceptance was given to one new Project entitled
"Geological Events at the Eocene-Oligocene Boundary",
proposed by C. Pornerol. Dr. E. von Braun, IGCP Secretary,
noted that during 1980, the total number of Projects will be
reduced to about 50 (from a high of 64 in the past) which
should increase available funding for existing Projects. In
reviewing the life-expectancy of the Programme, the Board
concluded that in the future no Project should be accepted
for more than a five-year duration.

In recognizing the changing goals of the Programme, the
Board felt that it would be useful to prepare another compre-
hensive statement on IGCP's achievements by 1983, and that
IGCP's participation in gatherings of potential global impact,
such as ACAST (prior to UNCSTD) which Drs. McLaren,
Karunakaran and Oyawoye attended on behalf of the Board,
be encouraged.

In his closing remarks, Dr. McLareh paid tribute to Dr. EX.
Fournier d'Albe, the former representative of UNESCO in
IGCP, who retired in September, 1979 as Director of
UNESCO's Earth Sciences Division, and to the IGCP
Secretariat in Paris (Drs. E. von Braun, 1. Rousko and Z.
Huang, as well as Mme. C. Espinasse and Mme. S. Stoullig).

At work during the eighth session of the IGCP Board in Paris,
February,

Secretary),
1980 are

Dr．A.

Science, UNESCO
Board).

，left to right, Dr. E. von Braun (IGCP
Kaddoura, Assistant Director General for
and Dr. D. J. McLaren (Chairman, IGCP

UNESCO

Project
New Educational
in S and T

A new project aimed at adapting education in science and
technology to a changing society and to the diversity of needs
of UNESCO's Member States has been announced in the

planned UNESCO program for 1979-1980.

Studies to be carried out under this project will pay attention
to the dimensions of space and time in an effort to introduce
more relevance and self-reliance in science education

programs. To make certain that related "real-life" problems
(food, shelter, health, hygiene, water and other natural
resources, artificial materials, energy) and their social im-
pacts are not neglected, specialists in these various areas will
join efforts with science educators in reviewing educational
needs and problems.

The emphasis will be on short studies-in-depth (focussing on
concrete, well-defined situations) rather than long global
studies, so as to ensure that all regions of the world and their
diverse systems are covered and that attention is paid to
problems that arise within the working life-time of the
students.

Anyone wishing to contribute to this project (bibliographic
information, analysis of needs in their part of the world, case
studies, and the like) may write to: Director of the Division
可 Science, Technical and Vocational Education, UNESCO,
Place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris, France.
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MEET OUR EXECUTIVE.，．

Jean Aubouin of France
A continuing series of short profiles on the IUGS Executive Committee members

In geology,
tectonics.

individual, this

re is a school of thought known as global
I in Europe, there is a man who gave this
it significant and worldwide impetus. A rare
man has the capacity to channel his thinking

into broad, purposeful and creative aims, but at the same
time, to be a dreamer. Better still, he is a dreamer whose
sense and wit are一to paraphrase Byron一with poesy allied.

In a recent interview, Jean Aubouin, President of the 26th

International Geological Congress and Ex-officio member of
the IUGS Executive, was asked how he would describe
himself; with good-natured "tongue in cheek" he replied: "A
jolly good fellow".

As fitting as the synopsis might be, it hardly does justice to
his extraordinary versatility. His official curriculum vitae,
for example, is a printed book of 67 pages, 25 of which are
devoted to his publications alone, produced at
balanced pace from 1951 through to the

a prodigiously
present

publications are now in press, four more are in the
sTages oi preParalion).

(three
  final

A quick scan of them reveals someclassics:   "Contribution } 1'6tude貂耀ationally acceptedique de la Gr6ce
septentrionale:   les confins de I'Epire et de la Thessalie"
(1959), which was the first reconstruction of the tectonics
and palaeogeographic evolution of Greece; the excellent
"Geosynclines" (1965) which first appeared in English, unfold-
ing a logical thesis on the geotectonic development of
mountain chains; and the "Pr6cis de G6ologie" in three
volumes, which first appeared in 1967-68 and has since been
reprinted and translated several times, including, very
recently, into Spanish一thus providing a first comprehensive
synthesis of the geology of Latin American countries.

Professor Aubouin's publications, as all of his many profes-

sional endeavours, bespeak a life-long fascination with tec-
tonics. He confesses, "Tectonics has been my guiding star ... I
should really say 'geotectonics，一at the scale of whole
mountains belts, for I've only had a 'polite' interest in
microtectonics. When studying tectonics on a global scale, so
much depends on the interpretation of ancient continental
margins. In studying processes at active continental margins,
one realizes that tectonics is both prospective! and retro-
spective.11

He divides his research work into several successive periods:
the initial "Mediterranean" period was followed by an
"American" period which encompassed analyses of a series of
tectonic zones 一the Andean cordillera, the Caribbean,
western North America. The "Oceanic" period came more
recently: "The most exciting moment for me personally," he
recalls, "was my descent in 1978 in the submersible CYANA
to a depth of 2800m into a canyon off the C6te Provengale."

Professor Jean Aubouin, President of the 26th IGC, during an
0厅icial ceremony at the Academy of Paris.

which is still green ... It's a family that some have described as
a 'network，一or even a 'Mafia，一but don't believe a word of

that!"

Professor at the Universit6 Pierre et Marie Curie, head of
the University's Department of Geotectonics and the
Laboratory of Structural Geology (CNRS), Professor Aubouin
serves on numerous national committees一at the CNRS,
INAG, BRGM, CNEXO, CNES. He is currently President of
the Commission for the Geological Map of the World. A
master of oratory, he finds time to fit into his busy schedule
of national and international commitments a continuous

stream of speaking engagements all over the world (to say
nothing of cheerfully agreeing to write an article on the
geology of Europe for EPISODES!).

The forthcoming Congress is a special source of pride for
him: "It has already led to useful collaboration among the
Western European countries planning and organizing the field
trips, collaboration which will hopefully endure beyond the
Congress.   There is such a need to bring people together
every few years in a large international forum, to mix
scientific disciplines, to focus on geology as a whole, to
remove those sub-disciplinary 'blinkers' and, of course, to 'fly
the flag!"

Married, with two children, Professor Aubouin is an accom-
plished cook; he loves cooking with a passion (shared by many
of his countrymen), but he is quick to retract an impulsive
confession made some time ago that he finds cooking more
exciting than geology.'
On the occasion of the 26th IGC and in behalf of IUGS and

the many people who have had the privilege and the pleasure
of working with him, EPISODES toasts Jean Aubouin一for his
knowledge, for his heritage, for his diplomacy, for his de-
lightful and infectious sense of humour, but most of all, for
being such a "jolly good fellow'，一which nobody can deny.

This was part of an IPOD investigation (Leg 67 of which he
co-directed in May and June of 1979). Today, what he finds
particularly fascinating and challenging is the relationship
between stratigraphy and tectonics at continental margins:
"It holds the key to unravelling tectonic evolution through
time."

Professor Aubouin enjoys a reputation for inspiring and
stimulating students. In fact, he regards his students as his
greatest achievement: "I have always been attracted to the
field of education. All levels of students一beginners and
confirmed researchers一have appealed to me. A number of
my students have now been professors for some time. Some
of them are applying quantitative techniques in neotectonics,
geodynamics and remote sensing. There are, you might say,
three generations in our research family一the grandfather of
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Doing what he enjoys most, Professor Aubouin (centre, in
shorts) aboard the "Glomar Challenger"血ring IPOD's Leg 67.



THE B.R.G.M . FOR BETTER MANAGEM ENT

OF UNDERGROUND RESOURCES

1一Research for and exploitation of deposits of mineral raw materials.

2一Drinking water supply

3一Choice of situation of rubbish heaps in regard to their impact on the environment.
  4一Re-utilization of urban waste.

5一GeotherTnv for the heating of towns.

6一Making use of underground water for irrigation.

7一Re-arranging quarries after exploitation.

8一Stu即 and exploitation of quarries for building mat6rials.

，一Catchment of underground rivers.

10一Study of the types of atmosphere particle pollution.

11一Choice of sites for dams (on hill reservoirs) and study of the foundations.

12一Prevention against risks of landslides.

13一Geological and situation study of natural parks.
14一Studv of the foundations of works of arl.

15一Relationships between agriculture and underground water.

16一Deciding on sites for cemeteries. ＿ ／／～又
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NEW  BOOKS

八PPLICATION OF SPACE TECHNOLO(；丫 TO  CRUS-

    TAL DYNAMICS AND EARTHQUAKE RE-
    SE八RCH. National八eronautics and Space八山n 1-

    nistration,Washington 自〔二，Technical Report
    1464（197 9), 2 56p，乌10.75. Availiib}e tro ；Nat-
    ioral lechnic,il Interniation service, Springfield
    V八 22｝6i，日．5．八．

Imbleton, C. and Thorne,,〕．(eds.) PROCESSES IN

    GEOMORPHOLOGY. G}ige PublishinA Ltd.. 164
    Commander Blvd.,八gin(--0L1rT, Canada MIS 9Z9,

    （1979), 400p.,乌56.00（｝rd cover),方31.50 (soft
    cover).

Farah,八，and De,}ong, K.八．(eds.) GEODYNAMICS
    OF PAKISTAN. 〔cological Sijrve} of Pakistan,
    (1979). 361p.,58.50. Available from: Geological
    Survey of Pakistan, Quetta. Pakistan or Dcpt. of
    Geolog}, Umv. of Cincinnati, Ohio 45221，〔.S.八．

FELT AND DAMAGING EARTHQUAKES 1976.   Int-
    ernational Seismological Centre, Newbury, RG13
    ILX, Berks, U.K.,（1979), 49p., $6.00.   (Su( cessor
    to〔二。mpilation previously published by UNESCO).

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY RESEARCH 1978. U.S. Goo-

    logical Survey, Professional Paper, P 1100, (1980),
    464p., $6.5G. Available from: U.S.   Geological
    Survey, MS 329, National Center, Reston ＼／八
    22092, U.S.八．

lla}sky, -1. (ed.) METALLOGENESE DE LIEUROPE
    ALPINE CENTRALE ET SUD-EST.   Diom z Stur

    Institute of Geoiog}, (1979), 416p., 56 Koruna, (in
    French).   Available from: Dionyz Stur Inst. of

    Geologv. Redaction,MIvnsk,a dolina 1, 809 40
    Bratislava, Czeci-oslovakia.

3aanusson, V.. Latifeld, S. and Skoglund, R.   (eds.)
    LOWER WENLOCK F八UNAL AND  FLORAL DYN-

    AMICS 一VATTENFALLET SECTION, GOTLAND.
    Geological Survey of Sweden, Serie C 762,（1979)
    284p”乌I9．八vailable from: L上brary．Geol. Surv.
    of Sweden, Box 67C, S-751 Uppsala, Sweden.

McLean.八.C. and Gribble, C.D. GEOLOCY FOR
    CIVIL ENGINEERS.八Ilen S'日nwin, Inc.,，Winch-
    ester Terra(e, Winchester,M八 01890,日. S. A.,

  （1979), 310p., $25.00 (cloth), $13.50 (paper).

Miller, D.W. (ed.) WASTE DISPOSAL EFFECTS ON
    GROUND WATER. Premier Press, P.O. Box 4428,

    Berkele}, CA 94704, U.S.A., (1980), 5t2p，乌16.00.

Paw1owska,〕二Chidester,八.H. and Wedow,H．(Cos.)
    RESEARCH ON THE GENESIS OF ZINC-LEAD

    DEPOSITS OF UPPER SILESIA, POLAND. Wyd-

  awnictwa Geologiczne, Warsaw, (1979), 151p., (in
    English with summaries in Poiish).   A}dilalble
    fro［丁七：Geologica曰nstitute, ul.Rdkow上ecka 4, 00-
    975Wdrs/awa, Poland.

Toksoz,MN., liveda, S. and Francheteau, 1. reds.)
    OCEANIC RIDGES AND ARCS一GEODYNAMIC

    PROCESSES. 压1sevier Scientific Publishing Com-

    pany, Developments in Geotectoni(s 14, (1979),
    538p二529.25. Pill. 60.00.

Z_('11'w．THE ANDES. Gebr-}Tder Borntraeger, Berlin,
  (1979), 260p., DM 128, $75.60.   (Availabte from:
    Schweizerbart's(lie Verlagsbuchhand)ung,   lohan-
    nesstrLsse 3 A, D-7000 Stuttgart 1. F.R.G.).

STUDIES IN  THE LATEGLACIAL OF NORTH-

WES丁EUROPE.   Pergamon Press, (1980), 215p.,
$38.00. Proceedings of syrnDosium in London,

PROCEEDINGS OF THE TENTH LUNAR AND  PLAN-

    ETARY SCIENCE CONFERENCE,   Houston,
    U.S．八，1979.   Pergamon Press, (1980), 3200p，
    5200. Compiled by the Lunar Science Institute.

Mahel, M. and Reichwalder, P. fees）CZECHO-
    SLOVAK GEOLOGY AND  GLOBAL TECTONICS.

    VEDA, Slovak }\cademy of }ciences, Bratislava

    0979), 285p., (in English).   Proceedings of a
    conference at Smolenice, 1976.

Schl}}(-hte}, Ch. (ed.)   MORAINES AND VARVES.

    Balkerna, Rotterdam, Postbus 1675, Netherlands,

  （1979), 550p,冬37.50.   Proceedings of Symposium
    on the 6enesis and Lithoiogy of Morainic Deposits
    in八1pine巳nvironments, Zurich. )97}.

Vogel, A. (ed.) TERRESTRIAL AND SPACE TECH-
    NIQUES IN EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION RESEA-
    RCH. Vie%eg &- Sohn, P.O. Box 5929, D-6200
    Weisbaden ］，F.R.G二 Progress in Earthquake
    Prediction Research. \lot. 1.（1979). 712D． DM

    13S. '}7).   Workshop on Monitoring Crustal
    Dynamics in Earthquake Zones, Strasbourg, 1979.

Wagner, R.H., Higgins, A.C. and Meyen, S.V. (eds.)
    THE CARBONIFEROUS OF THE U.S.S.R. York-

    shire Geotogicat So(tetv Occasional Publication.
    No. 4, (1979), 247p., 6.50 pounds (inClUding post-
    age). Available from: Librarian, Yorkshire Geol-
  ogical Society, Dept. of Earth Scien(es, The
    University, Leeds L52 9JT, U.K. Translatton} (it
    Russian reports at meeting of the lUGS SLibcom-
    mission on Carboniferous }tratigraphv,Moscow,
      1975.

SEDIMENTARY  BASINS OF THE ESCAP REGION:

    1:10 000 000, ')heets I and 2 (western八sia), First
    EdEtton.   ESCAP八tlas ot -Strattgraph\, tGCP
    Proje( t 32.（1979). 八vailable from: Natural Res-
    OUrces Division, ESC八P, United Nations Building,

Pajadamnern八venue, Bangkok, 2,
T卜, I｛and．

Vinken, R. (ed.) THE NORTHWEST EUROPEAN

    TERTIARY BASIN. IG〔一尸['reject 124, Report No.

  4}(1979), 140p．八vailable trom: R. Vinken, NL氏
    Postfach 51 01 53一Stillweg 2, 1〕一300 Hannover

F．R．（

Vinken. R. (ed.) THE NORTHWEST EUROPEAN

  TERTIARY BASIN. JGCP Project 124, Report No.
    5. (1979), 164p．八vailable from: R. Vinken, NLB,
    Postfach 51 01 53一Stillweg 2, D-3000 Hannover
    5)。F.R．G．

IGCP NEWSLETTERS

PUBLICATIONS OF THE 26th INTERNATIONAL

              GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS

Soule de Lafont,。．and Lh6gL], J. LES GISEMENT5
    STRATIFORME DE FLUORINE DU MORVAN.

    26th IGC. French Mineral Deposits, Fascicule E 2,
    (1980), 38P.

Fogli6rim, F., Samarna, I.C. and Rey, M. LE GISE-
    MENT STRATIFORME DE LARGENTIERE (ARD-

  ECHE) Pb(Ag,Zn,Sb). 26th IGC, French Minerai
    Deposits, Fascicule E 4 (1980), 55p.

PPOILCT 5: CORRELATION OF PREV八RISCAN

八ND VARISC八N EVENTS OF THE ALPINE-MEDIT-

ERRANEAN MOUNTAIN BELT. No. 1, (1979), 202p.
八vadable trom: F.P. Sassi and D. Visona, Inst. Min-

eralogy and Petrology, University of Padua, Italy.

PROJECT 24:   QUATERNARY GLACIATIONS IN

THE NORTHERN 日EMISP日ERE.   Report No. 5,
0979), 272p.   Report of Sess}on m Novosibirsk,
U.S.S.R., July, 1978.   Available from: V. Sibrava,

Geological }urvey ef Czechoslovakia, Malostransk6
nam. 19, 118 2！Prague, C7echoslovakia.

PROJECT 58: MID-CRETACEOUS EVENTS. MCE

NEWS, v. 6, No.‘，3p. Available from: Mid-Creta-

ceous Fvents, Paleontologiska InStItUtionen, Box 558,
S-751 22, Uppsala, Sweden.

PROJECT 61: SEA-LEVEL.   B}illetui No. 3., 36p.

M〕．Tooley, Dept. of Geography, Univ. of Durham
Science Labs., South Road, Durham, PHI 3LE,日.K.

PROJECT 143: REMOTE SENSING AND MINERAL

EXPLORATION.   Newsletter No. 9, (60 p. approx.),
1979.w.D. Carter,口.S. Geological Survey, 1925
Newton Square East, Reston, VA 22090, },.S.A.

1UGS NEWSLE下TERS

Fogh6rim. F
    GISEMENT
Bernard, A. and Verraes,G
DES MALINES (GARD)

IGC, French Mineral Deposits,
（］980), 56p.

  Zn,Pb.
Fascicule

  LE

26th

E 斗

IN日IGEO 一INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE ON THE

日ISTORY OF GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES. Newsletter

13, 46p., 1979. M，Guntau. Sektion Gesichichte der
Wi[hetm-Pwck-Universitat, DDR 一 Rostock, Rosa-
LUXCmburg str. 29, German Democratic Republic.

Fogli6riru, F., B6,ziat, P，Tollon, F. and Chabod, J.C
    LE GISEMENT  FILO NIFN  nF NOAII.H AC-SAINT-

SALVY IT八RN) Zn(Ag,Ge,Pb,Cd).

AIPE八 一INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE

STUn丫OF CL八YS. Newsletter No. 16, 32p., 1980.
八．Brecusma. Soil Survey Inst., P.O. Box 98, 6700八B

Wageningen, Netherlands.
Frenc h

43p.
功merat Deposits. FaSCICUIC

26th   IGC

〔 4 (1980)
NEW  MAPS

ICG PUBLICATIONS

PROCEEDINGS OF SYMPOSI八

Davis, J龙·and Levi de Lopez, S. (ed5.) COMPUTER
    MAPPING  FOR RESOURCE AN八LYSIS. Instituto

    de Geografia cle la I jNAM，Mexico, (1978), 307p.
    万IG‘》0·    Proceedings of a COGEOD八TA Inter-
    national Conference held in Mexico in 1978.

    A%ailable from: Kansas Geol. Survey, 1930八ve.
    "A", Campus Aest, Um}. of Kansas, Lawrence
    KA 66044, U.S八．

Harvey, A.P. and Diment,〕．八．(eds.) GEOSCIENCE
    INFORMATION. The Broad Oak Press Ltd., Hea-

    thfield, Sussex, UX，(1979), 287p.   Proceedings
    of the First International Conference on Geol-

  ogi(一al Information, Lcndon，八pril 10一12, 1}78.
Hood. P〕red.) GEOPHYSICS AND GEOCHEMISTRY

    IN THE SEARCH FOR  METALLIC ORES. Geol.

3acob}, W., Bj6rnsson, A. and MU}Ier, D. ICELAND
    EVOLUTION, ACTIVE TECTONICS, AND STRUC-

  TURE. Journal of Geop}ysic}, Volume 47, Nos. I-
    3, (1980), 277p. Inter一Union Commission on Geo-
    dynamics Scientific Report No. 59.

Walcott, R.I. and Creswell, M.M. (eds.) THE ORIGIN
    OF THE SOUTHERN ALPS. The Royal Society of

    New Zealand, Bu}letin 19, (1979), 147p.workshop
    sponsored by the New Zealand Committee or)
    Geod}namics, Wellington, 1978.

Vanek, 」． GEODYNAMIC INVESTIGATIONS IN

  CZECHOSLOVAKIA.   Final Report, Czecho-
    slovakia National Committee for Geodynamics,

  Veda, Vydavdtel'stvo Slovenskej Akademie Vied
  0979), 28 hp，(m Enghsh)

IGCP PUBLICATIONS

ATLAS GEOLOGICZCNO-STRUKTURALNY POLUD-
NIOWEJ CZESCI MORZA BALTYCKIEGO, 1:750 000.

八vailabie }rom:Geo}ogical Inst}tute, uL Rakow}ecka
4, r'0-975 Warszaw}, Poland. Folio of 22引iects on

aspects of the Baltic offshore,(m Polish).

BENGHAZI SHEET D7 1:1 500 000: International Geo-

logical Map ot Europe, UNESCO and BGR, Hano}er,
(1980). Available from UNESCO Bookstores.

Claure， H. and Minaya, E., LINEAMIENTOS Y CUE-
RPOS !NTRUSIVOS DE LOS ANDES BOLIVIANOS Y

METALOGENESIS DE LOS ANDES BOLIVIANOS,
RELACION CON LA PLACA DE NAZCA, 3 Sheets at

1:1 000 000. Programa ERTS, Servicto Geologico de
Bolivia, Serie Sensores Remotos 4, (1980), 50p., $25.
Available from: Prograrna ER1 S/GE0BOL, Casilla
2729, La Paz, Bolivia.

EL QAHIRA E7 1:1 500 000: International Geological
Map of Europe, UNESCO and BGR, Hanover, (1980)
八vailable from  UNESCO Bookstores.

Survey of Canada, Economic Gec

（1979), 827p., $35.00 (Canada),
countries).   Proceedings   of
symposium held in Ottawa in上977

3I

542.00 (other
  international

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF POLAND  without Camozoic

and Cretaceous formations, 1:500 000.Wydawnictwa

Geolc;giczne, Warszawa, (1978).   Available from:
Geological Institute, ul. Rakowiecka 4, 00-975wars-
zawa, Poland im Polish, Russian and English).

Jurowska,乙．and Kroczka,W． MAP OF THE SEA-
FLOOR DEPOSITS OF THE SOUTHERN BALTIC,

Lowe, 3.j Gray, 1M. and Robinson J.E. (eds.)

Harris, A.L., Holland, C.H. and Leake, B.E. (eds.)
    THE CALEDONIDES OF THE BRITISH ISLES－

    REVISITED. Geological Society of London,（1979),
    760p., 40 pounds.   Proceedings of meeting of
    IGCp Project 27 in Dublin, 1978.

OPHIOLITES OF THE CANADIAN APPALACHIANS

    AND  SOVIET URALS. Dept. of GeoloEv. Memor-

      -  u［iiv- iNew iounm anG. 气17／7，   ib-)o.. 〕八'Ju.

    }-onu-1DuTion To iuut, 尸rojeci ，，： uprii-Ii.-

    八vailable from: Dept. of Geology, Memorial
    日mv., St. lohn's, Nfld., Canada AIB 3X5.

1:500 000.

map with
Institute, ul
Poland.

Instylut Geologiczny, Warsaw, (1979),
notes． 八vailable   from:Geological

    Ral<owiecka 4, 00-975 Warszawa,
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JUST BOOKS

      Our bookstore is far more thanjust books. The
science of geology is a study in applied logic, in which
one idea builds on another until many theories come
together and answers are developed. Geology there-
fore, must be a science of communication, and ideas

must be exposed to the thoughts of other scientists
for comment and review.

      Our members require this communication.
And our publications program responds to unfilled
needs in geology. The American Association of Petro-
leum Geologists is one of the the world's largest pub-
lishers of applied geology. Our members are
specialists in the search for tomorrow's energy, and
need to be aware of every theory and every idea. Only

after putting all the ideas together can they begin to
understand the answers.

      Yet we publish more than books about petro-

leum. Our title list represents many of the subdisci-
plines of geology, from paleoclimatology to carbon
age-dating, from wrench-fault tectonics to subsur-
face fluid migration, from basin subsidence to under-
sea currents. Every discipline is a piece to the explora-

tion puzzle, and the successful geologist must have
all the pieces.

      AAPG is more than a publications program. It

also is a program of professional meetings and re-
search conferences on timely topics. Our continuing
education schools and lectures have been offered on

five continents. Our members have established pro-

fessional contacts worldwide that allow them to keep
on the leading edge of geologic development.

      Our goal is to promote the science of geology,
especially as it relates to the search for energy. To
accomplish this goal we promote research and the
professional well-being of geologists, and we have
provided an atmosphere favorable for the exchange
of ideas.

      If this is the first time you have met our organi-
zation, take a look at our bookstore. Our title list w川

tell you the kind of organization we are and where our
priorities lie.

      Order a book, request a catalog and request

membership or continuing education information by
writing: The AAPQ Bookstore, P.O. Box 979, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, 7410L U.S.A. Our books also are avail-

able in London through: Brown's Geological Informa-
tion Services, Ltd-, 160 North Gower Street, London,

England, NWI 2ND.

A few representative titles include:

口Contributions to the Geologic Time Scale (1978)
Papers presented at the 1976 lUQS Time Scale Syrn-
posium at Sydney: 388 pages, I foldout. $19 ($16 with
AAPG-SEPM member discount).

口 Paleoclimate, Paleomagnetism, and Continental
Drift (1979) A collection of eleven paleoclimate and
paleolatitude reconstructions with accompanying
text: 30 pages, I I foldouts. $15 ($12 with AAPG-SEPM
member discount).

口 Geological and Geophysical Investigations of
Continental Margins (1979) Papers from two sym-
posia on processes of the continental margin: 472
pages, 4 foldouts. $24 ($19.50 with AAPG-SEPM
member discount).

口Seismic Stratigraphy: Applications to Hydrocar-
bon Exploration (1977) Papers on seismic identifica-
tion and modeling as an exploration tool: 516 pages.
$22 ($18 with AAPG-SEPM member discount).

口 A Color Illustrated Guide to Carbonate Rock Con-

stituents, Textures, Cements, and Porosities (1978) A
full-color guide to carbonates in thin section: 248
pages, 374 color illustrations. $19.50 (no discounts).
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A leading name 0111 LymROLYT

Springer-Verlag

Geophysics from its applied aspects to geomaanetism, gravity, hydrology,
seismology, volcanology, and the physics of the solid earth and upper
atmosphere.

Physical and chemical studies in minerals and related materials, with
emphasis on the applications of new tecbniQues and theories.

A multidisciplinary journal exDlorinU the interaction between humans
and the earth.

The latest information on the petrology and geochemistry of igneous,
metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks.

New observations, principles and interpretations from applied geology,
emphasizing the economic development of mineral deposits.

Practical and theoretical contributions in rock mechanics and the related

fields of civil and geological engineering.

For more information on these and other Springer
        Ueology/earth science journals write to:

              44 Hartz Way, Secaucus, New lerseV 07094

Springer-Verlag
Journal Sales Dept. S-2060
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com｝NG EVENTS
* Signifies events

  ventures 一 the
whofly or partiaJJy sponsored by IUGS, one of its Affifiated Associations or joint
International Geological Correlation Programme (IGCP) or the Inter一Union

Commission on Geodynamics QCG).

1980

Mav 12＿16

    GEOMECHANICS CONFERENCE, Wellington.
    New Zealand. (Secretary, Geomechanics Confer-
    ence, Box 243, Wellington, New Zealand).

Mav 土2一16

    SCIENCE FOR A SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY  FOR

    US BY 2000 A.D. WHY? KOW?, Adelaide,八us-
    tralia. (ANZ八AS Jubilee Congress, 141 Rundle
    Mall, Adelaide, S.A. 5000, Australia).

Ma} 12一16
} INTERNATIONAL ARCHAEAN SYMPOSIUM,

    Pert}, Australia. Sponsored by IGCP Project
    92: Archaean Geochemistry and Geological

    Society of Australia with excursions before
    and after symposium.（〕A. Hallberg, Archaean

    Symposium, CSIRO, Division of Mineralogy,
    Private Bag, Wembly, Australia, 6014).

May 1,2一t6

    EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION, (Maurice Ewing
    Symposium), New Paltz, New York, U.S.A.

    (L.R. Sykes, Lamont-Dolherty Geological obser-
    vatory, Columbia University, Palisades, N.丫、

    10964, U.S．八．）．

    uux. joint 1 neeting of IMM and AIME. (The
    Secretary, Institution ofMining and Metallurgy,

    44 Portland Place, London WIN 4BR,

    England, U.K.).

Mav 28一31

    WATER AND RELATED LAND  RESOURCES

    SYSTEMS, (Symposium), Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
    (AGU Meetings, 1909 K Street, N.W., Washington,
    D.C. 20006, U.S.八．）

May 28一〕une 6
- GEOSCIENCE MAPS FOR POTENTIAL OF NATU-

  RAL ENVIRONMENTS, (Seminar), Lome, Togo.
  Sponsored by CGMW and Unesco.（‘．L}ittig,
    BGR, Stillweg 2, Postfach 51 01 53, D-3000
    Hannover 51, F.R.G.).

    l2eme Assembl6e G6n6rale de PIMA, 13.R.G.M.,
  BP 6009, 45018 Orleans Cedes, France).

工,iv 7一17
26th INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS,

Paris, France. (Paul Sarignter, Sect-6ta‘厂气誉叮岁al
du之6emeC．如1二   M3ison de la (}eologie,／／一／，

June 2一4

    APPLICATION OF ROCK  MECHANICS TO  CUT

  AND FILL MINING, (Conference), Lulea, Sweden.
  (0. Stephansson, University of Lulea,

  5-951 87 Lulea, Sweden)

June3一6
    42nd MEETING: EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION

    OF EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICISTS, Istanbul,

    Turkey. (A.W. Smit, Secretary一Treasurer, Europ-
    ean Association of Expioration Geophysicists,

    3C Carel Van Bytandtaan, The Hague,
    Netherlands).

Dune 3一〕Uly 3
    REMOTE SENSING: GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION,

  (Course), Flagstaff, Arizona, U.S.A. Advanced
    training士or non-U.5．sc上entists sponsored by

    USGS and Northern Arizona University. (Chief,
    Office of International Geology, U.S. Geological
    Survey, MS 9土7, National Center, Reston, VA

    22092, U.S.A.)

June 8一I I

    AMERICAN ASSOCIATION  OF PETROLEUM

    GEOLOGISTS AND  SOCIETY OF ECONOMIC

    PALEONTOLOGISTS AND MINFRALOGISTS,

  (Annual Meetings), Denver, U.S.A. (J.P. Lockridge,
    1176 Lincoln Street, Suite 7 12, Denver, 80203,

    U.S.A）

3une 11一13

  APPLIED OIL-SANDS GEOSCIENCE, (Meeting),
  Edmonton, Canada. (M.B. Dusseault, Dept.

  of Civil Engineering, University of Alberta,
  Edmonton, Alta., Canada T6G 2G7).

  rue Ctaude-Bernard, 75005 Paris, France).

3111} 14一24
    3rd INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON WATER-

    ROCK INTERACTION. Edmonton. Alberta,

    Canada. SD0nSo.ed bv IAGC and the八lb-rta

    Research Council. (B. Hitchon, Alberta Research
  Councii, 11315 87th八venue, Edmonton, Alberta,
    Cari3da T6G 2C2).

Julv 21一23

  GEOLOGIC FUNDAMF NTALS AND TECHNIQUES
    FOR GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPc

  MENT (Course), Klamath Falls, Oregon, U.S.A.
  (Beverly A. Halt or Sheila Roberts, Geothermal
  Resources Council, P.O. Box 98, Davis, CA

    95616, U.S.A. Tel: 916-758-2360)

  27几August I
COMPU ILK GRAPHICS WEEK, '80, tWorKSn0P1,

July

Harvard, U.S.八．(Laboratory lot Computer Graphics,
Harvard University, 48 Quincy Street, Cambridge,

May 15一16

  PROCESSES IN MAGMA CHAMBERS,Glasgow,
    U.K. (R.C.L.Wilson, Geological Society of

    London, Burlington House, London, W IV 03U,
    UK．）．

MA 02138, U.S.A.

July 29一August 10
  SECOND EUROPEAN CONODONT SYMPOSIUM

  (ECOS 11), Austria and Czechoslovakia. Symposium

May 16一17
    ROCKY MOUNTAIN SECTION, GEOLOGICAL

  SOCIET丫OF AMERICA, (Annual Meeting),
  Ogden, Utah, U.S.A. (R.W. Moyle, Dept. of
    Geology＆Geography, Weber State College,
    Ogden, Utah, 84409, U.S.八．）

with pre- and post-symposium field trips CO-

sponsored by the Geological Survey of Austriaand Geological Survey of Czechoslovakia. (ECOS
11, Geological Survey of Austria, P.O. Box’，竺，
Rasumofskygasse 23,八一103工Vienna, Austria).

August I - 28FORMATION OF PLANETARY SYSTEMS, (Course),
May I，一21

    HALIFAX'80一ANNUAL MEETINGS OF GEOLOG-

    ICAL ASSOCIATION OF CANADA/ MINERALOG-
    ICAL ASSOCIATION OF CANADA,日atifax,

    Nova Scotia, Canada. (D.J.W. Piper, Secretary,
    Halifax '80, Department of Geology, Dalhousie
    University, Halifax, Nova Scotia,

    Canada B3H 4H6).

May 19一21
* THE APPALACHIAN OROGEN, Halifax, Nova

    Scotia, Canada. Sponsored by IGCP Project
    27. (P.E. Schenk. Dept. of Geology, Dalhousie
    University, Halifax, Nova Scotia).

Mayl，一24
* CORRELATION OF CALEDONIAN STRATABOUND

    SULPHIDES, Halifax, Nova S(otia, Canada.
    IGCP Symposium, Workshop and Field Trip.
  (D.「．Sangster, Geological Surve} of Canada,
    601 Booth Street, Ottawa, Canada, K IA GES.
    Tel: 613-995-4607).

Grasse, France. (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales,
Dept. des Affaires Universitaires, 18 Ave. Edouard-
Belm, 31055 Toulouse Cedex, France).

August 4 - 9INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON THE ACTIVITY
OF OCEANIC VOLCANOES, Ponta Delgada,
八zores. Co-sponsored by IAVCEI and八zores
Un上versitv with three DC)St-meetinE excursions.

(Prof. F. Machado, oceanic Volcanoes Symposium,
Azores Um}ersit} , Horta, Azores).

May 22一27
    AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, (Spring

    Meeting), Toronto, Canada. (AGU, 2000 Florida
    Avenue, N.W.,Washington, D.C. 20009, U.S八．）

May 26一30
  OCEANOGR八PHY FROM SPACE, (Symposium),

    Venice, Italy. (J.F.R. Gower, Inst. of Ocean
    Sciences, P.O. Box 60CO, Sidney, B.C., Canada
    V8L 4B2. Tel: 604-656-8258. Tetexz 049 7281).

May 26一30
    4th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ASBES-

    TOS, Turin, Italy. (Conference Secretary, Vanni
    已adino, Istitmo di八rte Mineraria Politecnico,

    Corso Duca degh Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino,
    Italy).

May 27一30
    ROCK MECHANICS, (Symposium), Rolla, Mis-

    souri, U.S.A. (D.A. Summers, Rock Mechanics
    and Explosives Research Center, University

    of Missouri, Rolla, Missouri, 65401, U.S.八）·

May 27一30
    NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL MANAGE-

    MENT OF MINERAL RESOURCES. London,

lune IS一30

    TEPHRA STUDIES AS A TOOL IN QUATERNARY
    RESEARCH, Iceland. N八TO Advanced Studies

    Institute and field trips. (R.S.I. Sparks, Dept.
    of Mineralogy and Petrotog},匕niv. of Cambridge
    Cambridge, CB2 3EW，U. K.).

3une 23一 27

    ROCK STORE 80, Stockholm, Sweden. Symposium
    on subsurface space for environmental protection,
    low cost storage and energ} savings. (Secretary

    General, c/o Stockholm Convention Bureau,

    Strandvagen 7 c, S-114 56 Sto(kholm, Sweden.
    Tel: 08-630-445, Telex: S 115 56).

June 25一27

    FORE-ARC SEDIMENTATION  AND  TECTONICS

    IN  MODERN 八ND  ANCIENT SU13DUCTION

  ZONES, London, U.K. O.K. Leggett, Dept.
    of Geology, Imperial College,尸rince Consort
    Road, London, SW7 2AZ, U.K.).

June 29一〕L1lv 6

} FIFTH INTERNATIONAL PALYNOLOGICAL

  CONFERENCE, Cambridge, England, UX
    Conference with field ex(ursions. (Mrs. G.E

    Drewry, Dept. of Geology, SedgwickMuseum,
    Downing Street, Cambridge C132 3EQ, England,
    日．K ）．

July 4一7

AugustM0品- 16RN SHELF AND ANCIENT CRATONIC
SEDIMENTATION一THE ORTHOQUARTZITE-
CARBONATE SUITE REVISITED,Wisconsin,
U.S.A. First SEPM Research Conference. (C-W

B}ers &尺．日·Dott, Jr., Dept. of Geology and
Geophysics,日niversity of Wisconsin, Madison,

Wisconsin 53706, U.S．八．）

An瓷15 -CAR儡EAN GEOLOGICAL CONFERENCE,
  Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. Conference

with concurrent and post-conference field trips.
  (W.E. Snow, Coordinator, 9th Caribbean Geological
    Conference. Apartado 2719, Santo Domingo,

  Dominican Republic).

八ugust 18一2G
    AUTOMATION IN MINING. MINERAL AND

  METAL PROCESSING, Montreal, Canada. k_}ecre-
  tariat, IFAC/AMMMP, Centre de D6veloppement
  Technologique, Ecole Polytechnique, C.尸·6079,
  Succ. 'A', Montreal. Quebec,

    Canada日3C 3A7).

八ugust 24一29
  EGS BUDAPEST '80, Budapest, Hungary. -',eventr)

Annual Meeting, European Geophysical Society.
（巳GS-ESC BudaDest '80. Geoohvsicd上Dept.,

V};t,,U5 University, H-1093 Budapest, Kun Beta
ter 2,日ungary).

* GENERAL MEETING  OF THE INTERNATIONAL

  MINERALOGICAL ASSOCIATION, 0 MA), Orl 6ans,
  France. Field excursions to Brittany and Massif

  Cent'al, June 30一〕uly 3. Scientific and poster
  sessions 3uly 4一7. Commissions aid Working

August 25 - 29* MAGNETIZATION。。PLIOCENE AND QUATER-

G. ou,) nieetings   , July 4. (Secretariat de la

NARY SEDIMENTS, (Workshop), Budapest, Hungary.
Meetine of IGCP Proiect 128. (P.Marton, Geophy-

sics Dept., E}}tvt}s University, H-1083 Budapest,
Kun晚Is for 2,日ungary).
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COMING EVENTS (Continued)

}吧u't脚 一到
    NEOTECTONICS FIELD EXCURSION, Tokyo,

    Japan. Co-sponsored lb} INQUA National Group
    01) Quaternar} shorelines and IGCP Ndtjon}l

    屯roup for Project 61: Sea Le}el. \} ill precede
    24th Int.〔cogr,甲hicai Congress.（丫．Ota. Dept.
    of 6eography, Yokohirrid National } niversity,
    Tokiwadai.｝气odogdva-ku, Yokoharn,i. 240 Jap,m).

Se向ember I一；
    INTERNATION八L GEOGRAPHIC八L CONGRESS.

    Tolk}o, Japan.（「．Bird, Um}ermtv of Melbourne,
    Parkvillc, \ i( toria, Australia, 3052)

September I一6
    6th SYMPOSIUM ON LIVING AND FOSSIL DIATOMS,

    Budapest, Hungary. Nleetin} with one-da} excursion.
    （Marta Halos, Hungarian Geological Survey,

    H一1442 Budapest, P.O.B. 106.. Hungary).

Septelrber 2一6
    METEORITICAL SOCIETY,（八nnual Meeting),

    La Jolla, California, U.S.八．(K.Marti, B-017,

    Chemjstr} Dept二Uni%. of California, La Jolla,
    C八920，3，州 5．八‘）．

.September 6一10
    STRATIGRAPHY OF WYOMING, (Symposium),

  Teton Village, Wyoming, U.S.A. (W.R. Merschat,
    60f Oll Corporation, P.O. Box 2619, Casper,

    WYOTTling 82602, U.S.八．）．

September 8一12
    4th MEETING OF THE EUROPEAN CLAY GROUPS,

    (Conferen(e with field excursions),Munich.
    F.R.C. (U. Schwertmann, InstitiA fNr Bodenkunde

    der TU MCInchen, 8050 Freising-Weilbenstephan,
    F.R.C,）．

    Llpn"'[" t．、(,csulogi( at Sur}e},Mall Step 91 3,
    Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225, U.S.A.).

September 2，一October 2
    ASSEMBLY ON: WILL WE USE THE OCEANS

    WISELY? THE NEXT 50 YEARS IN OCEANO-

    GRAPHY, Woods Hole, Massach}i-tts, (

    Part of〔elebrailon of 50th八nmNer,ary ofWc0as
    Hole }Veanographjc lustitUtion. (].日．Steele,

    Director, \}oocls日ole Oceanographi( InStitUT1011.
    Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543, U.S.A）．

0〔tolber 5一8

    COMPLEX SULPHIDE ORES, Rome, Italy.

    Organized by the Institution of Mining and Metal-
    lurgy in association with the Laboratorio per

    11 Trattdmento del Minerali. Consiglio Nazionale
    delle Richerche. (The Secretary, Institution

    of Mining and Metallurgy, 44 Portland Place,
    Londonw IN 4BP, England, U.K.).

October 6一November 7

    REMOTE SENSING: LAND  USE PLANNING  AND

    ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS, (Course),
    Flagstaff, Arizona. Advanced training for non-
    U.S. scientists sponsored by I JSGS and Northern
    Arizona University. (Chief, Office of International
    Geology, U乃·Geological Survey, MIS 917, National
    Center, Reston， Virginia 22092,

    U.5．八．）．

October S一If

    SEVENTH  INTERNATIONAL CODATA CONFER-

  ENCE, Kyoto, Japan. (Y. Mashiko, c/o Japan
    Society for CODATA. Dai-ichi Kanamort Building,

    I一，一31 YLIshima, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo. 113 lapan).

October 9一｝I

    METALLOGENY OF MAFIC AND ULTRAMAFIC

    COMPLEXES: THE EASTERN MEDITERRANE八N

    一WESTERN ASIA AREA  AND ITS COMPARISON

    WITH SIMILAR METALLOGENIC  ENVIRONMENTS

    IN THE WORLD, Athens, Greece. Organized
    bv the National Technical Universit} of Athens
    and IGCP Project 169 (UNESCO-IUGS) and spon-
    sored I)v IUGS with post-meeting field excursions
    to Greek ophiolite complexes with Cr-Ni and

    magnesite deposits. (S.S. Augustithis, National
    Technical University, Dept. of Mineralogy, Petro-
    graphy, Geology, P.O. Box 1482, Athens, Greece)

October 13一17

    SECOND  INTERNATION八L CONFERENCE

    OF SCIENTIFIC EDITORS, Amsterdam, Holland.
    (I.L.Heller, U.S. Geological Survey, MS 303,

    Bcx 25046, Federal Center, Denver, Colorado
    8 0 2 2 5, U. S. A.).

October 19一22

    ASSOCIATION OF EARTH SCIENCE EDITORS,

    Halifax, Canada. OvI. Latremouille, Bedford
    Institute of Oceanography, Box 1006, Dartmouth,

    N.S., Canada B2Y 4A2).

    }\ 71．卜 如川户on.1、‘。为明 S.匕味．人．）．

November t I一13

    I Ith ANNUAL UNDERWATER MINING INSTITUTE,

    ')avannah, Georgia, 1, 八．(Barbar}! }. \ruold'
    Univ.。工Wi,,onsm, 1}eaGrant八d\ 川、}er% i, e,,
    I S 1 5 Universit,人% cnue, %ladison, %}一 I， }7r(.

    U.S八．下el: (}临S-262一2S｝总）．

No}emher 16一20
    GEOPHYSICS: A HALF CENTURY OF PROGRESS,

    Houston, U.S. }.Fiftieth八nniversar}, ',o,,cty

    of Exploration屯eoph}sictsts. (I-).L．丫。Well.
    SEG, Box 31j98, 1汕Isa, OK 74101, t-1.S．八．）．

November 17一20

    GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, (Annual
    meeting), Atlanta, U.S.八·(GS八，3300 Penrose
    Place, Boulder, CO 80301, U.S.A ）．

No%ember IS一21
    SPACE GEODESY AND ITS APPLICATIONS,

  (Symposium), Cannes, France. (Centre National
  d'Etudes Spatiates, Npartement des Affaires

    Universitaires, IS Avenue Edouard-Belm, 31055
    Toulouse Cedex. France. Telex: 531 081）．

】9凡】

September 8一12
    ELEVENTH WORLD ENERGY CONFERENCE,

    Munich, Federal Republic of GermanN. Technical

    sessions \%ill focus on energy sources and their
    future avulabiht}. (Organizing Committee

    I Ithworld Energy Conference, Lindenniannstrasse
    13, 4000 I)Usseldorf 1, Federal Republic of Get-

    rnany).

September 8一13
    WORLD CONFERENCE ON EARTHQUAKE

    ENGINEERING, Istanbul, Turkey.（八．Gurpmar,
    Secretary, 7 WCEE, Yuksel Caddesi 7/13, Ankara,
    Turkey).

September 8一16
    HYDRAULIC  RESEARCH AND RIVER BASIN

    DEVELOPMENT, Nairobi, Kenya. Seminar spon-
    sored by the International Association for Hydraulic
    Research and UNESCO. (S. Bruk, Inst. for

    Water Resources, 'Jaroslav Cerm', Vele-Nigrinove
    16, Belgrade, Yugoslavia).

September 8一0( tober 3
    15th INTERNATIONAL REMOTE SENSING

WORKSHOP, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, U.S.八． 、 ＿＿ ，。
                                                                                ＿ 、少 人 - .1- ‘ 以 一 ‘ ，

〔二。rse at LRO!S Data Center for non-U.,. scientists.   DIGIT八L TECHNIQUES FOR GEOLOGICAL

(Chief, Office of International Geology,..   REMOTE SENSINd APPLICATIONS, (AdvancedGeological Survey, MS 917, National Center,   course). Sioux Falls. U.S.A. (D.L. Lauer. ADD11-
Reston, VA之20，之, Lj_').J． cations Branch, EROS Data Center,日.S. Geological

Septer丁iberg一I I
    GEOTHERMAL ENERGY FOR THE 80's, Salt

    Lake City, U.S.A.八nnual Meeting, Geothermal
    Resources Council and conference with pre-

    and post-meeting field trips. (Beverly A. Hall
    or Sheila Roberts, Geothermal Resources Council,

    P.O. Box 98, Davis, CA 95616, U.S.A. Tel: 916-
    758-2360)

September 17一19
    EUROTUNNEL'80, Basel, Switzerland. Confer-

  once on Tunnelling in Europe. (Sc(retar}, Institu-
    tion of Mining and Metallurgy, 44 Portland Place,
    London WIN 4BR, U.K.).

September 22一26
    THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON THE

    HISTORY OF OCEANOGRAPHY, Woods Hole,
    Massachusetts, U.5．八．Celebration of 50th

    Anniversary ofWoods Hole Oceanographic Institu-
    tion. (J.H. Steele, Director, Woods Hole Oceano-
    graphic Institution, Woods Hute, Massachusetts

    02543, U.S.A.).

    Survey, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198, U.S.A.)

October 26一30

    FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER PROCESSING

    OF OFFSHORE MINER八L AND OTHER GEOLOG-

  ICAL DATA, (Seminar/ Workshop), Bangkok,
    Thailand. Sponsored by Dept. of Mineral Resources

    Asian Inst. of Technology and CCOP. (Pisoot
    Sudasna, Dept. of Mineral Resources, Ministry
    of Industry, Rama VI Road, Bangkok, Thailand).

November

    SYMPOSIUM AMAZONICO, Puerto八yacucho,
Venezuela. Symposium organized by the Ministerio
de Energia y Minas, Venezuela in cooperation
with the Consejo Consultivo de Directores de

February 9一March 6
    REMOTE SENSINC：DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING,

    (Course), Flagstaff, Arizona, U.S.A. Advanced
    training for non-U.S. scientists sponsored by

    USGS and Northern Arizona Universitv. (Chief,
    Office of Irternational Geology, U.S. Geological
    Survey,MS 917, National Center, Reston, VA

    22092, U.S.八．）．

March 29一八pril 4
    INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ARID

    SOILS, lerusalern, Israel. organized by Cornmis-
    sions V and \ I of the International Society of

    Soil Scien,-e arid the Israel Societv of Soil Science.

    (D. H.丫,]on, Dept. of Geolog}，The Hebrew
    Umv. of 3crusalem, lerusalern 91000, Israel.
    Tel: 02-584249).

March 30一April 10
    EARLY EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH AND

    PLANETS, (NATO Advanced Study Institute),
    Newuasatle upon Tyne, U.K.（〕M. Wainisley,
    School of Physics. The University, Newcastle

    upon Tyne, NEI 7RU, U.K.).

八pril 13一15
    I Ith COLLOQUIUM OF AFRICAN GEOLOGY,

    Milton Keynes, U.K. (A.C. Ries, Dept. of Earth
    Sciences, The Open University, Milton Keynes,
    MK7 6八A, U.K.).

April 28一30
    MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES ON HUDSON门AMES

    BAY, (Symposium), Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
    O.P. Martini, Dept. of Land Resource Science,
    Ontario AgrICUltural College. Univ. of Guelph
    Guelph, Ont., Canada, NIG 2WI).

Mav I I一13

    GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF CANADA AND

    MINERALOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF CANADA,

    (Joint Annual Meetings), Calgary, Canada.
    (A.V. Morgan, Dept. of Earth Sciences, University

    of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont., Canada N21- 3GI).

May 13一15
    INDUSTRIAL MINERALS, (Forum), Albuquerque

    New Mexico, U！.S.A. (G.S. Austin, New Mexico
    Bureau of Mines＆ Mineral Resources, Campus

    Station, Socorro, N-M. 87801,US.八 Tel: 505-
    835-5125).

Mav 31一June 3

    AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM

    GEOLOGISTS AND SOCIETY  OF ECONOMIC

    PALEONTOLOGISTS AND MINERALOGISTS,

-11 L11姗加- 11-1-el Lieioamerica. (Symposmergia y Minas, Direcciiso 19, Centro Simon
                          概盘MeetingAAPG,扮监ancTul黔U. S. A.K 7410，一伙vA.)

September 28一October I
    ENERGY AUDIT OF THE 80's, (Conference),

Calg}r}, Alberta, Canada. (G.D. Grant, Chevron
Stancard Ltd., 400 Fifth Avenue, SW, Calgary,
Alberta. Canada T2P 01-7).

,September 28一October 4
    SILICIC VOLCANISM, (CSA Penrose Conlerence),

    San Juan Mountains, Colorado, U.S.A. (P.W.

November 5一7

    GEOCHEMICAL FUND八MENTALS AND  TECH-

    NIQUES FOR GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION
    AND RESEVOIR EVALUATION, (Course), Reno,

    Nevada, U.S.A. (Beverly A. Hall or Sheila Roberts,
    Geothermal Resources Council, P.O. Box 98,

    Davis, CA 95616, U.S．八．Tel: 916-758-2360)

November 10一12

    GEOCHEMISTRY OF ORGANIC  MATTER IN ORE

DEPOSITS, Warrenton, Virginia,坠S. A. (P.粤·
日are, Geophysical Laboratory, 2801 Upton Street,

  INTERFACE ON CONTINENTAL MARGINS,
  (SEPM symposium), San Francisco, U.S.A. (D.J.
  Stanley, Division of Sedimentology, E 109,Museum
  of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution,

  Washington, D.C., 20560, U.S.A.).

June 24一26

    ICAM  81一INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

    ON APPLIED MINERALOGY IN THE MINERAL

  INDUSTRY, Johannesburg, South Africa. Pre-
  and post-conference field excursions. (L.F.

  Haughton, ICAM 81, Nat. Inst. for Metallurgy,
  Private Bag X3015, Randburg, 2125 South Africa).
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  COMING EVENTS (Continued)

June 28一July I
    THIRD  INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM  ON

  ARCTIC GEOLOGY, Calgary, Canada. (E.E.
    Pelzer, c/o Brunswick Resources Ltd., Suite
    1401, 633 Sixth八venue S.W., Calgary, Canada).

July 6一7
    3rd INTERNATIONAL PLATINUM SYMPOSIUM,

    Pretoria, South Africa. (Symposium Secretariat
    S.217, CSIR, PO Box 395, Pretoria, 0001, Republic
    of South Africa).

July 7一I I
    SOUTHERN AFRICAN GFODYNAMICS PR03ECT,

    Pretoria, South Africa. (Symposium Secretariat
    S.217, CSIR, PO Box 395, Pretoria, 0001, Republic
    of South Africa).

July 21一30
    INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SEISMOLOGY

    & PHYSICS OF THE EARTH'S INTERIOR, (General

  COUNCIL ON PETROLEUM, (Meeting), Manila,
  Philippines. (ASCOPE 181 Organizing Secretariat,
    Philippine National oil Co., 7901 Makati Ave.,

    Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines. Telex: 63667
    PNOC PM).

November 2一5

    GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, (Annual

  meeting), Cincinnati, U.S.A. (GSA, 3300 Penrose
    Place Boulder. Colo. 80301. U.S.A.).

1992

Assembly), London, Ontario, Canada. (A.E.

Beck, Dept. of Geophysics, University of Western
Ontario, London, Ont., Canada N6A 5137).

August
- THE SCANDINAVIAN AND  GREENLAND

    CALEDONIDES REVIEWED, Uppsala, Sweden.
    Symposium sponsored by IGCP Project 27 with

May 12一14
    9th INTERNATIONAL GEOCHEMICAL EXPLO-

    RATION SYMPOSIUM, Saskatoon, Canada.

    (L.A. Clark, Saskatchewan Mining Development
    Corp., 122 3rd Ave. North, Saskatoon, Sask.,

    Canada S7K 2H6).

May 20 24
    GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF CANADA AND

    MINERALOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF CANADA,

  (Annual Meeting), Winnipeg, Manitoba. (A.V.
    Morgan, Dept. of Earth Sciences, University
    of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont.,

    Canada N2L 3GI).G
n）

excursions to Norway and Sweden. (D. Gee,

SGU Box 670, S-75128 Uppsala, Swede

August 7一16
    4th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON

    BASEMENT TECTONICS, (Conference with
    field excursions), Oslo, Norway. Major theme;
    origin, propagation and significance of basement
    fractures. (R.H. Gabrielsen, Dept. of Geology,
    University of Oslo, Box 1047, Blindern, Oslo

    3, Norway).

August 9一14
- SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM  OF

    THE CAMBRIAN SYSTEM, Golden, Colorado,
    U.S.A. Sponsored by the Cambrian Subcommission

    of the IUGS Commission on Stratigraphy, and
    the U.S. Geoloizical Survev. (The Cambrian

    Symposium, Paleontology and mratigrapriy t5rancn,
    U.S. Geological Survey, Box 25046, Mail Stop

    919, Denver Federal Center, Denver, Co 80225,
    U.5八．）．

August 24一28
    EARTH TIDES, (Symposium), New York, U.S.A.

    O.T. Kuo, Aldridge Laboratory of Applied Geo-
    physics, Henry Krumb School of Mines, Columbia
    University, New York, 10027, U.S.A.).

August 21一28
- IGCP PROJECT ECOSTRATIGRAPHY, Allekvia,

    Gotland, Sweden. Preceded by special collecting
    excursions and followed by the International

  Graptolite Conference一see below. (A.J. Boucot,
    Dept. of Geology, Oregon State University,

    Corvallis, Oregon 97331, U.S.A.).

September I一6
* SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE,

    GRAPTOLITE WORKING GROUP OF THE

    INTERNATIONAL PALAEONTOLOGICAL ASSOC-

    IATION, (Conference and field excursions), Cam-

    bridge, U.K. (P.R. Crowther, Dept. of Geology,
    University of Cambridge, Sedgcwick Museum,
    Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EQ, U.K.).

September 7一12
    7th INTERNATIONAL CLAY CONFERENCE,

    Bologna and Pavia, Italy. Conference with pre-
    and post-meeting field trips. (F. Veniale Istituto
    di Mineralogia e Petrografia. Universita di Pavia,
    Via Bassi 4, 27100 Pavia, Italy).

September 21一25
    MODERN AND ANCIENT FLUVIAL SYSTEMS:

    SEDIMENTOLOGY AND PROCESS, University

    of Keele, U.K. (T. Elliot, Singleton Park, Swansea,
    SA2 8PP, Wales, U.K.).

October 4一7

    ASSOCIATION OF EARTH SCIENCE EDITORS,

    (Annual Meeting), Denver, U.S.A. (J. Heller,
    U.S. Geological Survey, Box 25046, Stop 303,
    Denver Federal Center, Denver, Colorado, 80225,

    U.S.A.).

June 26一July I
    AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM

    GEOLOGISTS八ND  SOCIETY  OF ECONOMIC

    PALEONTOLOGISTS AND MINERALOGISTS,

  (Annual Meeting), Calgary, Alberta. (Kathy
    Watson, AAPG, Box 979, Tulsa, Oklahoma, 74101,

    U.S.A.)

October 5一8

    GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES COUNCIL, (Annual

    Meeting), Houston, U.S.A.(Beverly A. Hall or
    Sheila Roberts, Geothermal Resources Council,

    P.O. Box 98, Davis, CA 95616, U.S.A. Tel: 916-
    758-2360)

October 7一9
    ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN  NATIONS

August 20一23
- IV INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM  ON THE

    ORDOVICIAN SYSTEM, Oslo, Norway. One
    rire-meetirip excursion in Norway and three

    post-meeting excursions in },weaen. W.L. bruion,
    Paleontologisk Museum, Sars gate 1, Oslo 5,

    Norway).

August 22一28
    CIRCUM-PACIFIC ENERGY AND MINERAL RES-

    OURCES CONFERENCE, Honolulu, Hawaii,
    U.S.A. (M.T. Halbouty, 5100 Wesiheimer Road,
    Houston, Texas 77056, U.S.A.).

      KAIL AUTOFOCUS

PROJECTOR   MODEL K-A5
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Transfer information from Aerial Photos to Map. Draft maps,

drawings, information to the desired scale. The image of any-
thing placed on the left glass plate may be projected onto the
right glass plate to the size desired.

Scale range: 5X Enlargement to 1/5X Reduction

A motor-driven linkage keeps the image in continual focus
through the entire scale range.

For more detailed information and prices, call or write:

              Philip B. Kail Associates, Inc.

              1010 West Ist Avenue-Denver, Colorado, 80223

                          Phone (303) 623-5987



GOLD D印OSITS
ORIGIN, EVOLUTION, AND PRESENT

        CHARACTERISTICS
J. H. TATSCH

This is no ordinary book on gold deposits. Nor does it simply detail the gross characteristics of gold
deposits. Rather, it shows how gold deposits have originated, have evolved, and have become
emplaced into their present environments in accordance with a single long-lived deep一seated global
mechanism that has been operating within the Earth during the 4.6 billion years that the Earth is
believed to have been in existence. This mechanism is the Tectonospheric Earth Model, which has
been described in the book, THE EARTH'S TECTONOSPHERE, and used as the basis for the

books, MINERAL DEPOSITS and PETROLEUM DEPOSITS, by the same author.

Chapter headings: I，Gold deposits: a global survey; 2, The Tectonospheric Earth Model: a new
concept; 3, The geometrical, mechanical, thermal, and chemical behavior of the Earth during the
past 4.6 billion years: a summary; 4, Plate tectonics, ornniductive processes, and
seismotectonomagmatic belts; 5, Intrusive and extrusive activity: a long-lived deep-seated basis for
the origin and evolution of mineral deposits; 6, Archean seismotectonomagmatic belts and the

associated gold deposits; 7, Proterozoic scismotectonomagmatic belts and the associated gold
deposits; 8, Paleozoic seismotectonomagmatic belts and the associated gold deposits; 9, Mesozoic
seismotectonomagmatic belts and the associated gold deposits; 10, Cenozoic seismotectonomag-
matic belts and the associated gold deposits; I I，The present distribution of gold deposits as a
function of the Earth's behavior during the past 4.6 billion years; 12, The Tectonospheric Earth
Model as a supplementary tool in the exploration for gold deposits.

This book, composed, almost entirely of proprietary material, summarizes the results of an
independent research project undertaken to determine the most probable geometrical, mechanical,
thermal, and chemical aspects of the origin, evolution, and present characteristics of the Earth's

gold deposits. Because of its proprietary nature, very little of this material has been published in
journals, nor is it expected that very much of it will be offered for publication other than in book
form. This approach, we feel, permits the reader to gain a better perspective of the subject matter
presented.

Available directly from the publisher or through book dealers in all parts of the world. Hard cover,
6 x 9 inches, 275 pages. Table of contents, line drawings, maps, index, references. $72.00.
ISBN: 0-912890-07-X. LC:75-1947. 1975.

Tafsch Assodaf es

120 THUNDER ROAD

SUDBURY, MASSACHUSETTS 01776

                        U.5．^ ．
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F}l

$12.00

American Geological Institute
5205 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church. Va. 22041

The 18th edition of the Directory
contains information current for this

Academic year 1979一1980 for

Geoscience Departments in the United
States and Canada.

Separate indexes insure quick

reference. An alphabetical list of all
college/universities give geographic

locations. The department listings,

arranged by state, catalogs the faculty

and degrees awarded. The faculty

index is keyed with a speciality
index. The final section lists institutions

offering field courses/field camps.

AG I Publications Office

5205 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church, Va. 22041

Gentlemen:

Please send me - copy(ies) of the

Directory of Geoscience Departments ＠$12.00 each

Ship to

0 Payment enclosed in US＄＿

口 Invoice needed Purchase Order No.＿
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THE SOCIETY OF ECONOMIC PALEONTOLOGISTS AND MINERALOGISTS has

served sedimentary geologists for more than half a century
through high一qual i ty   journal s， special publications， and
scientific presentations at annual meetings． Membership
application forms ava们able upon request．

Journals and special publications are priced as noted：

Price一U．S．Funds

Member Non一Member

Journal of PaleontologyPaleontological Society)（bi一monthly，jointly with

Journal of Sedimentary Petrology (quarterly）－－－－－－－－－－一

                    Books（from symposia一hard cover）

$30 ．00

$23 ．00

$52 ．00

$38 ．00
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DOLOMITIZATION AND LIMESTONE DIAGENESIS（1965）－－－－－－－－－－－一 ＄8．00
DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS IN CARBONATE ROCKS（1969）－－－－－－一 ＄10．00
DELTAIC S印IMENTATION，MODERN AND ANCIENT（1970）－－－－－－－－－一 ＄12．00
RECOGNITION OF ANCIENT SEDIMENTARY ENVIRONMENTS（1971）－－－一 ＄12．00
SEDIMENTATION IN THE WORLD OCEAN（1971）－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－一 ＄10．00
MODERN＆ANCIENT GEOSYNCLINAL SEDIMENTATION（1974）－－－－－－－一 ＄13．00
STUDIES IN PALEO-OCEANOGRAPHY (1974)－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－一 ＄11．00
PALEOGEOGRAPHIC PROVINCES AND PROVINCIALITY（1974）－－－－－－－一 ＄13．00
TECTONICS AND SEDIMENTATION（1974）－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－一 ＄11．00
GLACIOFLUVIAL AND GLACIOLACUSTRINE SEDIMENTATION（1975）－－一 ＄15．00
BEACH AND NEARSHORE SEDIMENTATION（1976）－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－一 ＄13．00
DEEP一WATER CARONATE ENVIRONMENTS (1977)－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－一 ＄14.00
ASPECTS OF DIAGENES工S（1979）－～－～－～－－－－－－－－－～－－－－－－－－－－一－－一 ＄15．00
GEOLOGY OF CONTINENTAL SLOPES（1979）－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－一 ＄16．00

$19
$20

Reprint Series（topical articles from journals一soft cover）

DIAGENESIS（1976）－～－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－～－－－－－－－～～～～一 ＄5．50 ＄6．50
FORAMINIFERAL PALEOECOLOGY（1976）－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－一 ＄5．00   S 6．00
HYDRAULIC INTERPRETATION OF PRIMARY SED．STRUCTURES（1977）一＄7．00 ＄8．00
DETR工 TAL SEDIMENTA丁工ON (1977)   ---------------------------－一 ＄6.00 ＄7.00
CARBONATE SEDIMEN下OLOG丫（1978）－－－－～－－－－－－－－－－－～－－－－－－－－～～一 ＄6 ．00 ＄7．00
ENVIRONMENTAL MODELS IN ANCIENT SEDIMENTS（1978）－－－－－－－－－一 ＄5．50 ＄7．00
DEPOSITIONAL PROCESSES IN ANCIENT CARBONATES（1978）－－－－－－一 ＄6．00 ＄7．50
SILICA IN SEDIMENTS：NODULAR AND BEDDED CHERT（1979）－－－－－一 ＄7．25 ＄9．00
SANDSTONE DIAGENESIS: CEMENT-POROSITY RELATIONSHIPS (1979）一＄7.50 ＄7.50

Short Course Notes（from continuing education program一soft cover）

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRON．AS INTERPRETED FROM PRIMARY SED．

      STRUCTURES＆STRAT．SEQUENCES（1975）－－－－－－－－－－一
EVAPOR工丁ES (1978)   -------------------------------－一－一
TRACE FOSS工LS（1978）－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－一
FORAMINIFERAL ECOLOGY AND PALEOECOLOGY（1979）－－－－－－一

Send check payable in U．S．funds to SEPM，Dept．300，Box 4756
Tul sa，Oklahoma，74104（USA）
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D｝RECTORY OF｝UGS BOD｝ES
This directory lists only the key contact people厂or lUGS constituent bodies, joint programs and a厂厂iliated
organizations. A comprehensive directory is available on request (at $3.00 U.S.)厂rom the IUGS Secretariat,
Room 177, 601 Booth Street, Ottawa, Canada KlA OE8.

                          COMMISSIONS

  COMMISSION ON EXPERIMENTAL PETROLOGY

  AT HIGH PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES

  Chairman: Prof. P门．',} } Ilie, Department of Geophys-
  ！（川 S( ion, es, I lm}ersa} of Chica'go, 5734 South Elh,
  八venue.C川Ca90.川,n.is (,0637.匕·5．八．

COMMISSION FOR MARINE GEOLOGY
  }ec retar}: Dr.R．八．ScrUtton.Grant Institute of

Geology, I Tni%'ersi1% of Edunbur,;h, West %lains Road.
Edinburgh E日，31w．U.K.

COMMISSION ON STRATIGR八PHY

Chairman: Prof.八riders Martinsson, Department
of P,i己e.b,.log}．日。、t64. S一751 22 UPP5}la, Sweden

Secretai } General: Dr.M．G．Bassett. Department
of Geolog}, National MUSeUm Of W'}JCS,
Cardiff CH  3NP.日.K.

COMMISSION ON SYSTEMATICS IN PETROLOGY

Chairman: Prof. Dr. A. Strockeiser.

Petrographisches lustitut, Sahlistrasse 6，C日一3012
Berne, Switzerland

COMMISSION  ON TECTONICS
Serretary: Prof. H.J. Zwart, Instinjut voor Aardweten-

schappen, RijksuniNer5iteit Utrecht, Boedapestlaan
4, Postbus 80.02t, 3508 T八 口trecht, Netherlands

                          COMMITTEES

ADVISORY BOARD FOR PUBLICATION

Chairman: Dr. M.G. Bassett, Department of Geolo2v.

National Muwum of }X ales, Cardiff CF I 3NP, U.K.

COMMITTEE ON GEOLOGICAL DOCUMENTATION

Chairman: Dr.目．Clashoff, BundesansTait fur Geowiss-

enschaften und Rolistoffe, Postfach 51 01 53. D-300C
日anno,e,，」，F.RG．

COMMITTEE ON GEOLOGY TEACHING

Chairman: Prof.〕．SUttom Dept. of Geology. Imperial
College, Prince Consort Road, London, Sw7 2BP.
IJ.K.

COMMITTEE ON THE HISTORY OF GEOLOGICAL

SCIENCES (INHIGEO)
Chairman: Pro仁 R. Hoovkaas,

Krullelaan 35, Zeist. Netherlands

ASSOCIATION OF GEOSCIENTISTS FOR

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AGID)
General Secretary: Dr. A. Bellizzia,八partado 21241, San
Martm,Caracas, Venezuela

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE POUR L'ETUDE DES

ARGILES (AIPEA)

secretary：口「．八．吕reei-i- ma,Stichtin只%oor吕odenikar-
tering, Staringgebou- Wageningen. Postbus 98, N('Ther-

深欲了ATION DES SERVICES GEOLOGIQUES AFRICAINS
secretar}: Dr. J.L. Mostracid,
103, rue do L,11,, 75007 Paris, 17ran, e

CARPATHIAN BALKAN GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Contact Person: Prof. Dr.G．Grassefl)

Inst. of Mineralogy, Geochemistry and Petrograph} .
八ttila J6zsef Universm ,日-6701 Szeged,
Pf. 428, Hungarv

思黑SSION FOR THE GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE WORLD
Secretary:Miss F. Delany,
5 1, Boulevard de Montmorency, F- 75016 Paris, Fran( e

｝翟拐畏甜岛ASSOCIATION OF EARTH SCIENCE EDITORS
Secretarv:Miss N. P.Morr」 s. 30 Lonxdown Road, Lower
Bourne, Farnham, Surrey, Gu10 31L, U.K.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AFRICA (GSA)

Secretary: Prof.J C.A. Kogbe, Dept.Ahmadu Bello University. Zaria, Ni募Geology,ia.
｛提瓷NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

｛错RNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PLANETOLOGY
}- rctarv:

Institute of

Dr. N. Sto,., ko,,.

}Ppi"'Jl Geoph} sic s, Podbelohorska 47
I5000尸,ah, 5.C.S.凡尺

Secretary: Dr. R. Wolters, Geologisches Landesamt Nordrhein-
Westfalen, Pe Greiff Str. 195. Postfach 1080,口一4150 Krefeld,
「．R G.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GEOCHEMISTRY

AND COSMOCHEMISTRY (IAGC)
Secretary: Dr.G.M. Anderson, Department of Ceoiog).

｛错RNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SEDIMENTOLOGIS1 S
SecUn'黑ry:itv爪！狱，Monty.｝摄篇)ent。‘Geojog}'
｛麟RNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR PALYNOLOGY
Se( retary-1-rcasurer:I Jnj},rs,tN of Toronto一〕rof. C. No,,,s, Dept. ofToronto, ont., Canad}
INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF SOCIETIES OF

ECONOMIC GEOLOGISTS OFSEG)
Secretary: Prof. G. MonSCL]r, Departannonto de Geolov".

I a"113Blanco,糕clenctr,c] 34.篇rii}erspdad Ainono-, (anion
｛豁片NATIONAL MINERALOGICAL ASSOCIATION
Secretar%; Prof. Ch. Tonn-n- T- i-, f-

und Krista,lographie．丁crTnische l,，niversitat Berlin一
Harderbergsir. 42,自一1000 Berlin 12. F.RG．

｛漪RNATIONAL PALAEONTOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
Se(retary: Dr. 0.裂rsor. Geol罐ches． Institut.Goldschmidt Str. i, D- }000 Gottingen 3'4. F.R.C.
｛杀留护TIONAL UNION FOR QUATERNARY RESEARCH
Secretar}: Prof.e Dr. R. Poepe. Vrne I Iniversiteit.K,,rta}rgeoiogie, Pleinlaan 2. B-105O Brussels. Belgium

    INTERNATION八L GEOLOGICAL CORRELATION
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